
ABSTRACT 
 
 

Jaganathan, Sudhakar. Characterization Methods and Physical Properties of Novelty 

yarn. (Under the guidance of Dr. William Oxenham) 

 

The purpose of this work is to find the characterization methods which quantitatively 

define the inherent properties of novelty yarn. The research was divided in to two parts. 

In the first part various instrumental methods and techniques were investigated to 

characterize the physical properties of the novelty yarns. Various structural properties of 

gimp and slub yarns were defined and characterized. Instrumental method included CTT 

Tester, Hairiness tester and a Traveling Microscope. An image analysis algorithm was 

proposed to measure the size distribution of novelty yarn structural effects. 

 

In the second part visual perception of novelty yarn texture was characterized. A texture 

nomenclature based on the theory of “Textons” was developed. A human psychological 

survey was conducted to get observers response on texture terms. We proposed various 

image analysis methods to quantitatively characterize the novelty yarn texture. The image 

analysis method had good correlation with human psychological response on the novelty 

yarn texture. 
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1. Introduction: 
 

Textile is a world of imagination, in a constant search for new things. A world where 

evolution has never stopped, an evolution so rapid that it changes from one generation to 

another within few years. Who drive this evolution? Is it the consumer or is it the 

producer, to answer this question we should consider textile market as an eco-system. 

Where everything depends on the needs of the market. These needs can be fulfilled only 

by what is available in the eco-system. 

 

Components of this eco-system are the consumer and producer, the producer should 

satisfy the needs of the consumer with the available capabilities he has. These capabilities 

are limited to few basic forms; it could be a polymer, fiber or a yarn. The needs of the 

consumer were unpredictable and translatory over the years. Producers have used their 

imagination to alter these basic forms to produce product which satisfies needs of the 

consumer. 

 

These alterations could be in the form a color, the type of fibers used to produce the 

product; yarn structural modification etc.The present thesis is about yarns whose structure 

has been modified. These types of yarns which have been structurally modified are called 

novelty yarns or fancy yarns. 

 

According to Webster collegiate dictionary “Novelty means something new or unusual, 

striking especially in conception or style”. “Fancy means power of conception and 

representation used in an artistic expression, a liking formed by caprice rather than 

reason”. The Common meaning of these words is “new conception” which is different 

from existing things. Novelty yarns are perfect example for new conceptions which is 

quite different from normal textile yarns. Over the years novelty yarns have been used by 

designers to give a unique aesthetic, which satisfies consumer’s appetite for new design 

and gives a respite from usual plain yarn surface. 
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The Basic function of novelty yarn in fabric design is to produce a visual or tactile 

perception which is striking to human conception of fabric design, a conception which is 

novel. A novelty yarn can be defined as any yarn which has intentional structural, color 

or combinational variation which is visually or tactically perceptible. 

 

Novelty yarn production techniques invariably depends on theories of normal textile yarn 

production; the essence is to deliberately introduce variation, which can be done by 

altering the variables like raw material, process parameters or through special 

attachments to existing machineries. These intentional variations can be on the 

components which makes the yarn or intermittent addition of extra component into the 

yarn. 

 

The way in which we introduce the variation determines fundamental structure of the 

yarn. These intentional variations should be introduced in a pre-determined way to get a 

control over the design of yarn. This pre-determined way is governed by fundamental 

requirements of the textile product; they should produce a product which satisfies all 

quality control requirements of normal textile yarn. 

 

Quality has become more important than ever before, what ever may be the intricacy of 

the design; the quality of the product determines the ultimate success in the market. We 

need characterization methods to quantify and hence to control the quality, 

Characterization of novelty yarn properties is very important as they are highly 

susceptible to variations. Finding unintentional variations within intentional variation is a 

highly challenging job, which forms the basis of this thesis. Our ultimate aim is to find a 

characterization method which provides information about inherent properties of novelty 

yarn, which is measurable and quantifiable. 
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1.1 Paradigm of Novelty Yarn Research: 

With the vast gamut of novelty yarns available in the textile market one can easily get 

lost in classifying and quantifying the effects produced by these novelty yarns. Producing 

a novelty yarn requires not only artistic skill but also scientific knowledge to convert this 

creative vision into a product, which is reproducible and whose inherent characteristic 

converts itself into meaningful design in final fabric. For example, a gimp yarn whose 

characteristic is a wavy projection over the central core yarn, can be produced by varying 

amplitude of wave, by increasing frequency of the wave or by varying materials used to 

produce these yarns. With various permutations and combinations of these features one 

can produce vast variety visual effect. 

 

Most novelty yarn production begins in the imagination of the designer who foresees a 

particular structural or color variation in the fabric. The aim of the manufacturer is to 

convert this imagination in to a novelty yarn. The important technical aspects of the yarn 

include viability of yarn production with present state of technology, reproducibility of 

the design, physical property of the yarn and their meaning full conversion into intended 

fabric design. To answer these questions we have to have right combination of artistic 

and scientific skill. A well designed novelty yarn will have intended visual impact, 

economical benefit and physical property which satisfy both designer and consumer. 

 

The paradigm of novelty yarn production is the limits imparted by production techniques 

like speed, yarn breakage rate, availability of correct raw material, technology expertise 
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etc. Unlike conventional textile yarn production, novelty yarn production requires an in-

depth knowledge about the process, because a slight alteration in the parameter will result 

in immense change in structural feature. For example, changing the twist in producing a 

gimp yarn will result in a completely different structure. Although general production 

techniques of novelty yarns are known in the industry, a scientific knowledge about these 

techniques is lacking. This is mainly due to the lack of research effort in this field. 

 

Other limits of novelty yarn production is the difficulty in forecasting the styles in vogue, 

this limits the novelty yarn to a small percentage of the entire textile yarn production. 

Salhotra [1] cites that novelty yarn production has risks;  as the gains are high in this 

market, a mistake could prove costly. 

 

Conventional textile yarns are studied in-depth right from the beginning of the 20th 

century. Various theories have been put forward to characterize the physical and 

mechanical properties of these yarns. Some theories have been utilized both in designing 

the yarn and in the invention of new manufacturing process. However in novelty yarn 

research there are only minuscule amount of research papers published. Bellwood[2, 3]  

published a series of papers on the manufacture of novelty yarns during 1969. Even now 

these papers are considered to be best available literature for novelty yarn production. 

Testore et al [4, 5],Marton [6],Petrulyte [7] gave some theoretical background behind 

novelty yarn production. In recent years Grobowska [8-11] published a series of papers 

on characteristics of various types of fancy yarns. Gong et al[12]states that technical 
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papers reported on novelty yarns are less then 1% of the total number technical papers on 

yarns. 

 

This void in novelty yarn research is of great concern. Although they occupy small a 

percentage in total yarn production, they have immense potential in fabric design. 

Therefore there is an opportunity to develop our knowledge about theories behind the 

formation of structural effects of the yarn and ways to manipulate them. Theories as such 

don’t satisfy the needs of the industry. There is a need for characterization methods 

which prove the theories. For example, one can say that increase in overfeed rate 

increases wavy effect, but we need method to prove it. Present thesis concentrates on the 

characterization methods and physical properties of novelty yarn. The main aim of this 

thesis is to explore various testing methods to characterize the physical properties of 

novelty yarn. We have divided thesis into three parts, 

 

• Literature Review 

• Characterization methods for structural properties of novelty yarn 

• Characterization methods for textural properties of novelty yarn 
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2 Literature Review: 

 

2.1 Novelty Yarn Characterization Methods: 
 

Characterization of novelty yarn is of critical importance, as Sundaresan et al states [13] 

“Fancy yarns are used in fabrics to get novel effects which are much costlier than normal 

fabrics and customer interested in such effect does not prefer any defects that either 

deteriorates the appearance or quality of fabric” (sic). When one starts to test novelty 

yarn they are confined by two problems. The first one is the characteristics of novelty 

yarn that are to be tested and the second being testing equipment that should be used to 

characterize the novelty yarn properties. 

 

Unlike conventional textile yarn, where we have clearly established properties and testing 

methods to characterize them, novelty yarn with its innumerable styles and characteristics 

poses the problem of finding a single characterization method which would be used for 

testing all types of novelty yarn. In spite of this problem many authors has used 

conventional testing methods for quantifying novelty yarn characteristics. 

 

Defining quantifiable terms for characterizing novelty yarn is important, this should 

satisfy two purposes; it should satisfy designers need to choose appropriate yarn for their 

fabrics, and secondly it should help manufacturers determine whether the process is 

consistently producing the same quality product. As Testore et al [5]states “the 

technician’s task is very complex if it is carried out empirically, since he must ensure that 

the yarn reflects stylist taste and at the same time, has well defined performance 

properties and is exactly reproducible on machines other than trial equipment, now and in 

the future”. 

 

Testore et al [4, 5]analyzed various novelty yarns like slub, bouclé, puff, soufflé, ombrè, 

knop yarn. They defined basic parameters like metric count and t.p.i of novelty yarns 

.They formulate some of the characteristics of novelty yarn which would affect visual 

appearance of fabric like average length, thickness and frequency parameter of novelty 
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yarn effects. They also tested these fancy yarns for change in their metric count by 

changing the component yarn counts, overfeed rate and twist. They graphically plotted 

these effects and recommend that these chart could be useful in predicting appearance 

characteristics of novelty yarn. They used certain individual characterization terms for 

different novelty yarn like slub size, length, frequency while defining slub and puff yarn, 

bulk effect while defining soufflé yarn and shade variation for ombrè yarn.  

 

Baoyu et al [14]analyzed boucle yarn produced on hollow spindle machines. They used 

Uster evenness tester, subjective assessment and a traveling microscope in analyzing the 

appearance characteristics of the novelty yarn. They used these results in finding out, 

effect of production speed on height and irregularity of effect yarn. They compared 

subjective assessment with the evenness test results. They found a good correlation the 

between two results. 

 

Grobowska et al [8-11]studied various novelty yarns like bunch, loop, and forte novelty 

yarns. They tested yarns for count, crimp, and tensile properties. They used standard 

textile testing methods for testing these properties. They used an image analysis method 

to find length, thickness and distance between bunches while analyzing bunch fancy yarn. 

They used same image analysis method to find loop height and distance between loops 

while analyzing loop and forte yarn. 

 

One of the obvious results from these researches are that there is no single testing scheme 

which could be used in quantifying all novelty yarns, each group of novelty yarn having 

their own inherent property to be quantified. All these researchers have adopted some of 

the characterization methods used for conventional textile yarns like count, twist, 

evenness and subjective assessment methods to characterize the novelty yarn. It should 

be noted that some of this characterization methods are process related, like 

processablity, reproducibility and effect of process parameters as main variables in 

determining quantifiable terms for characterizing novelty yarn. 
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As mentioned the problem with novelty is its innumerability in design. Within this 

diversity there is a unity which is “structural effect” which clearly distinguishes it from 

other yarns. So the basic problem is to quantify this “structural effect” upon which whole 

the concept of novelty yarn is based .Establishing structural terms which define inherent 

properties of novelty yarn is the first step in characterizing the novelty. The second step is 

to determine the testing scheme which could be used to quantify these structural effects 

and final step could be to draw out some logical conclusion. These steps should be 

helpful for manufactures in terms of establishing process parameters that produce 

required effects and for designer to envision how this novelty yarns will affect the 

properties of fabric. 

 

2.2 Classification of Novelty Yarn: 
 
 
In order to characterize the novelty effect we have to understand different classification 

systems used to classify the novelty. This will be helpful in selecting the suitable 

parameter to characterize. Ogden [15] in his paper on fancy yarns gave an exclusive 

classification of novelty yarn based on four effects: 

• Spun effect(made entirely on or before spinning frame) 

• Twist effect 

• Excess feed effect 

• Intermittent effect 

Spun effect yarn can be divided into yarn produced by fiber mixture like mixing long 

staple with short staple fiber producing natural slub effect and color mixture effect like 

marls and half marls, multicolor yarn produced by combining colored sliver during 

drawing, or by injecting colored slubs during spinning 
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Twist effect yarns are produced by differential twist effects like Repco spun yarns, crepe 

yarns, diamond yarns etc. 

Excess feed yarns are produced using fancy twisters with two or more delivery roller 

rotating at different speeds. Yarns produced by this method include boucle, gimp, loop 

yarn etc  

Intermittent effect yarn are produced by varying speeds intermittently producing yarns 

like knop, caterpillar. Twisted-in Slub comes under this category. 

 

Testore et al  [4]gives the following classification of the novelty yarn.  

 

• By method of manufacture 

• By raw material used for components 

• By type of component yarn 

• By morphological structure 

 
2.2.1 Classification Based on the Manufacturing Method: 
 
 
Novelty yarn can be classified based on the manufacturing method according to Testore 

et al [4], They classify them into direct method and indirect method yarns. In direct 

method we use specialized equipment for fancy yarn production like the fancy yarn 

twister, specialized chenille yarn spinning machine, hollow spindle machine, texturising 

machine. 
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In the indirect method the novelty effect is produced prior to the spinning process. Effect 

components are included in the raw material during carding, drawing or during the roving 

process. During spinning this raw material gives novelty effect to the yarn. Fancy effects 

can also be brought about by dyeing, flocking and rising after spinning process. 

 

 2.2.2 Classification Based on the Raw Material type: 

 

Various type of raw materials are used in producing of novelty yarn, which include 

natural fibers like cotton, wool, silk etc. Synthetic fibers like acrylic, polyester, nylon etc. 

Exotic fibers like mohair, reindeer hair, rabbit fur, camel hair, cashmere are also used in 

producing novelty yarn. Based on this we could classify novelty yarn as natural, synthetic 

and exotic type 

 

2.2.3 Classification Based on the Type of Components: 

 

The components can be yarns made from staple fibers, filaments, combination of this two 

type, non-woven material, metallic wires or beads. Polymers for the decorative coating of 

core component are also used in producing the novelty yarn.  

 

2.2.4 Classification Based on the Morphological Structure: 

 
 This is probably most widely used classification system for novelty yarn and most 

appropriate in classifying a wide variety of novelty yarn. Morphological structure defines 
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basic visual cues brought about by novelty yarn when it is used in the fabric. These visual 

cues can be brought into the novelty yarn by three ways they are: 

 

• Optical effect 

• Structural effect 

• Combinational effect 

 

Optical effect is produced by changing color, luster or texture of the novelty yarn 

components. Color effect yarn are produced by combining various color threads whose 

combination brings about aesthetically pleasing visual cues .Luster effects can be brought 

by careful combination of lustrous material, like twisting a metallic wire with a cotton 

yarn .The texture effect is based on the visual cues brought about by combining material 

whose surface texture varies significantly, like combing a cotton thread with a woolen 

yarn. 

 

Structural effects are basic features of novelty yarn which differentiate it from other type 

of yarns. There are wide varieties of structural modifications which can be brought about 

in novelty yarn. The following as defined by the author can be taken as the general 

classification of structural effect, 

• Blob like structure  

• Line like structure  

• Wavy or loopy structure 

• Hairy structure 
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Most novelty yarns have a combination of these structural effects. Although these are 

general classification, there are structures which are very distinctive from this category, 

like a ladder yarn which has distinct appearance like a ladder knit between two threads. 

 

A Combinational effect is the most widely used novelty effect which combines both 

optical and structural effect. Combinational effect could be used to produce a variegated 

wavy or a lustrous blobby structure. The most widely used combinational effect is 

brought by combining various colored component while producing a structural effect 

yarn. Structural effects are more pronounced when we give an optical effect to it. 

 

2.3 Novelty Yarn Production Process: 

Production machinery for novelty yarns are direct derivatives of conventional spinning 

machines. Traditionally ring spinning and ring doubling were the most widely used 

spinning system for novelty yarn production, but various other spinning systems like 

hollow spindle, friction spinning, air-jet texturising, open-end spinning and air-vortex 

spinning were also widely used in novelty yarn production. 

 

Novelty yarns are produced using specialized attachment in the spinning and in post 

spinning stages. The Following is a brief introduction to various spinning techniques used 

in production of the novelty yarn. 
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2.3.1 Production of Novelty Yarn Using Ring System: 

Probably the oldest technique in producing novelty yarn, the ring system for novelty yarn 

production consists of special attachments which produce novelty effects. This includes 

both ring spinning and ring doubling system. Some of the effects which could be 

produced using the ring system are slubs, marl, loop, gimp, boucle, spiral, corkscrew, 

eccentric, button etc.The fundamental feature of all this effect are variation in delivery 

speed. 

 

Slub effects in yarn can be developed using a random pulse generator at the ring frame 

Salhotra [1] , This could be a mechanical gear like attachment which has a missing tooth 

which intermittently accelerate the roving feed. In the electro mechanical system which is 

controlled by computer, digital signals accelerates the back roller to produce slubs. It 

seems this system is more reliable then former one Salhotra [1]. 

 

 

Figure 1: Mechanical Slub Generator                                Courtesy: Meadwell, E.S [16]  
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One of the concerns while producing the slub yarn could be the moiré pattern, which 

develops due to the quasi-periodic nature of the effect. With a mechanical system the 

range of pattern development is limited which limits randomness of structure. With a 

modern microprocessor controlled system a range of slub sizes and distances between 

them could be altered in an infinite number of steps which reduce periodic nature. 

 

The range of novelty yarn, which could be produced using a ring-doubling frame, is large 

and beyond scope of this research work. Nonetheless, the basic concept behind the 

production technique which governs the novelty yarn production is discussed here. Some 

of the process parameters which govern novelty yarn production are process parameter, 

special attachments, and input material characteristics. A ring doubling frame consists of 

two input rollers, one for effect yarn and the other for ground thread. The drive 

arrangement for these rollers is such that they could be controlled independently and a 

range of speed ratio between these two rollers could be altered in finite steps. Usually the 

front roller is grooved so that the effect or ground yarn could pass through without being 

affected by the front roller speed. Various process parameters which could be altered are 

overfeed rate, count, twist, yarn passage scheme, passage length, spinning triangle, 

tension on component yarn, threading scheme etc. Special arrangement such as 

intermittent delivery of component yarn is also possible. With combinations of this 

feature one can make different variety of novelty yarn. 
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2.3.2 Snarl Yarn Production: 

We illustrate a method for forming a snarl yarn in ring doubling machine. Snarl yarn 

formation is based on the deformation and recovery of elastic spring. Effect yarn behaves 

like an elastic spring which has been stretched before releasing from the front roller 

nip.As soon as it is released from the front roller nip the force which held the deformation 

is completely removed, resulting in a return back to its original shape and a snarl is 

formed. In order to make the effect yarns behave like an elastic spring it is necessary to 

increase the twist in the effect yarn. This increase in twist, makes it twist lively, which is 

the base for formation of snarl yarn. 

 

As a preliminary study in the current research two types of Effect yarn were tried, a 72 

tex polyester continuous filament yarn(Snarl Yarn A) and a 30 tex cotton yarn(Snarl Yarn 

B).In order to make it twist lively two yarns were twisted in the fancy twister with 10 

twist per inch. This process made the two yarns twist lively and the snarl is formed as 

soon as we release the yarn. 

 

The Second important thing in snarl yarn formation is the overfeed rate. Effect yarn was 

run at an overfeed rate of 1.5 A single ground yarn of 20 tex was used and passed through 

the back roller; then through the grooves in the front roller. Effect yarn was passed 

through the tensioner in the back feeding zone then passed through the yarn guides and 

through the front roller nip. 

In the first twisting process 7 t.p.i was used for both the types of effect yarn .Then it was 

reverse twisted in the ring doublers using 3 tpi. A 16 Tex binder yarn was used to bind 
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the structural effect created in the first twisting operation. The final snarl was twist lively 

which was unavoidable due to high amount of twist inserted in the effect yarn; this could 

be reduced by steaming 

Figure (2) shows the threading scheme and snarl yarn formation in the ring doubling 

frame. Figure (3, 4) shows snarl produced. 

Ring Doubling Machine for Snarl Yarn Formation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Snarl Yarn Formation 

 

Snarl Yarn Produced: 
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Figure 3: Snarl Yarn A                                                      Figure 4:Snarl Yarn B 

 
Various other novelty yarns could be formed with the fancy doublers like a loop yarn 

which could be formed by eliminating the spinning triangle. When the spinning triangle 

is completely removed, the overfed effect yarn forms a loop when it comes out of the 

front roller nip which will be bonded by the twisting ground yarn. In order to remove the 

spinning triangle top front roller was placed in the bracket directly above the spindle, 

which resulted in twist directly traveling to the nip, without forming the spinning triangle. 
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If the spinning triangle is allowed to form, the effect yarn will just wound around the core 

yarn without forming loops. 

 

Figure 5: Kevlar Loop Yarn 
Another Important feature while producing a loop yarn is the stiffness of the fiber. We 

need a stiffer fiber for producing uniform and elegant loops. This makes mohair most 

widely used fiber for loop yarn production. 

 

A Spiral yarn could be formed by overfeeding the effect yarn so that it spirals around the 

ground yarn. 

A knop yarn could be formed by intermittent delivery of the ground thread while the 

effect thread is fed uniformly. When ever the ground thread stops the core thread lumps 

around the ground thread. 

Caterpillar yarn could be formed by feeding the ground yarn continuously, but 

intermittently slowing down the effect yarn which produce a caterpillar effect Salhotra 

[1]. 

Excellent articles regarding various types of novelty yarn production are published by 

Bellwood [2, 3].Interested readers are requested to refer these articles. Also Gong et al 

[12] has published book on fancy yarns which gives some aspects of novelty yarn 

production. 
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2.3.3 Hollow Spindle Process: 

The aim of using a hollow spindle machine for the fancy yarn twisting is to reduce the 

number of processing stages in forming the novelty yarn. With a hollow spindle process 

novelty yarn could be produced in a single stage. The Hollow spindle process is a false 

twist process wherein one or more threads are continuously twisted between two points. 

As the yarn moves out of twisting zone twist inserted is removed. In the hollow spindle 

process false twist inserted is bonded by a binder yarn which gives structural integrity to 

the yarn. The Following figure (6) shows hollow spindle process path 

 

Figure 6:Hollow Spindle Machine                                           Courtesy: Meadwell[16] 

As in the ring doubling process various effects could be produced by the hollow spindle 

machine including loop yarn, bouclé yarn, gimp yarn, spiral yarn etc.The basic principle 
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is same as that of ring doubling, the novelty effect is achieved by overfeeding the 

different component yarns. 

 

Unlike the ring doubling, yarn spun with hollow spindle process seems to have different 

yarn properties. These yarns tend to be more bulky and less wear resistance than the ring 

spun yarn Gong et al [12]. 

 

A combined system of hollow spindle and ring spinning is also in use. In this system 

there are two decks: the upper deck consists of hollow spindle unit, and the lower deck 

consists of ring twisting unit. The Advantage of combining these two processes is to give 

a true twist to the hollow spun yarn, and which increases the stability of the novelty yarn 

structure Gong et al [12]. 

 

2.3.4 Rotor Spinning Machine: 

Two types of novelty yarn effects are possible with the rotor spinning machine. As in the 

case of the ring spinning system we could produce a slub yarn, by the means of an 

accelerating feed roller using microprocessors. 

Another novelty yarn effect which could be produced is a color add-on effect, where the 

effect sliver or roving is fed in a controlled amount, with a special drafting arrangement 

Amsler et al [17]. 

We could also produce novelty effects by injecting pressurized air into the fiber 

transportation tube which alters the fiber flow. The effect produced by this is limited 

Gong et al [12] 
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Figure 7:Rotor Spinning Machine for Novelty Yarn Production       [Coutesy: Amsler et al [17]] 

 

2.3.5 Novelty Yarn by Texturing Machines: 

Recent developments in air jet texturing seem very promising for the novelty yarn 

production. Especially the Gilbos air jet system where in detorque and entangling jets are 

used in producing a novelty effect Meadwell [16].Colored yarns can used in this 

machine. The detorque jet inserts alternating twist to the yarn resulting in a novelty yarn 

having a unique optical properties. The twist is held in position by the entangling jet. 

Some air-interlacing systems uses intermittent pulsated air causing the distance between 

tacks to vary creating a novelty effect. 

Using a traditional air jet texturising machine, we could produce novelty yarns like 

boucle and slubs. These effects are achieved by feeding the effect yarn intermittently or 

by overfeeding the component yarn Gong et al [12]. False twist texturing machines are 

also used in producing novelty effect like thick-thin yarn, two tone yarn, differential 
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shrinkage yarn, differential dye yarn etc. These effects are brought about by the 

modification of texturing machine parts like hot plates, hot pins, or by adding additional 

parts like slubing device, tangling jets etc. Following figure(8) shows the Saurer draw-

texturing machine for producing novelty yarn 

  

 Figure 8: False-Twist Texturing Machine for Novelty Yarn Production                                

 [Courtesy: saurer (www.textile.saurer.com ] 
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2.4 Theory of Fancy Yarn Twisting: 

The novelty yarn spinning process has a theoretical relationship with the conventional 

twisting process used for producing a normal textile yarn. The basic mechanism in 

formation of novelty yarn invariably depends on altering the process setting used in 

producing a normal textile yarn. These alterations include varying delivery speed, 

tension, and twist parameters of one or more component yarns .Structural effect novelty 

yarns can be regarded as complex variant of the normal yarn. With that we mean novelty 

yarns are produced by adding some structural parts into a normal textile yarn, like wavy 

projection  added by increasing surface speed of a components producing a gimp yarn or 

a thick and thin effect  produced by altering tension of component yarn. Without these 

alterations a spinning machine will produce a flat normal structure. So any mathematical 

derivation of novelty yarn properties has to start with altering the normal yarn properties. 

 

Following is the general theory behind the formation of novelty yarn as proposed by 

Marton [6].Fancy yarn twisting consists of at least two yarns, the ground yarn (G) which 

forms the base and the effect yarn(E) which creates the fancy effect and/or an optional 

binding yarn ( B) which binds the fancy effect formed by the effect yarn. Fancy twisted 

yarns are produced according to the diagram in fig .1.In the first twisting operation, as 

shown in FIG 9A, two ground threads G are twisted together and the effect yarn is fed 

with higher delivery rate, thereby effect yarn is wound around the ground yarn. Another 

possibility is shown in FIG 9B. In which the effect yarn E is twisted into two ground 
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threads 

 

                            Figure:9A                                                  Figure:9B 

                                    Figure 9: Novelty Yarn Formation (First Twist Process) 

In either case the objective of first twisting process is to increase the amount effect yarn 

compared to that of ground yarn. The amount and the way in which these effect yarns are 

added to the ground thread determines final structure of the novelty yarn. For example 

differentiation between the gimp and the boucle yarn, whose basic structure is wavy 

projection depends on the amount of overfeed we use. A lower overfeed gives a gimp 

yarn and a higher overfeed produce a boucle’ yarn. 

In the second twisting operation, twisted fancy yarn is again re-twisted probably in the 

opposite direction to first twisting process. It might also include additional binding thread 

( B) ( fig 10A).Function of second twisting process is two fold: 

• To give final structural effect to the novelty yarn 

• To bind the effect to the ground yarn 

E 

 
  G         G 

G            E             G 
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               FIG 10A                                                             FIG 10B 

                              Figure 10: Novelty Yarn Formation (Second Twist Process) 

In some novelty yarn production methods the second twisting process determines the 

structural effect, like those of gimp and boucle yarns. In the first twisting process the 

effect yarn just winds around the ground yarn and doesn’t show any wavy projection. The 

wavy structural effect is formed only after the second twisting process. So control of 

process parameter in the second twisting process is of critical importance to get desired 

structural effect. Usually lower amount of twist is used in the second twisting process 

than the first twisting process. This lower amount of twist is important, as the effect yarn 

is unwounded due to opposite twist in the second twisting process binder wraps this 

unwinding yarn which results in wavy structure. If we use equal or higher twist in the 

second twisting process it would completely remove the twist inserted in first twisting 

process resulting in reduced waviness in final novelty yarn. The rate of delivery of the 

binder can be varied. If the rate delivery of the binding thread is greater than that of the 

fancy yarn, it would wind around the fancy yarn Figure (10B). 

Figure (11) shows effect of number of twist per inch on visual effect of novelty yarn, fig 

11(A) shows novelty yarn after the first twisting process ground yarn is completely 

covered by the effect yarn. Figure 11(B) shows gimp yarn with higher waviness when 

G +E           B 
     G + E 

F 

Y                                                            Y 
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twisted with TPI half than that of first twisting process. Fig 11(C) shows gimp yarn 

produced with second twisting TPI equal to first twisting process. 

 

                                                                                                              

 

                                                      

  

 

Figure 11: Effect of Twist on Novelty Yarn Structural Effect 

 

A complete knowledge about the novelty yarn process parameter is important to get 

desired structural effect. Alteration in one or more process parameter will result in a 

completely different yarn in terms of visual effect. 

 

Various authors have tried to find effect of process parameters on the properties of 

novelty yarn and the following is brief description of their research work. 

 

                       
 
Fig 11( A) :  YARN AFTER                           Fig 11(B) TPI(2)<TPI(1)                                   Fig 11(C)TPI (2)>TPI (1)  
 
            FIRST TWISTING PROCESS          
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Testore et al [5] analyzed the effect of process parameters on slub, boucle, and the puff 

yarn. They state that “Reproducing a fancy yarn is always particularly complex, since 

many factors must be known that noticeably influence the final result” (sic). They 

considered effect of overfeed rate, twist on count of final fancy yarn. They derived 

various consecutive equations for determining count of fancy yarn using effect yarn 

overfeed rate. 

 

Shyi-Bin Su et al [18] studied effect various process parameters on the surface structure 

of loop fancy yarns. They conclude that increasing the wrap twist will increase the loop 

linear density, but diminishes the loop circumference, increasing overfeed rate will 

increase effect the loop yarn linear density and circumference. 

 

Guala et al [4] studied various types fancy yarns like soufflé, ombré and knop fancy yarn.  

They found effect of core and roving count on final count of soufflé yarn. They derived a 

relationship between input speed ratios of roving forming the soufflé yarn sheath, which 

determines the softness of soufflé yarn. 

 

Oxenham et al [14]studied boucle yarn produced using hollow spindle machine. They 

studied effect of production speed on the height of effect yarn which increased with 

increase in the production speed. They demonstrated that yarn tex increases with 

increasing production speed due to changes in the forces on the fiber. They cited that 

“Although number of fancy yarn studied so far is relatively small compared to vast gamut 

of fancy yarns available, these studies confirm that process parameter plays a vital role in 
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determining structural feature of the fancy yarn and one can derive a relationship between 

process parameter and final novelty yarn characteristics. This could ensure consistent 

reproducibility of novelty yarn” (sic). 

 

2.4.1 Theoretical Model of Novelty Yarn Structure: 

Marton [6] derived a theoretical model which will be helpful in determining the type of 

novelty yarn which could be produced using different overfeed rates. While producing a 

gimp yarn as shown in figure(13) overfeeding the effect yarn will result in covering the 

ground yarn completely, and thus we need certain minimum overfeed  to completely 

cover the ground yarn. He [6] proposes following theory based on the triangle formed by 

unrolling  the effect yarn from the ground thread after the first twisting process which is 

shown in figure (12) to predict this minimal overfeed rate. 

LE         = Length of effect yarn 
H               = Length of ground yarn 
dG, dE = Diameter of ground and effect yarn respectively 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12:Triangle Formed by Unrolling of  Effect Yarn from Core Structure 
Using Pythagorean theory he derived an equation for determining the delivery speed 

required to cover ground yarn completely which is given below, 

i = √ (1 + π2.q2( p+ 1)2 ) 

π (dG + dE) 

H 

LE 
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Where dG /H = p and  dE /H = q 

He  derived a formula for determining the effect yarn speed required for producing 

various types of novelty yarn, it was based on concept that when h< dE  ie is ground 

thread is covered by more than one layer of effect yarn he considered pitch h to be zero 

and LE  equal to m layers of π (dG + dE ). 

For one layer 

LE = π (dG + dE ) 

For two layers 

LE = π (dG + dE) + π (dG + 2 dE) 

     = π ( 2 dG + 3 dE) 

For m layers 

LE = π ( m. dG + (1+2+…………..+m) dE) 

     = π m(dG + (m+ 1)/2 dE) 

Therefore speed of effect thread could be, 

VE = n. LE = π n (dG + (m+ 1)/2 dE) 

N=spindle speed 

 A range of  VE  can be derived based on the number of layers required, in case of gimp 

yarn we ideally require m = 1 so that effect yarn complete covers ground yarn this will 

result in uniform wave effect. Increase in VE without altering thickness of effect and 

ground thread will result in built of layer one over other giving nub like structure this will 

give irregular waviness when unwounded in second twisting process. Figure (13) shows 

effect of increasing overfeed in first twisting process, figure13 (A) shows a yarn 

produced with overfeed of 80% and figure13 (B) shows a yarn produced with overfeed 
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rate of 40% we could see small lumps of layers built one over other in figure 13(A).In 

figure 13(B) effect yarn just covers ground yarn resulting in more uniform structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                    Figure 13: Effect of Overfeed Rate on Yarn structure after First Twist Process 

 

When untwisted in the second twisting yarn1 will result in more uneven waviness, 
compared to yarn 2. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                            
               Figure 13(A): Overfeed Rate 80%                               Figure 13(B): Overfeed Rate 40% 
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2.5 Testing Equipment Used for Novelty Yarn Characterization: 

Various testing equipment was used for characterizing the novelty yarns, which includes 

evenness testers, microscopes, and subjective assessment methods. In this thesis most of 

the characterization work was done using the CTT tester so a brief introduction to this 

testing equipment is given below. 

 

2.5.1 Constant Tension Transport (CTT) Tester: 

 

The Constant Tension Transport (CTT) Tester was developed by the Lawson and 

Hemphill Company. A Basic feature of this testing equipment is the constant tension it 

provides while testing different packages which makes results comparable. We can attach 

different modules to the testing equipment, so that it can be used to test various 

parameters like abrasion, shrinkage, lint percentage, elongation, yarn profile, tension 

build-up etc this makes this testing equipment quite versatile in nature. 

 

Constant tension during testing is provided by a tension arm over which the yarn passes. 

This arm is attached to a spring and supported by a slider arrangement. This spring 

attachment can be stretched to provide the initial tension. When tension varies from the 

set tension value, the arm moves to compensate for tension variation. When the tension 

increases, the arm moves forward to leave more yarn, and when tension decreases it 

slides backward to increase the tension. The amount of this movement is controlled by 

the slider; initially the slider is set to neutral position by means of range knob. As the 
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tension varies slider moves backward and forward to deflect the arm. The tester comes 

with four types of arms depending on the range of tension sensitivity, 

Arm 0 0.5-10 grams 

Arm 1 2-100 grams 

Arm2 10-350 grams 

Arm 3 20-700 grams 

 

The following formula is used to calculate the amount of tension that should be used for 

different count range. 

Yarn Tension Formula = 301.58 / Ne 

                                         ≈ 0.5 gf / tex 

Other controllable parameters in the basic equipment are elongation, shrinkage, input 

tension, speed and length of measurement. The tester uses a universal compensating 

tensioner to control the input tension from the package. Speed and elongation can be 

controlled by keypads. 
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Figure 14:CTT Tension Arm Arrangement 

 (source: US Patent No:5,791,542 [19]) 

Table 1:Parameter Range of CTT Tester 

Elongation 0-200% 

Shrinkage  0-65% 

Speed 10-380 m/min 

  

The CTT tester comes with different modules for a range of testing methods. We used the 

Yarn Profile Tester (YPT) and Electronic Inspection Board(EIB) for our research which 

will be discussed in this chapter. The Yarn profiler is an imaging system which uses 

Charged Coupled Device (CCD) arrays to collect the yarn profile or diameter data as the 

yarn moves through the imaging system. The yarn profiler imaging system consists of an 

incandescent lighting source which illuminates the surface of the yarn on one side and a 

Tension Arm
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CCD camera on other side. The yarn surface hinders light from passing to the CCD array. 

The amount of light passing through depends on the diameter of the yarn.  The CCD 

array produces voltage corresponding to the amount of light falling on it which in turn is 

determined by diameter of the yarn. This voltage variation is converted to a graphical plot 

which could be used to analyze the yarn structure parameters. 

The tension arm provides a constant tension during the testing of  the yarn.The imaging 

system consists of a guide placed in front of a light source which helps to maintain the 

yarn at a fixed position. Figure (15) shows the flow chart of the CTT yarn profiler and 

figure (16) shows the threading path used for testing the yarn. 

 

Figure 15: Flow Chart of Yarn Profiler 

 (source: US Patent No: 5,570,188 [20]) 
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Figure 16: Yarn Profiler Thread Path 

(Source: US Patent No:5,319,578 [21]) 

The light intensity of the lamp and therefore the level of maximum CCD voltage output is 

adjusted by regulating the voltage of the power supply [21]. The threshold limit is an 

important concept of the yarn profiler. In order to understand this we have to understand 

how the yarn profiler determines the diameter of a yarn cross section. The maximum 

pixel size which the tester can measure is 2048 pixels size, each pixel is equivalent to 

0.00325 mm. 

 

A scan is “one measurement of light levels from the entire pixel arary in a certain time is 

called a scan and each scan gives one diameter measurement”[22].The instrument can 

store a maximum of 15000 scan. The scan rate of camera is fixed, therefore the number 

scans per cm is fixed which depends on the test speed. 
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Table 2: Measured Test Length for Different Scan Rate 

Test speed Scans/cm Measured every Test Length 

49 m/min 40 scans/cm 0.25 mm 375 cm 

97 m/min 20 scans/min 0.50 mm 750 cm 

197 m/min 10 scan/min 1 mm 1500 cm 

 

Test Length = (15000) / scans/cm @ test speed 

 

Tester can store every 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th scan. Figure (17) shows one scan 

measurement 

 

Figure 17: Oscilloscope Curve of Yarn Diameter 

The graph is plotted as a grey level value vs. a pixel position of the CCD array Fig (17) 

shows a straight line segment and a valley. This valley is the blocked light level by the 

yarn cross section. We have to select a “width” of this valley which determines the 
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diameter of yarn cross section. The threshold limit is used to determine this width. All the 

pixel value above this threshold limit is termed as an open pixel and all the pixels below 

this limit is termed as blocked pixel. Thus a  yarn diameter is defined as “the number of 

pixels between the first transition from open pixel to a blocked pixel to the last transition 

from a blocked pixel to open pixel”[22] figure (18) shows this value. 

 

 

 

 

                           OPEN TO CLOSE PIXELS                                                         CLOSE TO OPEN PIXEL 

Figure 18: Diameter Measurement Using Oscilloscope Curve 

Consecutive scans are displayed graphically in the image analysis software provided by 

Lawson-Hemphill. Using this graph we could determine characteristics of the diameter 

distribution. Figure (19) shows the diameter profile of an entangled yarn obtained using 

the CTT yarn profiler. The upper image shows the original yarn profile, and the bottom 

image shows diameter profile. The horizontal scale shows the length in cm, and the 

vertical scale the diameter in pixels. 

OPEN PIXEL 

BLOCKED PIXEL 
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Figure 19: Yarn Diameter Profile Obtained Using the CTT Tester 

Options in Image Analysis Software: 

Once we have obtained the yarn profile we are interested in counting the number of 

events occurring at a certain diameter level. This can be done by setting threshold limits. 

We can use the software to count number of events occurring per unit length. The type of 

event to be counted depends on the yarn we want to analyze. This should be determined 

before analyzing the yarn. We can use different setting available in the software to 

segregate the events[22]. They are given below: 

 

Fixed Threshold value: The YPT (Yarn Profile Tester) looks for a place where the yarn 

diameter is above the fixed threshold. The software will track the diameter looking for a 

place where the yarn diameter falls below the fixed threshold value. An event is marked 

at this place.  
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Variable Threshold: The YPT first looks for a place when the yarn diameter is at the 

minimum. From this minimum value the software looks for an increase in the yarn 

diameter and locates a maximum peak diameter. From this maximum diameter it looks 

for decrease in diameter. An event is marked at end of this decrease. 

 

Dead Band: we can use a dead band value to identify a real event. The first event will be 

counted if, and only if it is below the threshold value minus the dead band value. The 

second event will be counted when the diameter is greater than the threshold value plus 

the dead band value. Then it is less than the threshold value minus dead band value. This 

setting could be useful in testing a thick and thin, wavy, balloon like structure as in the 

case of an entangled filament yarn. 

 

Fscan Value: This is useful in avoiding noises in the image. Threshold limits are not 

good enough to segregate occasional spikes in the diameter profile due to hairiness and 

other defects. In order to avoid this problem we can choose an fscan over and under value 

which confirms an event if and only if the diameter value is valid for one more 

consecutive scan than the set fscan value. 

 

Event length: we can set a minimum event length which should be satisfied to be 

counted as an event. 

 

Figure (20) shows the diameter profile of an entangled nylon yarn. The purpose here is to 

find out the number of balloons between tacking points. We use a value close to the 
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average diameter of the yarn as fixed threshold value. You see that number of events per 

screen (17)is considerably higher than the actual number of balloons in the screen(7).This 

is due to the surface irregularities. More than one value in a single-balloon had a diameter 

profile the below fixed threshold value which are marked as events increasing number of 

events per screen. This can be reduced by using a dead band width of 20 pixels which 

reduces the number of events to 9 figure (21).There are more than two events in the last 

balloon which satisfies this condition. We can use Fscan value of 2 and minimum event 

length of 2 mm to reduce the noise in the last balloon diameter profile. 

 

Figure 20: Events Representation Using a Fixed Threshold of 211 Pixels 
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Figure 21: Events Representation using Fixed Threshold (211 Pixels)/Dead Band (20 Pixels) 

 

Figure 22: Events Representation using Fixed Threshold/Dead Band/Fscan value(2)/Event Length(2) 
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Figure (22) shows the final event analyzes screen with arrows which shows the number 

of balloons in the screen (7). 

Event Analyzes: 

Depending on the skip we have chosen, the total length of the yarn stored varies. With 

one skip we get the total test length of 100cm and with a skip of five we get the test 

length of 500cm.With a skip value of one, each screen displays 50 cm or half the value of 

length stored. We can also get the average diameter of yarn profile in that particular 

screen. 

Another option is to select the multithreshold limit which can be used to display both the 

multiple threshold limits and the number of events satisfying these limits.  

2.5.2 CTT EIB Software: 

EIB (Electronic Inspection Board) software was originally developed for grading the yarn 

appearance. EIB software works with the same imaging system used for the yarn profiler. 

However inspection method is different from that of the yarn profiler. In this software we 

give yarn diameter value which will be used as the threshold value to identify the events. 

It has a length threshold to identify the events occurring in different length categories. 

We must set a fixed light intensity value. If we are interested only in the yarn surface, it is 

recommended [22] to use a light intensity level of 96.If we want to measure the hairiness 

value it is recommended to increase the light level to 150 which could be adjusted by a 

separate unit. 

There are two types of threshold settings: 

• Fixed threshold over or under option 

• Variable threshold over or under option 
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With fixed thresholding and over option the event counter is started when the diameter 

goes above the diameter threshold value, and the counter is stopped when diameter goes 

below given threshold value. This distance is compared with the minimum event length 

parameter. If it is above this value then this length is recorded. With the fixed threshold 

and under option, the counter is started when the diameter value goes below the threshold 

value and stopped when it again goes above this value. The Length is recorded if it is 

above given minimum event length value[22]. 

With a variable threshold option, an event is counted when the yarn diameter increases 

for the given threshold value, then decreases the same amount within a certain length that 

is equal to or greater than the minimum event length [22].This can be used with over and 

under option. 

 

Figure 23: CTT EIB Setting for Fixed Threshold and Over Option 

Courtesy: Lawson-Hemphill[22] 
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According to the threshold option event lengths are measured, which are then classified 

into different bin values. CTT EIB is very useful in counting the events occurring at 

different lengths. 
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2.6 Digital Image Processing: 

2.6.1 Introduction: 
Images have been a part of the human evolution. Images were used to store information, 

to communicate, to investigate and to analyze events. Webster’s dictionary explains 

image as “A reproduction of the form of a person or object, especially a sculptured 

likeness”. Image as it is used in scientific image processing, means any form which 

replicates information from a field of interest in a way that it can be manipulated further 

to obtain some logical and useful information. In this definition “form” and “field of 

interest” are important .The form of the image means the way in which we represent the 

field of interest like photographs formed by exposure of silver halide plates to photons 

emitted from the object. The form is a time dependent replication of energies from the 

field of interest. This energy might be light as in case of photographs, sound as in case of 

ultrasonic images or X-Rays as in case of computer tomography. 

The field of interest is any area which we are intending to investigate or analyze further, 

like a broken rib area captured by x-Rays or a thermal flow field captured from a dyeing 

machine. 

 

2.6.2 Image Classification: 
 

Images can be classified in various ways as given below, 

 

2.6.2.1Based on the number of colors: 

 

This classification is based on the number of colors used in representing an image. A 

binary or bi-level images have only two colors(usually black and white).Gray scale image 

each pixel represents  a continuous  scale of increasing luminosity from black to white, a 

color image having chromatic information is usually represented by red, green, blue 

value. 
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2.6.2.2 Based on the Image Representation: 

This is an important classification of images which also classifies image processing 

techniques,  

• Spatial image 

• Frequency image 

 

Spatial images are those images whose color represents information about a particular 

point in a space at particular time. This information about the point might be the intensity 

of light, thermal radiation or other energies associated with that space. Spatial images are 

characterized by PIXELS which is the smallest possible element of an image which can 

represent an individual color. A spatial image can be divided into a rectangular grid of 

size (M ×  N) pixel 

 

 

                                
 

 

 

 

                                                   Figure 24: Spatial Image of Lena 

M 

N
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Each element of the grid forms a pixel. Many image processing techniques are based on 

the individual pixel intensity value. 

 

Frequency images are derived from the spatial image which represents the various 

frequencies present in an image. Given a time dependent spatial image (f(x)) we can 

convert this image into series of sine and cosine wave using a continuous Fourier 

transform. 

∫= )()( xfuf e-2π u x d x 

 

Various other transforms like discrete Fourier transform, Hough’s transform, and 

Wavelet transform are also used to derive frequency images. 

 

                                              

                                                                                                Figure 25: Frequency Image of Lena 

Figure (25) shows the Fourier power spectrum of the Lena image shown above, usually 

we use discrete Fourier transform instead of a continuous transform based on sampling of 

the image frequencies. 
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2.6.2.3 Based on the Imaging Techniques: 

 

Based on the imaging technique involved we can obtain different type of images like 

spatial images as discussed above, range images in which each pixel intensity value 

represents its distance from a reference point. Range image show surface geometry and 

gives depth information of surface. It can be used in measuring surface roughness. 

 Stereoscopic images which are created by stereo pairs, one of which is, the left eye 

perspective view of the field and the other is right eye perspective view of the field. 

When we are allowed to see only the left eye perceptive view on left eye and the right eye 

perceptive view on right eye, our brain reconstructs the image to give a 3D image which 

shows depth of perception. 

Multi spectral images where field of interest is captured using various wavelengths of 

lights like infrared rays used in capturing objects in night time . 

 

2.6.3 Digital Image Processing: 
 

Digital image processing has been used in many scientific fields like remote sensing, 

space engineering, medical imaging etc.The function of digital image processing is to 

find out the information from the image which are some times obvious and some times 

hidden with in the image .Image processing has become inevitable in many scientific 

fields, especially in medical application. It is gaining importance in other fields also. 

 

Digital image processing broadly consists of three steps, 

• Digital imaging 

• Image enhancement and pre processing 

• Image analysis 

 

2.6.3.1 Digital Imaging: 

 

Digital imaging is a process where-in the field of interest is captured by one of the many 

techniques available. These captured images are most often in a digital format, i.e. it is in 
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bits and bytes. A hard copy like photographs or video tapes might also be used in 

imaging, but it has to be converted to a digital format for image processing. Devices like 

CCD cameras, scanners, and video cameras are usually used in capturing the images. 

Other sophisticated techniques like range imaging uses laser proliforometer or ultrasonic 

cameras in capturing image. Tomographic techniques uses x-Rays, gamma rays, 

magnetic or electrostatic techniques to capture the image. 

Although our aim is to perfectly represent the features of field of interest it doesn’t 

always happen. This is mainly due to the inherent feature of imaging equipment. One of 

the main problems associated with digital imaging is noise. According to Russ [23]  noise 

in an image are places where the pixel intensity value varies even in the regions that are 

ideally uniform in the original scene. CCD technology uses a statistical method in 

converting electric signal to intensity values. These electrical signals are produced by 

photons emitted by an object. An improper conversion or loss of signal while translating 

electric signal to intensity value might take place creating noise. Noise might also arise 

while transferring data’s between equipment, so one of the important functions of image 

processing is to remove these noises from the image. 

Another problem which we might face is gamma correction. An image captured might 

appear darker in the computer than when we see it. This is mainly due to the fact that 

intensity of light reproduced at the CRT monitor is nonlinear function of input voltage 

Plataniotis et al [24]. 

 

VOUT = (VIN)r 

 

Usually input voltage for pixel intensity value (usually below 1v) is converted to a lower 

output value governed by gamma value “r” which makes the image darker. Gamma value 

ranges from 2.2 to 2.6 for most of the electronic devices. As input voltage is a fractional 

value, the output voltage is lower than input value which when converted to 

corresponding gray level value makes the image darker. Images are some times gamma 

corrected to make things brighter. 

We should also decide on the resolution of image to be captured. It depends on the range 

of detail and the accuracy the researcher needs from the image. Some of the image 
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identification techniques need large scale zooming. In this case we might need a high 

resolution image so that image doesn’t become pixilated. 

The type of File format for transferring images between programs should be decided. 

Usually captured data are in RAW file format which can be converted to 

*.bmp,*.tiff,*.jpeg,*.pict format. A word of caution here is that some of this file format 

like jpeg uses an image compression technique which might alter pixel intensity value. It 

is better to use *bmp or *.tiff format to transfer the data between programs. These file 

formats are fairly universal which could be used with any image processing software. 

 

2.6.3.2 Image Enhancement and Preprocessing: 

Once the image has been captured we can use one of the many image analysis software 

packages available in the market or we can develop our own software package to do 

various image processing applications. The crux of any image processing is image 

enhancement and pre-processing. Image enhancement is the initial step in the image 

processing which makes the image suitable for further analysis. The Captured image 

might contain many faults; for example the image might be darker; it might be very 

noisy; it might contain unwanted particles like dirt and dust. We use various algorithms 

to remove these defects like gamma correction, Gaussian blurring, median filtering, 

despeckling etc.The problem with these techniques is that while removing defects one 

might also affect the pixel intensity value of the image. An algorithm chosen to enhance 

the image as far as possible should not affect the image pixel value.  

                                 

Figure 26:  Lena image with Salt and Pepper Noise                        Figure 27: Median filter to remove the noise 
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Figure (26) shows the Lena image with “salt and pepper” noise caused by errors while 

capturing and transferring data. This is removed using a median filter figure (27). Median 

filter has slightly blurred the image. 

 Image preprocessing involves separating out the foreground pixels from the background 

pixel making the image ready for the analysis. Foreground pixel here means all the 

features in the image which we want to analyze. We have to represent the features in a 

suitable form which could be analyzed analytically, so that we could make some 

numerical or logical conclusion from it. The features can be represented as Euclidian 

distance maps, outlines figure (28), gradients, skeletons, binarised formats. Some times 

enhanced image might be directly used for image analysis. Processes like thresholding, 

image opening, closing, skeletonization, sobel, laplacian and Robert edge operators are 

used in the preprocessing step. 

                                                    

                                                                Figure 28:Outline Features of Lena 

 

2.6.3.3 Image Analysis: 

Image analysis is the final step of image processing by which we get some numerical or 

logical results from the image. Image analysis might include a simple histogram 

evaluation, particle counting, measuring geometric feature of the image or it might 

involve complex mathematical operation like topographical evaluation, wavelet 

transforms, Hough transforms etc. Selecting a suitable image analysis technique depends 

on the nature of the information we need from the image which will be discussed later. 
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Image processing is a combination of all these three steps, an error in one of these steps 

might result in discrepancies in the result. A careful implementation is important. We 

should first formulate the objective and the kind of information we need from the image. 

In formulating an objective it is better to define parameters which we are going to 

measure. There are innumerable techniques available in image processing which can be 

used to achieve the objective. A careful selection of methods is important. This involves a 

thorough knowledge of mathematics behind each operation and we should know how 

these operations will affect the features of the image. 

 

2.6.4 Image Fundamentals and Operators: 

This chapter will focus on some of the basics of image processing. It includes basics of 

image acquisition, image enhancement technique and various others operators which 

have been used in this research. 

 

2.6.4.1 Image Acquisition using Multi Sensor-Array: 

Most of the image acquisitions both in consumer products and in scientific research are 

done through multi sensor arrays. These sensors are made from charged coupled devices 

or CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor).The basic principle behind these 

arrays is that when light energy in the form of photons falls on these sensors they are 

converted to voltage proportional to the amount of light falling on it. 

The number of individual sensors present in an array varies based on the optical 

resolution of the system. For example a scanner with a 4000 * 4000 pixel resolution will 

have 12000 sensors/inch (4000*3).A multiplication of three is used because we need 3 

different sensors for each of red, green, and blue signals. 

 One of the significant problems with digital cameras as noted by Russ [23] is that “chip 

cameras have  an output that is linearly proportional to the incident light intensity. This is 

convenient for measurement purpose but very different from human vision and 

photographic film which are logarithmic” (sic). 
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2.6.4.2 Models of Image Formation: 

Any image formation  consists of three sources: an illumination source, a scene or field of 

interest and an imaging system Gonzalez [25]. “The gray level intensity value of a gray 

scale image where the image is formed by discrete steps of grey values represented as f(x, 

y) depends on the energy radiated by the illumination source I(x, y) and the reflectivity of 

the object R(x,y)” (sic).This illumination source might be daylight, a fluorescent lamp or 

any other source which radiates energy. Grey level value f(x, y) is given by  

f(x,y)= I(x,y) . R(x, y) 

The grey level value (L) of a pixel depends on this product and ranges from Lmin ≅ 10 to 

Lmax ≅ 1000 Gonzales [25].This interval is converted to discrete intervals (0 to L-1), 0 

usually considered as black, L-1 as white. Intermediate values are grey level values. 

Property of this equation as given by Gonzales [25] is that “when image is generated 

from physical process, its value are proportional to energy radiated by physical source as 

a consequence f(x, y) must be nonzero and finite” (sic). 

0 < f(x, y) < ∞ 

0 < I(x, y) < ∞ 

0 ),( yxR≤ ≤  1 

2.6.4.3 Image Sampling and Quantization: 

The image captured by a imaging system as in case of CCD cameras is in the form of 

continuous electrical signal having a particular amplitude. This continuous signal has to 

be converted to a digital signal. This is done by means of sampling. In order to represent 

the continuous wave form, some discrete numbers of samples are taken from a 

continuous wave. The number of samples to be taken is given by the Nyquist frequency 

which gives a lower bound for sampling rate to faithfully represent a continuous wave 

Jain [26]. It says that sampling rate should be at least twice the maximum frequency of 

the signal. 
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According to Jain [26] “Band limited image sampled above its x and y Nyquist frequency 

rates can be recovered without error by low pass filtering the sampled image” (sic). 

 

The quantization of sampled frequency means assigning a particular grey level value to 

the frequency depending on the amplitude of the sampled frequency. These discrete steps 

of assigning the grey level values depend on the bit depth of the device. An 8 bit device 

will have 28 = 256 grey levels, a 16 bit image will have 216=65536 grey levels. The 

number of grey levels used in a common research application is 256, but some 

application like medical imaging might require a higher bit depth.  

 

Almost all the image processing operations are mathematical in nature. The image is 

stored in a matrix form containing M rows and N columns. After sampling and 

quantization each individual point in the image Q(m,n) will have particular grey level G, 

for mathematical simplicity the number of grey levels are in powers of two. 

 

The distribution of these grey levels plays an important role in the image processing. 

Distribution is used to analyze various features of image like texture, topology, roughness 

etc. It is also used in enhancing and pre-processing the image. A grey level distribution 

also determines the contrast of the image. An image having good contrast will have the 

grey level distribution occupying all the possible grey levels. If it is jammed towards the 

black or white grey level value, image will become darker or very bright.  

 

2.6.4.4 Image Processing Operators: 

The Basics of any image processing technique are mathematical operators. Mathematical 

operations when performed by the operator (O) over the image f(x, y) result in image g(x, 

y) operated by operator O with some mathematical property. 

 

G(x,y) = O (F(x,y)) 

These image processing operators are of three types, 

• Point operators 

• Neighborhood operators 
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• Global operators 

 

Point operators are that kind of operator which does the operation on a single pixel of the 

image, for example, simple thresholding operation, where each pixel is compared with 

predefined threshold grey value. If the pixel value is lesser than the threshold grey value 

it is converted to 0 which are black, or else it is converted to white. This operation will 

result in binary image. 

Figure (29) shows the Lena image thresholded with a threshold limit of 112 so all pixel 

grey values above this threshold limit are converted to white. Values below the threshold 

limit are converted to black 

 

   

Figure 29:Lena Image Threshold with Threshold limit of 112 

 

The neighborhood operator uses a Kernel, which is a predefined matrix of particular 

dimension. the co-efficient of which depends on the particular mathematical operation. 

This matrix is moved over the image so that central value of the matrix comes over the 

pixel which we are operating on. These values are then multiplied with the corresponding 

pixel value over which this matrix is placed. After that, a particular mathematical 

operation is performed from these multiplied values. Mean filters, Gaussian filters, Sobel 

operators, and Robert operators etc are of this type. 

The mean filter is a good example of the neighborhood operation, function of this 

operation is to average the pixel value based on the neighborhood pixel values. Mean 

filter kernel is shown below 
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1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

Figure 30:3*3 Mean Filter Kernel 

This kernel is moved over the image so that central matrix co-efficient is centered over 

the pixel which we want to filter. The matrix value is multiplied with the respective pixel 

intensity value then these values are averaged. This averaged value is substituted on the 

central pixel value of the image. This process is continued for all the pixels in the image. 

This operation is used for noise reduction, but this operation also blurs the image. Figure 

(31) shows noisy Lena image which has been mean filtered figure (32). 

                                                                     

  Figure 31: Noisy Lena Image                                                 Figure 32: Mean Filtered Image 

 

Global operators are those kinds of operators where the output pixel value depends on all 

the input pixel values not only on the neighborhood pixels. Many Fourier transform 

filters like low pass filter, high pass filter, band reject filters, band pass filter can be 

considered as global operators. For example, a low pass filter cuts off all high frequency 

components allowing only low frequency values. Noises in the image are characterized 

by high frequency value. When we apply low pass filter, it allow low frequencies to pass 

through where as high frequency noises are removed. A band pass filter figure (33) 
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likewise can allow a band of frequency to pass through, rejecting other frequencies. Fig 

(34) shows same noisy image filtered by band pass filter. 

            

Figure 33: Band Pass Filter with Band Size between size 3 and 40            Figure 34: Band Pass Filtered Image 

 

2.6.4.5 Image Enhancement: 

 

Jain [26] explains image enhancement as “Accentuation or sharpening of image features 

such as edges, boundaries or contrast to make graphic display more useful for display or 

analyze”. He adds that “Image enhancement process does not increase the inherent 

information content in the data” 

Image enhancement processes includes histogram stretching, equalization, normalization, 

edge enhancement like sharpening and smoothing. 

 

2.6.4.6 Histogram Equalization: 

A histogram of the image is the most important statistical tool used in image processing. 

According to Gonzales [25] a histogram of a digital image with gray levels in the range 

(0, L-1) is a discrete function h (Rk) = NK where Rk is kth grey level and NK is the number 

of pixels in the image having gray level RK .The histogram gives frequency of grey level 

distribution in an image. 
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The distribution pattern of the grey level can be used to asses the quality of the image. A 

dark image will have grey level jammed towards the dark side of the gray scale. A bright 

image will have grayscale jammed towards bright side of the gray scale figure (35,36). 

Figure (37,38) shows a low contrast image and its histogram low contrast image will 

have the grey level jammed at centre of grayscale. Some of the edge detection operators 

produce images with features barely visible figure (39,40). So it is required that the 

histogram be equalized so that all the grey levels in grayscale have equal probability of 

appearing in the image. Grey levels are spread out so that it occupies full dynamic scale. 

              

Figure 35: Dark Lena Image                                Figure 36: Histogram of Dark Image Jammed Towards Left 

                    

Figure 37: Bright Lena Image                             Figure 38: Histogram of Bright Image Jammed towards Right 

 

According to Week [27] “Process of histogram equalization is to find a mapping function 

that maps an input probability density function (PDF) to an output PDF that is uniformly 

distributed”. 
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We can consider grey level (r) distribution as a probability density function (PDF) p(r), 

function of the histogram equalization is to convert this PDF to cumulative distribution 

function (CDF)  

 

Equalized image P (g) = S (k) G (max) 

 

S (k) = mapping function 

G (max) = highest grey level in the image 

 

S(k) = Σ  pr(rj ) for k =0,1,2,3…….L-1 

pr(rj ) = Probability that a particular grey level will appear in the input image 

 

         = NK / N 

NK = number of pixel a particular grey level has 

N = total number of pixels in the image 

What we have done here is that the conversion of PDF of the image into CDF which 

guarantees that the distribution is always uniform and monotonically increasing. 

The effect of equalization is that it spreads out the histogram of an input image which 

increases contrast of the image. Although it is desired that all the grey levels have equal 

probability to appear in the image, it doesn’t happens as Weeks [27] cites “Reason it 

deviates from the expected uniform distribution is because we assumed input image has 

uniformly distributed grey levels varied between minimum and maximum grey level but 

digitization of an image will produce only finite number of grey levels.” 

Figure (41,42) shows the histogram equalized image of the edge detected image in figure 

(40). 
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Figure 39: Edge detected Image using                                   Figure 40: Histogram of Edge Detected Image  

                  Sobel Operator                                                 

      

Figure 41:Histogram Equalized Image        Figure 42:Histogram of Equalized Image 

 

Histogram equalization will be useful in comparing textile samples of the same category 

which had undergone pilling, abrasion etc. Berkalp et al [28]used the histogram 

equalization technique while evaluating appearance loss of the fabric after fabric-fabric 

abrasion. They remark that histogram equalization makes grey level distribution more 

uniform and removes any bias caused by variation in the illumination condition while 

capturing the image. 
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2.6.4.7 Image Segmentation: 

 

Image Segmentation plays a crucial part in the image processing. Segmentation helps in 

segregating the foreground pixel from the background pixel. Gonzales [25] cites that 

“segmentation accuracy determines the eventual success of computerized analysis 

procedure”. He divides image segmentation into two categories based on : 

 

• Discontinuity of the image 

• Similarity of image 

 

 

 

2.6.4.8 Segmentation Based on the Discontinuity of Image: 

 

Foreground pixels are the objects of interest which we want to analyze. All other pixels in 

the image might be considered as background pixels. It is assumed that foreground pixel 

values are different from the background pixel value. Discontinuity can be regarded as 

the region where there is sharp change in the pixel grey level value these are places where 

foreground converts to background pixels or vice versa. There are three types of 

discontinuity observed in the image as classified by Gonzales [25] following is 

explanation of various operators as given by him. 

• Point discontinuity 

• Line discontinuity 

• Edge discontinuity 

Discontinuity can be identified by the kernel operation where the matrix with weighted 

coefficient is moved over the image. This weighted co-efficient are then multiplied with 

their corresponding pixel values over which the kernel mask is placed. New pixel values 

resulting from the multiplication are added or subtracted. The resulting value is 

substituted on the central pixel value over which the mask is placed. 
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Point Detection: 

In this type of detection central value of the mask is given higher weight than the 

surrounding co efficient. Usually the sum of the other co-efficient is equal to the central 

value. Objective of this kernel is to find isolated points in the image. Those regions in the 

image which have uniform grey level value are converted to black. Figure (43) shows 

image with dots which has been detected using point operator figure (44). 

           

Figure 43: Lena image with Dots                       Figure 44:Point Detected Image 

 

-1 -1 -1 

-1  8 -1 

-1 -1 -1       kernel used for point detection 

 

Line Detection: 

The purpose of this operation is to identify the lines in the image. Horizontal, Vertical, 

and angled lines can be detected and segmented by this operation. Here weight is given to 

the central column or row depending on the type of the line we want to identify. 

 

-1 2 -1 

-1 2 -1 

-1 2 -1 

 Figure 45:Mask to Identify Vertical Line             Figure 46:Mask to Identify Angled Line 

-1 -1 2 

-1 2 -1 

2 -1 -1 
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Edge Detection: 

The edges of the image are those regions where there is sharp transition of grey level 

values. This transition can be classified into two types  

 

• Step transition 

• Slope transition 

In this type of transition two adjacent pixels take values which are in the opposite end of 

the grey scale. As in the case of a binary image which has grey values which are in 

opposite ends of the gray scale. 

 

 

 

 

0 1 

Figure 47: Step Transition of Grey Level 

In the slope transition there is gradual transition in grey level values from one pixel to 

other, this transition has a ramp like profile from background to foreground pixel. 

 

 

Figure 48: Slope Transition of Grey Level 

  

This kind of slope transition can be detected by taking derivative of the image or 

conversely finding the slope of this transition. Usually derivative of the image is found by 

the gradient operator ∇ f which helps in finding out the gradient between two pixel 

values. 
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∇ f = [Gx                   =   [ ∂ F/ ∂ X 

                  GY]               ∂ F/ ∂ Y] 

Where Gx , GY is the gradient between the two consecutive pixel values in the horizontal 

and vertical direction. The Euclidean distance between these two vectors gives the 

magnitude of this gradient. 

 

∆ f = √ Gx
2

 + GY
2 

 

The direction is calculated by α (x, y) = tan -1 (Gx / GY ) 

 

 In order to reduce the processing time for computing gradient magnitude, it is 

approximated as the summation of the absolute value of two gradients Gonzales (), 

 

∆ f ≈ │ Gx │+│ GY│ 

 

Different types of gradient operators are available like, Roberts cross gradient operator, 

Perwitt Operator, Sobel Operator etc. We here consider the Sobel operator, one of the 

problems associated with the edge detection is the noise present in the image which 

degrades the edge detection as it intrudes the constant ramp between the background and 

foreground pixel value. This can be suppressed by smoothing the image before taking the 

derivative or we can use Sobel operator Gonzales [25]which gives good result with 

images having noise figure (49). Sobel operator gives emphases to the centre point of 

gradient to give some smoothing to the image. Consider following image having grey 

level value Zi, 

 

Z1 Z2 Z3 

Z4 Z5 Z6 

Z7 Z8 Z9 
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Gradient of the image is given by, 

 

Gx = (Z7+2Z8+Z9) – (Z1 + 2Z2 +Z3) 

GY = (Z3+ 2Z6+Z9) – (Z1+ 2Z4 + Z7) 

 

  

Figure 49: Gradient Magnitude Image Found by Sobel Operator 

Gonzales states [25] that “Sobel operator has slightly superior noise suppression 

characteristics, an important issue when dealing with derivatives” (sic). 

 

 

2.6.4.9 Segmentation Using Similarities: 

In this type of segmentation the foreground is separated by the similarities they have with 

their neighbors. Segmentation is achieved by the histogram of image, a common name 

for this type of segmentation is “Thresholding”. In this technique the grey level value of 

the pixel (f(x, y)) is compared with a predetermined threshold value T. Segmentation is 

based on whether the pixel value is greater or lesser than this value as shown in figure 

(50). 

 

G(x, y) = {1 if f(x, y)  ≥  T 

                 0 if f(x, y)  ≤  T 
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Threshold value T can be simply mean, median, mode of the grey level distribution or it 

can be based on a special algorithm. Gonzales {Gonzalez, 2002 #25} has put forward 

following algorithm in identifying the threshold value, 

 

• Select initial estimate for T usually midway between maximum and minimum 

gray level value. 

• Segment image using T,This will produce two group of pixels:G1 consisting of all 

pixel with gray level values > T and G2 consisting of values < T 

• Compute the average gray level values Y1 and Y2 for the pixel regions G1 and 

G2 

• Compute a new threshold value T= (Y1+Y2)/2  

• Repeat step 2 through 4 until the difference in T in successive iteration is smaller 

than a predefined parameter T0 

 

Usually the image captured by the scanners or cameras shows two peaks one representing 

background and the other foreground, threshold value is between these two peaks. We 

can manually threshold by setting upper and lower threshold limit, all the pixels above 

and below this threshold limits are eliminated this called double thresholding as shown in 

figure (51, 52). 

 

Some of the other thresholding techniques like Maximum Entropy thresholding use the 

entropy of the histogram. Entropy is uncertainty of an event to occur. It segments the 

image where there is maximum entropy i.e. is foreground where we could expect random 

variation in the pixel value as shown in figure (53). The maximum entropy thresholding 

isolates this randomness from the image. This threshold value is given by, 

 

T = - ∑ p* log 2 (p) 

p = Probability of a gray level values in the image 
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Figure 50: Lena Image Thresholded with T= 112 

  

Figure 51: Gray Scale Image                                    Figure 52: Double Thresholded with T = 88-248 

  

Figure 53: Maximum Entropy Thresholding 

Various authors in the textile research have used various thresholding techniques to 

segment the image. Xu et al [29]cites that “Ideally, such a two value or binary image 

(Thresholded) would preserve features that are faithful to what the our eye perceives as 
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the limit of an object.” They used the mean grey level as the threshold limit in 

segmenting the fiber cross-sectional shape. 

 

Han et al [30] used a special algorithm while segmenting the convoluted cotton fiber. 

They used RGB image, so they used three different threshold values for each color 

channel. 

 
Courtesy: Han et al [30] 

Pixel satisfying this equation is set to 1 and others to 0 

 

Wu et al [31] used mean intensity level as the threshold value while segmenting the tufts 

of abraded carpets. 

 

Xu et al [34] used a complex valley mapping technique for segmenting the cotton fiber 

cross section. In this technique scanned images where analyzed automatically to find the 

valleys whose intensity values are considerably lower than the foreground pixel. 

Horizontal and vertical distance from the valley point to the peak are compared with the 

given threshold value to decided whether this value stands for a boundary point if they 

are than these pixels are converted to black. 
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2.6.5 Morphological Image Processing: 

 

The morphology of an object is defined as “  The form and structure of an organism or 

one of its parts” .When we consider image morphology we find certain  features of the 

image such as skeleton, outline, influence zones, distance maps etc, which the represents 

morphology of the image. 

Most of the morphological operations are carried out considering image as 2D integer 

space Z2, where each pixel is considered as tuple (2D vector) whose co-ordinates are (x,y) 

Gonzales [25] 

Important morphological operations in image processing are Erosion and Dilation of the 

image which will be discussed here. 

 

2.6.5.1 Dilation of the Image: 

 

Consider an image as set A. The concept of image dilation of the set A is based on the 

translation of this set A by a structuring element set B. This set B consists of co-efficient 

as in kernel which are considered as vectors operating on the set A. Translation of the 

image is moving the pixels to the new co-ordinate system as shown in figure(54,55). 

 

 
 

Figure 54: Set A at Origin of co-ordinate                       Figure 55: Set A Translated to Co-ordinate(Z1,Z2) 

Z1 

Z2 
SET A 

SET A 

Z (0,0) 
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Consider a square structuring element of 2*2 pixel size as shown below, coefficients of 

this matrix are considered as vector which can translate the image pixel based on the 

position co-efficient in the matrix. vector 1A retains the image in the same co-ordinate 

system i.e. at the origin figure(57), coefficient 1B moves the set A to new co-ordinate 

system z(0,1) i.e. is one step right side figure(58),1C moves image to new co-ordinate 

system Z(1,0) figure(59),1D moves image one step right and one step below to new 

coordinate system Z(1,1) figure(60). 

 

 

1A 1B 

1C 1D 

                                    Figure 56:2*2 Square Structuring Element 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

 

Figure 57: Original image for Dilation          Figure 58: Translation by vector 1B to Z (0, 1) 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

Figure 59: Translation by Vector 1C to Z (1, 0)       Figure 60: Translation by Vector 1D to Z (1, 1) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

Y

X
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Union of all these translations gives the dilated image as shown below.A single pixel 

straight-line of 3 pixels width has doubled in width and increased in its height by 1 pixel 

figure (61). Figure (63, 64) shows dilation operation. 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

 

Figure 61: Dilated Image 

 

According to weeks[27] this can be Mathematically written as, 

Consider translation T of Image I2 by structuring element B where 

 

AT = {t ε I2 : t = a + b, a ε A} 
 

Then the dilation of A by B is given by 

A ⊕  B = U AT 

                    b ε B  

 

A simple way to explain the dilation is by the rolling wheel concept. Where a dilated 

image can be considered as an image obtained by rolling the wheel over the boundary of 

the image and tracing the centre of the wheel as it moves around the object as shown in 

Figure (62). 

We can use different structuring elements. The most commonly used are square and 

circular shaped structuring element of 3*3 pixel size. The fundamental property of the 
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dilation is smoothing of the contours as shown figure(62), increasing the size of 

structuring element increases smoothing effect weeks [27].The dilation also bridges the 

gaps between the objects. 

                       

 

  

Figure 62: Dilation by rolling wheel which makes corners smooth 

Courtesy: weeks [27] 

 

     

Figure 63:Thresholded Baboon Image                            Figure 64:Image dilated by Circular Structuring Element 
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2.6.5.2 Morphological Erosion: 

 

Erosion is a morphological operation where the image size is reduced. Erosion is done in 

same way as dilation with two modification: structuring element is flipped 1800 before 

doing the erosion and the  second modification is that after translating instead of taking 

union we take intersection of the translated image. 

 

 

 
1A 1B 

1C 1D 

 

                   Figure 65: Structuring Element Flipped 180° 

When the image is eroded with this structuring element the single line image as shown in 

figure (57) will be completely removed from the image as intersection of the translated 

image will result in a null set. 

 

Mathematically erosion can be written as, 

 

A Θ B = ∩  AT 

AT = {t ε I2: T = a + b, a ε A } 

 

Erosion can be explained by the rolling wheel concept in this instead of rotating the 

wheel outside the image contours wheel is rotated inside the contour and the center of the 

wheel is traced as it rotates around the contour figure (66). This will erode away the 

image. Figure (67, 68) shows the erosion operation. 

 

0    -1 

0 

-1 
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Erosion reduces the size of the outward bumps, while enlarging the inward bumps Weeks 

[27] 

 

  
 

    Figure 66: Erosion of the Image by Rolling Wheel Concept 

courtesy: Weeks[27] 

   

Figure 67: Thresholded Image                               Figure 68: Eroded Image 
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2.6.5.3 Properties of Erosion and Dilation: 

 

Following are some of the properties of dilation and erosion given by weeks [27] 

 

Commutative property: 

Dilating an object A with a structuring element B or Dilating an object B by a structuring 

element A is same. 

A ⊕  B = B ⊕  A 

 

Associative property: 

Dilating an object A with a structuring element C which has been already dilated by a 

structuring element B is equal to dilating an object A by a structuring element B dilated 

by a structuring element C. 

 

(A ⊕  B) ⊕  C = A ⊕ ( B ⊕  C ) 

 

 

Scaling property: 

Scaling or enlarging the object by the structuring element before erosion or dilation is 

equal to dilating or eroding the object then scaling it. 

 

Increasing property: 

This is most important property weeks [27] “If an object A is subset of C, then the 

erosion or dilation will produce two new objects, one of which is still subset of other” 

If      A⊂  C 

Then (A Θ B) ⊂  (C Θ B) 

 

 Other properties: 

• The erosion of an object A by a dilated structuring element B and C is same as 

erosion of an object A first by B and then by C 
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• Erosion or dilation of an object with same structuring element n times is 

equivalent to erosion of the object one time using the nth dilation or erosion of 

structuring element. 

 

2.6.5.4 Morphological Opening and Closing: 

 

Two morphological operation erosion and dilation can be combined in a sequence to 

produce two new morphological operations binary opening and closing. Binary opening 

is erosion of the image followed by dilation of the resulting image by same structuring 

element. As shown in figure (69, 70, 71) 

 

AO = (A Θ B) ⊕  B 

 

Binary closing is dilation of the image followed by erosion of the resulting image using 

same structuring element. 

 

AC = (A ⊕  B) Θ B 

 

As Gonzales states [25] “opening smoothes the contour of an object, breaks the narrow 

isthmus and eliminates thin protrusion. Closing tends to smooth sections of the contour, 

closes narrow breaks and long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes and fills the contour 

gaps” 

 

Opening doesn’t affect size of the original object as Weeks [27] cites “unlike erosion and 

dilation operations, opening operation produce object of relatively  same size as original 

object, effectively changing only object contour” 
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Figure 69: Original Thresholded Image                              Figure 70:Opened Image 

 

Figure 71: Closed Image                

 

2.6.5.5 Properties of Opening and Closing: 

 

Soille lists the following as the properties of morphological opening and closing. 

 

Duality property: 

 

Duality property states that opening an image is equivalent to closing the complement of 

the image and then complementing the resulting image 
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AO = [(A) C  AC ]C 

 

Extensity and Anti-extensive property: 

 

Opening is anti-extensive as it removes pixels, closing is extensive as it adds the pixel to 

the image. 

 

Idempotence: 

 

Once the image has been opened or closed further application of opening or closing with 

same structuring element doesn’t modify the image further this property is called 

idempotence. 

 

 

2.6.6 Image Descriptors: 
 

The final step in the image processing is image analyzes. Image descriptors are used in 

describing various properties of the foreground pixels which has been segmented. There 

are two types of image descriptors Gonzales[25] 

• External descriptors-Describes boundary of the object 

• Internal descriptors-Describes pixels inside the object pixel 

 

Boundary or external descriptor are used when we want to describe the shape of objects, 

following are the some of the available methods for doing this: 

 

• Shape descriptors 

• Fourier descriptors 

• Statistical descriptors 

 

Regional or internal descriptors are used to describe the topological and the texture 

properties of the object, following are some of the techniques used for this: 
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• Topological descriptors 

• Texture analysis methods 

• Statistical methods 

 

2.6.6.1 Size and Shape Measurement: 

Once the feature has been separated out using segmentation, we can use various size and 

shape descriptors to quantify the object properties. 

 

Area: 

It is the basic shape descriptor, straightforward method is to determine number of pixel 

that makes the object. Russ [23] gives following  possible area measurement methods. 

Net area: Net area is measured by excluding the internal holes and voids. 

Filled area: In this type of measurement, we fill-in the internal voids to measure the area. 

Convex area: Convex area is found out by filling any boundary irregularities. One way 

to do this is to build an n-sided polygon around the object and find the area of the 

polygon. This can be imagined as wrapping the feature with a rubber band, this gives 

minimum area for a convex shape that will cover original feature pixels as shown in 

figure (72). 

 

 

Figure 72: Convex Area of the Object 
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Perimeter of Object: 

Perimeter gives the length of the outside boundary. Length of the boundary can be 

measured by counting the pixels that touches the boundary of the object. Pythagorean 

distance between successive points can be used to estimate the perimeter of the object 

 

Perimeter = ∑ √ (Xi – Xi-1)2 + (Yi – Yi-1)2  

 

Feret Diameter: 

 

It is also called as caliper dimension it describes the feature size. It is longest distance 

between any two points on the periphery of the image this can be either horizontal or 

vertical distance. 

 

Best Fitting Rectangle: 

 

This is defined as the smallest possible rectangle that bound’s the feature. A best fitting 

rectangle is found by knowing the orientation angle of the feature to x and y axis of the 

image. Finding the angle of least moment of inertia the object makes gives this angle, as 

given by Jain [26] 

Ө = ½ tan -1 [2 µ1,1/ µ2,0 – µ0,2 ] 

µ p, q = ∑∑ (m – m)p -  (n –  n )q  

m, n = co-ordinates of the pixel within object 

µ p,q  = centre moments 

m = 1/N ∑ m  

 n = 1/N ∑ n  

 

Then the bounding rectangle can be found from Ө as 

α =   x cos Ө + y sin Ө 
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β = - x sin Ө + y cos Ө 

 

We can find αmin, αmax, βmin, βmax which gives the boundary points of the feature which 

can be connected to form the bounding rectangle. Width and length of this rectangle is 

important shape descriptor. 

 

Best Fitting Ellipse: 

 

A best fitting ellipse of the object is described by finding an ellipse whose area is equal to 

the object. A measure that equates this is second order moment of the object Jain [26].we 

can get three possible dimensions of the ellipse major axis, minor axis and the orientation 

angle of the ellipse. Jain [26] gives following formula to define best fitting ellipse, in 

order to do this we have to find least (I’min )and greatest (I’max)moments of inertia. 

 

Imin = π / 4 ab3   Imax = π / 4 a3b 

a = Major axis       b = minor axis 

 

I’min = ∑∑ [ (n-n ) cos Ө - (m-m) sin Ө]2 

  

I’max = ∑∑ [ (n-n ) sin Ө - (m- m ) cos Ө]2 

 Then major and minor axis is given by, 

 

a = (4/ π)1/4 [(I’max)3/ I’min]1/8  

b = (4/ π)1/4 [(I’min)3/ I’max]1/8 

 

According to Russ [23] best fitting ellipse is most robust measure of the shape because it 

describes both size, degree of departure from circularity and even the orientation. 
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2.6.6.2 Shape Description: 

 

John Russ of NC State University introduced various shape descriptors to explain the 

geometric shape of the objects. These are powerful tools which explain shape details. It 

gives abstract idea about how humans visually perceive various structures in the image. 

The following are some of the shape descriptors given by Russ [23]. 

 

Form factor = 4π area/ Perimeter2 

 

Form factor decreases as square of the perimeter, so when boundary irregularities 

increase form factor decreases.  

 

Roundness = 4 (Area) / π Maximum Diameter 

 

Here the maximum diameter is given by the major axis of the best fitting ellipse, a perfect 

circle will have value of one as roundness decreases surface become more like an 

elongated polygon. 

 

Aspect Ratio = Major axis /Minor axis 

 

Aspect ratio shows how much an object is elongated, a higher aspect ratio shows 

structure is slender and elongated. 

 

Compactness = √ (4/ π) Area/ Maximum Diameter 

 

Compactness shows how irregular a structure is a structure having irregular boundary 

will be less compact than the structure having smooth boundary. 

 

Effective Diameter = √ (4/ π) Area 

Effective diameter provides an equivalent circle whose area is equal to the object, this 

will be convenient way to compare the area’s of different objects Russ [23]. 
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Convexity = convex Perimeter / Perimeter 

 

This shows irregularity of the structure. As value reduces structure become more and 

more irregular. 

 

Solidity = Area / convex Area 

 

A structure having high inward bumps and curves will have a low solidity value.  

 

2.6.7 Image Processing Application in Textile: 
 
There has been keen interest in applying image analysis method in the textile field. 

Although much of this research work hasn’t been converted to plausible quality control 

methods. There are few applications which have been used in textile machinery in the 

form of machine vision. 

One of the oldest know image processing application in textile research was done by 

Shiloh et al [32].They used computers to evaluate the crimp diameter of textile fiber way 

back in 1964. Image analysis has been used in various fields of textile some of the 

prominent application are listed below. 

Table 3: Image Processing Application in Textile 

Fiber Application Identification of Neps,Trashes,Determination of 

Crimp,Diameter,Maturity of fiber and in Cotton Grading 

Yarn application Yarn cross sectional analysis, yarn structure analysis, 

yarn bulk, blend irregularity analysis 

Fabric application Fabric wear analysis, defects identification, geometric 

analysis, structure evaluation, color matching, texture 

analysis 

Non woven Application Fiber orientation distribution, web uniformity analysis 
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The main application of image analysis in fiber evaluation is to find the fiber crimp, 

maturity, and in fiber grading system. Pourdeyhimi et al [33]used image morphology to 

characterize the fiber crimp. They identified fiber boundary using chain coding, using this 

information they gave six crimp descriptors. They conclude that quantitative results are in 

agreement with visual assessment. 

 

Cotton grading using image analysis is gaining importance. Texas Technology University 

in collaboration with Germany’s Faserinstitut Bremen developed a reference cotton 

sample for Grading based on the image analysis method. This technique involves 

embedding a fiber bundle in a polymer, sectioning the polymer and taking serial images 

of the cotton cross section. They say that this image analysis method could provide 

accurate measure of the fiber fineness and maturity. 

 

Xu et al [34] studied various fiber geometric properties like diameter, length, crimp and 

cross sectional shape of the cotton using a scanning algorithm to find the edge pixels  and 

skeletonized  the object to describe various shape descriptors of this skeleton. They 

concluded that the image analyses can provide more size information than the 

conventional method. 

 

Pourdeyhimi et al [35] also analyzed the fiber cross sectional shape. They characterized 

basic shape parameters like area, perimeter, maximum and minimum radius, long axis, 

complexity using geometric and Fourier descriptors. 

 

Xu et al [36]used watershed algorithm to segment the various fiber cross sectional 

shapes. They used best fitting ellipse to explain the cross sectional shape. They conclude 

that this technique is particularly effective when fibers to be analyzed have regular and 

uniform shape. 

 

Robson et al [37] used a image processing algorithm to measure the cuticular scales of 

the wool fiber. Their algorithm was based on inversion, binirization, skeletonization, 
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pruning of the image and they used chain coding to find number of scales. They conclude 

that image analysis method appears to be reproducible way to measure cuticular scale. 

 

Image analysis has been used to find various aspects of yarn structure like analyzes of the 

cross-sectional shape of the yarn, measuring geometrical properties etc. 

 

Grishanov et al  [38] studied two component yarn to find out diameter and the fiber 

distribution pattern. They embedded yarn in resin and took serial images of yarn cross 

section. A cluster analysis was used to find fiber distribution. They found some 

difficulties in separating the individual fibers in the core. 

 

Wantanbe et al [38] analyzed wool and wool blended yarn to find the blend irregularities. 

They used a tri-valued image to represent different fibers in the yarn blend. They used 

line scanning and cluster analyzes techniques to find out the blend ratio and irregularities. 

 

Kopias et al  [39]analyzed interlaced yarn for finding distribution pattern of distance 

between the loops and the loop height distribution. They scanned the image and used a 

visual basic program to identify the loop height and distance between the loops. 

 

Oxenham et al [40]studied structural parameter of friction spun yarn using  tracer fiber 

technique. Images of the yarn containing tracer fiber were taken continuously using a 

frame grabber. A line scanning technique was used to identify the yarn segment. Tracer 

fiber was identified using a thresholding technique. They found helix diameter, helix 

centre and angle of orientation of tracer fiber in the yarn. 

 

Image analysis has been widely used in analyzing the fabric. Various fabric properties 

have been evaluated using image analysis technique. 

 

Sakaguchi et al [41] analyzed the woven fabric surface irregularities. They suggest that 

the image analysis technique could be substitute to human inspection system. The Fabric 

intensity level was used to find the co-efficient of variation of yarn interval. They also 
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derived power spectrum from the grey level intensity distribution. They suggest the 

power spectrum peak corresponds to weave repeat and yarn interval. 

 

Wu et al [31]used various image analysis techniques to evaluate serviceability of the 

carpet. They used a binirization method to identify the tuft distribution. They also used 

the valley mapping technique. In this method tufts are segmented by the intensity 

relationship between neighboring pixels. Various tuft geometric parameters like the 

number of tufts, maximum and mean size of tufts, statistical distribution and aspect ratio 

were calculated. 

 

Palmer et al [42]used discrete wavelet transform method to classify fabric pilling. 

Wavelet transforms not only gives the frequency component of the image but also their 

location. They found co-efficient which is directly proportional to the pilling intensity of 

the fabric. They conclude that the Haar transform may be reasonable basis for analyzing 

the fabric pilling. 

 

Conci et al [43]compared various image processing techniques in textile inspection. They 

conclude that fractal dimension, edge detection and thresholding techniques had an 

accuracy rate of 80% in identifying the defects. 

 

A neural network based on the image analysis techniques was commercially being used 

in the looms. It is report that an accuracy rate of 90% is possible in detecting the fabric 

defects Bieri [44] 

 

Image processing application in novelty yarn research is limited. Authors who have tried 

image analysis technique limited themselves in finding basic parameter of the yarn 

structure. Grabowska [8-11] analyzed loop, bunch and forte fancy yarns using image 

analyzing technique. They scanned the image and used a visual basic program in 

quantifying various novelty yarn parameter like inter loop distance and loop height while 

analyzing loop and forte novelty yarns. They found length, thickness and distance 

between bunches while analyzing bunch novelty yarn. 
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Masajtis [45] used fast Fourier transform in determining the repetition of  thick and thin 

places along the novelty yarn structure. They conclude that digital image processing 

makes it possible to obtain more information about the visual structure of the yarn. 

 

2.8 Texture Analysis of Novelty Yarn: 

 
2.8.1 Introduction: 
 

Texture and textile have a close relationship with each other. In fact they have same 

literal root. “Textura” meaning something composed of closely interwoven elements, a 

structure formed by threads of fabric. Webster’s dictionary explains texture as an 

essential part, the disposition or manner of union of the particles of a body or substance, a 

visual or tactile surface characteristics and appearance of something, basic scheme or 

structure. Texture is the basis of fabric formation; any woven fabric design is based on 

texture it could produce. A proper combination of weave and yarn structure will give the 

desired texture to the fabric. When we consider novelty yarn, texture forms the base of 

designing .when we produce a novelty yarn we consider what contribution it could 

produce when we use it in the fabric. 

 

Texture depends on the complex interaction of structural variations, materials used in 

producing the novelty and more importantly on the human visual and tactile perception of 

these yarns. There has always been a question whether creation textile is an art or a 

science. Answering this question is very important when we consider the novelty yarn. 

The answer could be both art and science. Art in the sense we create a new science, 

science in the sense we create desired art. Creating a desired texture depends on 

interaction between the designer and the yarn manufacture. There should be some 

quantitative data to explain the texture, so that there is an effective communication 

between them. It is not enough to say we need a coarse fabric we have to decide how 

much coarseness we need. 
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Texture analysis could be beneficial to the fabric designer. It will provide a brief 

knowledge about what kind of novelty yarn to be used to get desired textural effect in the 

fabric .With numerous variety of novelty yarn available one should choose an appropriate 

novelty yarn to get the desired effect. 

 

When we consider yarn manufacturer this will give a better idea about how changes in 

process will alter the texture of the yarn and it will be helpful in finding process 

parameters to get suitable textural properties which designer desire. 

 

Texture is an abstract term which is very difficult to characterize, but with advent of 

image analysis methods and due to our in-depth understanding of the human perception 

on the texture we were able to quantitatively define them. The following literature review 

will give a brief introduction to modern concepts in human texture perception and various 

techniques used in characterizing them. 

 

Texture analysis can be of three type’s visual, tactile and combination of these two. In 

this thesis we consider only the visual perception of novelty yarn. 

 

 

2.8.2 Texture Models: 
 

Most of the human texture perception models are based on how humans discriminate 

texture. We visually perceive texture in many forms in our day-to-day life, in the clothes 

we wear, the food we eat and the buildings we see. How we perceive these texture 

depends on human psychology. Various theories of this phenomenon were put forward 

over the years. Texture discrimination based on “TEXTONS” is most appropriate for this 

research. Texton theory of texture discrimination was put forward by Julesz and Bergen 

[46] way back in 1983.It was based on the human preattentive vision. They define it as “a 

pre-attentive visual system is one which cannot process complex forms, yet can, almost 

instantaneously, without effort or scrutiny, detect difference in a few locally conspicuous 

features, regardless of where they appear these features are called TEXTONS” [sic]. 
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According to this theory whenever we see an object with a texture we first perceive 

locally conspicuous parts before perceiving the overall texture of the object. The other 

type of visual perception explained by them was “focal attention” where we concentrate 

on the positional information of the objects in the scene which is time consuming and 

restricted by aperture of our vision. 

They divided textons into three types’ elongated blobs, terminators and crossings of the 

line segments. Preattentive vision is essentially a simple local process counting only the 

densities of textons. 

 

They conclude that “The dichotomy between preattentive and attentive mental states, the 

first is limited in its power of information processing, the later limited in its spatial 

extent, gives a model which could be exploited in visual communication” [sic]. 

 

Zucker [47]developed a texture model based on the primitives. He defines primitives as 

the “smallest unit which is surrounded by identical unit”. These primitives interface with 

the neighboring primitives creating active sites which results in an ideal texture, 

subsequent transformation of the ideal texture reveals the observable texture of the scene. 

 

Romani et al [48]developed a texture model based on the edge detection and the surface 

“filling in”. They suggest that visual scene segregation by human eye is essentially a two 

step process. The first is the detection of the edges in correspondence with feature 

gradients and the second is the grouping of homogeneous features within regions 

bounded by these edges by filling-in the boundaries. 

 

Bergen et al [49]suggest that a visual system uses two stage cascades of local energy 

measures to segregate the texture. In the first stage linear filters of the early visual system 

rectify the nonlinearity. Spatial averaging provides the primary energy measure. In the 

second stage these responses are then treated as an image array for input to a further layer 

of linear filters, which compute the secondary energy measure that indicates the location 

of texture boundaries. 
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Most of the vision research on texture was done using images of the natural and artificial 

scenes. Julesz [50] in his paper on texture visual perception answers the question, can two 

unfamiliar objects connected in space be discriminated solely by difference in their 

surface texture?. To answer this question he illustrates that visual preprocessing of 

texture extracts neighboring points that have similar brightness values, which are 

perceived as forming clusters or lines. Based on this he explains three type of 

discrimination process: Ease of discrimination happens when random patterns of 

various brightness level seems to depend on whether or not adjacent dots of different 

values form the cluster. Like bright and dark dots appearing together. 

Spontaneous discrimination happens when granularity of the visual field is different, 

like fine and coarse field occurring together. 

Non-spontaneous discrimination occurs when we perceive familiar objects in-between 

unfamiliar objects like seeing familiar words in-between randomly ordered words. He 

concludes that human visual system when ever possible detects clusters and evaluates 

only few of their simple properties. 

 

Ravishankar Rao [51]has put forward a model for discriminating the texture of the image 

based on the primitive texture which forms base of texture discrimination. He defines 

textured image as “any image that can be created by either linear combination or 

functional composition or both, followed by an overlap, of primitive texture”. 

He divides primitive texture into strongly ordered, weakly ordered, disordered and 

compositional texture. He defines strongly ordered texture as those which exhibit either a 

specific placement rule of primitive element or those which comprise of distribution 

elements within specified places. 

A weakly ordered texture is those which exhibit some degree of orientation specifically at 

each point of the texture. 

Disordered textures are those which don’t show any receptiveness or orientation. They 

are mainly defined by their roughness. 
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Rao et al [52]conducted experiment using hierarchical cluster analysis to find a texture 

classification system using Brodatz album. Their concern was with developing a suitable 

texture nomenclature as that of the color models. They found a three dimensional model 

for the texture classification X-axis consisted of reptiveness, non randomness, 

directionality, regularity, local orientation, uniformity of texture. Y-axis consisted of 

high-contrast and non-directionality of texture. Z-axis consisted of granularity, 

complexity and coarseness of texture. 

 

Amadasun et al [53] developed a textural feature model  that corresponds to how humans 

discriminate the texture of a scene. They gave seven texture parameters coarseness, 

contrast, complexity, busyness, shape, directionality and texture strength for the texture 

discrimination. 

 

Abbadeni et al [54]in their paper on human visual perception of textural features points 

out that the human use some perceptual textural features such as coarseness, contrast and 

direction to distinguish between textured image or regions. They used a computational 

measure to prove this theory. 

 

 

 

2.8.3 Texture Analysis Using Image Analysis System: 
Most of the texture analysis was done by using images of natural and artificial  scenes 

obtained from standard photographic reference books like “Textures: A Photographic  

Album for artists and designers” by Brodatz. Most of research was focused on pattern 

recognization, image retrieval and image storage systems. Any quantitative texture 

measurement system requires some form of image of the scene to be captured and 

analyzed. Most of the authors confirm their methods using human psychophysical 

experiments. 

 

Texture analysis using images is divided into three categories statistical, structural and 

spectral approach Jain[26],Gonzalez [25].In the statistical approach we use the first and 
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second order statistics like contrast, entropy, difference moments, auto-correlation 

functions etc., in explaining the texture of the image. 

 

In the structural approach we define certain local properties of the image like “Textons”, 

size, orientation, edge density, run length etc to define the texture of the image. 

 

In spectral approach we use the Fourier spectrum to describe the directionality of periodic 

pattern. We can also use prominent peaks in the spectrum and their location to explain the 

texture. A modern development is to use the discrete wavelet transform in discriminating 

the texture of the image. 

 

Rao [51]divides the texture analysis into two categories Micro texture analysis and the 

Macro texture analysis. He lists various image analysis methods to analyze these textures 

table (4) shows list of methods given by him. 

Table 4: Classification of Texture Analysis Methods 

MICROTEXTURE MACROTEXTURE 
AUTOCORRELATION METHODS PRIMITIVES 

OPTICAL PROCESSING METHODS SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

DIGITAL TRANSFORM METHOD WEAK TEXTURE MEASURES 

EDGE PER UNIT AREA 

RUN LENGTH 

RELATIVE EXTREMA DENSITY 

RELATIONAL TREES 
 

TEXTURE EDGENESS STRONG TEXTURE MEASURE:GENERALIZED 

COOCCURENCE 

MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY 

CO-OCCURRENCE MATRIX 

TEXTURAL TRANSFORM 

GRAY-TONE SPATIAL DEPENDENCE  

RUN LENGTHS 

AUTOREGRESSIVE MODELS 

MOSAIC TEXTURE MODELS 
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2.8.3.1 Grey Level Co-Occurrence Texture Analysis Method: 

 

Over the years many authors have developed many texture discrimination systems. One 

of the prominent works was done by Harallick et al [55]which became the basis for many 

texture analysis system. They define three fundamental features which humans use in 

classifying the color photographs spectral, textural and contextual features. He puts 

forward the theory that texture and tone bear an inextricable relationship to one another. 

They classify image into two types: tone dependent and texture dependent. Tone 

dependent image are those which have little variation of feature of discrete gray tones. 

Texture dependent are those which have wide variation of features of discrete gray tones. 

They developed a model which defines various texture property of the image it was based 

on the Gray-Tone Spatial Dependence Matrices which is defined here with their own 

words. If we consider a rectangular image which has NX rectangular cell in the horizontal 

direction and NY cells in the vertical direction and they have a discrete gray tone value 

Ng. We can define a relative frequency Pij with which two neighboring resolution cells 

separated by distance d occur. one with gray tone i and other gray tone j. Neighboring 

resolution cell can be at different angles like 0°,45°,90°,135°.Distance d is usually of one 

pixel as shown in figure(73). 
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Figure 73: Resolution cell with Neighbors at Different Angle to Central Pixel P 
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Let Lx and LY be horizontal and vertical spatial domain of the image having gray tone Ng 

then Pij with distance d  can be explained by the image matrix given below figure(74), 

 

 

0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 1 

0 2 2 2 

2 2 3 3 

Figure 74: Image for Texture Analysis 

 

Consider this image of size 4*4 pixel with discrete gray levels 0,1,2,3 

Possible pairs of gray tones with this image is 

 

Gray Tone 

0        1        2        3       

(0,0) (0,1) (0,2) (0,3) 

(1,0) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) 

(2,0) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) 

(3,0) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3) 

 

Now we have to count number of pairs in the above image having this gray tone 

combination. We should remember that we have to count in both forward and in 

backward direction. 

Gray level co-occurrence matrix at 0° angle with d = 1 is given below 

 

4 2 1 0 

2 4 0 0 

1 0 6 1 

0 0 2 0 

 

0 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 

Gray Tone 

Pij,d,0°  = 
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Mathematically this can be written as, 

Pij,d,0°  = # { ((k,l),(m,n)) ∈  (Lx ×  LY ) ×  (Lx ×  LY ), | k – m |   = 0, | l – n  | = d, 

                  I(k,l) =  i,I(m,n) = j } 

 

This gray-tone co-occurrence matrix (Pij,d,Θ)  can be used to find various statistics of the 

image like, 

Angular Second Moment = Σ Σ { Pij }2 

                                                                    i   j 

 

Contrast = Σ n2 { Σ Σ Pij } 

                n = 0 to Ng  

 

Entropy = - Σ Σ Pij log (Pij ) 

 

Inverse difference Moment = Σ Σ                    1                       Pij 

 
 

 

Baraldi et al [56]suggest that this texture concept depends on three variables 

• The size of the small area under investigation 

• The relative size of  the discrete tonal features 

• The spatial distribution of distinguishable discrete tonal features 

 

Their concern with GLCM was measurement accuracy, computer storage and 

computation time. 

 

Amadasun et al [53]say that the major draw back of the Harrlick method  was they don’t 

have general applicability and cannot be applied to different classes of textures with 

reasonable success and they are not good with macro textures. They found Neighborhood 

       1 + ( i – j)2
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Gray tone difference matrix where they used average gray tone over a neighborhood of a 

pixel. They concluded that they had slightly improved results with this method. 

 

Aksoy et al [57]used one of the Harrlicks’ statistics, the variance of the image and a Line-

angle ratio statistics constituted by a 2-D histogram of the angles between lines extracted 

from the image and ratio of the mean gray levels inside and outside the regions spanned 

by those angle. This was used for the image database retrieval using texture feature they 

had success rate of 80%. 

 

Fuji et al [58]developed a new method for analyzing natural texture by auto-correlation 

method which uses frequency spectrum of the image for texture evolution, it is defined as  

 

Φ (∆x ∆y ) = Σ Σ p(x,y)p(x + ∆x,y + ∆y )/MN  

                     x = 0 to M-1 

                     y = 0 to N-1 

p(x,y) = input signal 

∆x, ∆y = Incremental signal shift  

p(x + ∆x,y + ∆y ) = shifted version of the input signal 

 

M,N = signal size in horizontal and vertical direction 

 

They found different parameters from ACF like autocorrelation shift value, displacement 

of maximum peak, amplitude of maximum peak, effective range of the ACF these 

features had good correlation with human perception of contrast, regularity, coarseness. 

 

Abbadeni et al [54]used Auto covariance function which is slightly different from the 

ACF in that they divide the summation by product of signal size subtracted by 

incremental signal shift. 

 

f ( ∆x ∆y ) = Σ Σ p(x,y)p(x + ∆x,y + ∆y )/(M - ∆x ,N – ∆y ) 
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They used this in finding coarseness, contrast and directionality of the texture. They 

conclude that their experimental method have strong correspondence with the human 

psychological measures. 

 

Sharma et al [59]evaluated performance of various texture analysis methods they 

conclude that co-occurrence matrices and law’s method are better than auto-correlation, 

run-length, edge-frequency methods in classifying different textures and combination of 

these methods could give better result in classifying the texture. 

 

2.8.3.2 Fractal Dimension: 
 

Fractal dimension is a powerful measure of texture. The concept of fractal dimension was 

proposed by Mandelbrot [60].It was based on the concept of self similarity. He 

demonstrated that some of the complex forms of the nature like snow flakes, clouds, hills 

and cheese are fractals. That is the macro structure of these materials can be broken into 

smaller parts which are similar to larger complex structure. This self similarity is because 

of the apparent nature of our environment which is compounded to few basic forms from 

which it can produce complex structure as Pentland [61] explains “ our world is very 

highly structured: evolution repeats its solution whenever possible, and inanimate forms 

are constrained by physical laws to a limited number of basic patterns. The apparent 

complexity of our environment is produced from limited vocabulary by compounding 

these basic forms in myriad of different combinations”[sic]. 

 Fractal dimension of the object is based on this concept of self similarity. As Mori etal 

[62] explains consider a cube of D dimension which is divided into 1/r equal parts 

producing N(r) self similar cubes similarity ratio (r) of this cubes is given by 

 

r = { 1/N(r)}1/D 

Fractal Dimension D is given by, 

D = - log N(r)/ log r 
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Usually we use Euclidean space in defining natural or man-made forms. Dimension or 

scale we used to measure this value is limited to the human perception of the structure 

Russ [23].A classic example could be measuring boundary of England in a map, 

boundary size increases as we decrease the scale size. A normal two dimensional paper 

might become three dimensional measurements when we magnify it with microscope. 

 

Russ [23]explains the following methods for finding the Fractal dimension of an object. 

The easiest method is the Richardson walk method where fractal dimension is given by 

the rate at which the perimeter of the object increases as the measurement scale reduces. 

Usually defined as slope of the line between log-log plots of perimeter vs. scale.  

 

In the Minkoswi method we open the boundary line with increasing size of structuring 

element. Plotting area swept by the circular element vs. its radius will give fractal 

dimension. 

 

Kolomogorov dimension of fractal can be found by building mesh line over the image 

and counting number of grids over which the boundary passes .When we plot log-log 

value of the number vs. size of grid and take the slope we can get fractal dimension. 

 

Fractal dimension of self similar curves will have a dimension greater than their 

topological dimension. An image with a straight line will have dimension of 1 and 

rectangle will have dimension of two. Fractals are most widely used in defining the 

roughness of the structure. 

 

2.8.3.3 Granulometry: 
 

Shape and texture are two basic properties that our brain uses in understanding the 

content of the image or region Ayala [63]. Granulometry defines shape of the objects. 

The concept of Granulometry was proposed by Matheron [64]. The aim of granulometric 

analyzes is to find the shape and size distribution of features in the image. Granulometry 

is based on Minkowski addition and subtraction of sets which form the base of the image 
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erosion and dilation. Granulometry is basically image morphological operation. Consider 

a binary image I(x,y) over which we operate a morphological operator Ψ of shape B and 

size λ. The result of this could be new image g(x,y) which has been reduced by operator 

Ψ.The change in size of g(x,y) as function structuring element gives a notion of size 

distribution, usually we use an opening operator on the image. In simple term we can 

explain this operation as sieving a sample through sieves of increasing size while 

measuring mass retained after sieving Soille[65]. 

Soille provides properties of operators which could be used for granulometric analyzes: 

 

• Anti-Extensivity: what left in the sieve can only be sub-sample of the input 

sample 

Ψ λ (I) ⊂  I for any λ > 0 and I ∈  I 

• Increasingness: when sieving a sub sample of larger sample, what remains in the 

sieve is a sub-sample of what would when sieving the whole sample 

 

• Idempotence: sieving a sample twice through same sieve does not sieve sample 

further 

 

• Absorption property: what remains after sieving through two sieves of arbitrary 

size is only driven by size of the largest sieve. 

The sieve in this case is the opening operation. 

 

The size distribution function Is can be defined as [66] 

 

Is(k)= Sum of all the pixels in the image, opened with n-th Structuring Element.  

Normalized size distribution function, 

N(k)=1- Is(k)/ Is(0)  

where Is(0) is the I(s) of the original image.  

 

The granulometric density function can be defined as  
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G (k) = N (k+1) -N (k)  

G (K) gives first derivative of the size distribution of the image this called pattern 

spectrum of the image. Peaks of this spectrum show the presence of many structures at 

this scale. 

Granulometry could be very useful for defining coarseness of the object. The size at 

which peak value occurs is significantly larger for coarser structure than the fine texture 

Soille [65].  

The following is a blob image which was analyzed for their size distribution, figure (75) 

shows the pattern spectrum of the image with increasing opening radius from 0-20.  

 

Figure 75: Blob Image 

 

Figure 76: Pattern Spectrum of Blob Image 

Peaks occur at opening radius of 10, 12, 13 which sows most of the particles have size 

range of 21-27 pixels figure (76). 
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2.8.4 Texture Analysis Application in Textile: 

 
Many authors have utilized texture analysis in characterizing properties of textile 

products. The following are brief review of these methods. 

 

Wu et al [31]used tuft size distribution ,evenness of spatial distribution of tufts and shape 

analysis of individual tufts for characterizing textured carpet construction and appearance 

for loss after wear. They used image enhancement, valley mapping and tuft isolation 

algorithm in isolating tufts. They had promising results from this method. 

 

Sobus et al [67]analyzed the texture of worn carpet samples to characterize their 

appearance loss. They used gray level co-occurrence analysis, which included spatial 

gray level dependence method (SGLDM) which finds frequencies of co-occurring gray 

levels and gray level difference method (GLDM) which finds absolute difference 

between co-occurring gray levels. They used contrast, angular second moment, entropy, 

and correlation of the images for analyzing texture. They conclude that although their 

method doesn’t have universal applicability these statistics have good capability of 

texture discrimination. 

 

Pourdeyhimi et al [68]used statistical moments(mean, variance and skewness )of the 

image intensities, spatial co-occurrence statistics(contrast, entropy),normalized relief, 

fractal dimension for characterizing appearance loss of the carpet due to wear. They 

conclude that the mean intensity and fractal dimensions are consistent indicators of 

surface wear. 

 

Berkalp et al [28]analyzed texture retention after fabric-to-fabric abrasion using spatial 

co-occurrence matrix they used contrast statistic to define texture retention. They 

concluded that co-occurrence methods are sensitive enough to discriminate structural and 

textural changes. 
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Lee et al [69]did their research on visual perception of the texture of textile. Their 

measurement technique was based on mechanical properties like yarn thickness, cover 

factor, twist, resilience, bending rigidity etc and the reflectance property of the fabric 

surface like Gloss%, Luminous Reflectance found using colorimeter. They also 

conducted human psychophysical experiment using 12 paired adjectives defining the 

texture. They compared these results with instrumental test results. They concluded that 

instrumental analyses have high correlation with psychological factors of human 

perception on texture. 

 

Mori et al [70]analyzed visual texture and aesthetics of Lace pattern using GLCM 

statistics and Fractal dimension. They also conducted psychophysical experiment using 

35 observers, who used paired comparison to segregate the lace patterns into five sensory 

parameters beauty, comfort, transparency, light sensation and lacunarity. They used 

principle co-ordinate analysis to identify the relationship between these parameters and 

with that of image analysis. They conclude that Beauty of pattern is closely related to 

Entropy and fractal dimension, transparency and light sensation are strongly related to 

ASM and Contrast. 

 

Laughlin et al [71]studied visual and tactual perception of fabrics using a 

multidimensional scaling analysis. They used 130 pairs of fabrics and asked 240 

participants to decide which one they like or dislike. They presented fabric in certain pre-

set order in three type of mode visual, tactile and combinational mode. They say that 

visual perception is of a higher order than the tactile perception. 
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3 Problem Statement: 
 
It is a known fact that textile yarns have structural variations which occur in a certain 

stochastic pattern. These structural variations arise due to the inherent property of the 

yarn like fibers used, the process conditions and the technology used to produce the yarn. 

The types of variations that can occur are thick places, thin place and hairiness. The 

occurrence of these variations can be quantitatively predicted using various testing 

methods. When we consider the conventional textile yarn characteristics these are 

defects. So the ultimate aim of testing yarn is to find out process which caused these 

defects. To quantize these defects we use various parameters like C.V %, U %, hairiness 

index to give an idea about how well the yarn will behave during the various processing 

stages and we would be able to predict the physical characteristics of fabric. 

 

When we consider novelty yarns we purposely introduce these variations to give the yarn 

a characteristic property. When we use these yarns in a fabric they create a texture which 

is aesthetically pleasing to the observer. Structural effects in novelty yarns also have a 

stochastic pattern depending on the process parameters and techniques used to produce 

them. A Characterization method to quantify these structural effects should meaningfully 

predict the inherent property of the yarn. Any characterization method first starts by 

defining the parameters of the yarn to be characterized. With the numerous variety of 

novelty yarns available, it is difficult to come up with a single parametric scale to define 

their characteristics. 

 

The characterizing methods for novelty yarn are two dimensional in nature. In the first 

dimension we should be able to predict the effect of process variables on the structural 

properties, and in the second dimension we should be able to predict what could be the 

visual effect produced by the structural variations of the novelty yarn when used in the 

fabric. Some of the parameters in the first dimension could predict the second dimension 

characteristic, but parameters are more psychological in nature. 
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We assume that the function of the novelty yarn is to bring about an aesthetic feeling 

which the designer presumes will result when we use a particular type of novelty yarn. 

For example, the designer presumes that a wavy effect will result by using a gimp yarn in 

the fabric. Does an observer perceive the same wavy effect? It depends on how this effect 

is distributed over the surface of yarn and his/her psychology. So we need parameters to 

quantize this property which could meaningfully predict the visual and tactical perception 

of novelty yarn. 

 

Although many authors[4, 5, 8-11, 18] have tried to quantify structural properties of the 

novelty yarn, there have not been any research on characterizing  effect of novelty yarn 

structural features on visual perception so we present here objectives of this thesis. 

 

• To find a characterization method to quantify physical properties of novelty 

yarn 

• To find methods to quantify visual perception of novelty yarn texture 

 

Experimental methods will be in two parts: In the first part we take two type of novelty 

yarn gimp yarn and a slub yarn. We attempt to define basic parameters which could be 

used to quantify physical properties of these yarns, and we find suitable testing methods 

to characterize these parameters. We have considered only two types of novelty yarns but 

this can be taken as general testing scheme to characterize other novelty yarns. 

 

In the second part we deal with texture perception of the novelty yarn’s structural 

features. We constrain our research to visual texture of novelty yarn. We define 

properties which could be used to characterize Texture and methods to characterize them. 
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4 Experimental Methods and Discussion: 
 
 

4.1 Characterization Methods to Quantify Physical Property of Novelty Yarn: 

 

In this Chapter we deal with physical property of the novelty yarn. We define parameters 

which could be used to predict the effect of process parameter on structural features. 

There isn’t any specific testing equipment to characterize novelty yarn. So we used 

testing equipment used for testing conventional textile yarn. Any testing equipment used 

to predict the physical properties should be capable of providing details about size 

distribution pattern of effects their mean and c.v%. The following testing equipments and 

methods were used to characterize novelty yarn 

 

• CTT yarn Profiler Tester 

• Zweigle Hairiness testing machine 

• Microscopic method 

• Image analysis method 

 

Specific objective of this part is as follows 

 

 To define parameters which quantifies the physical property of the novelty 

yarn  

 To find a testing scheme which could be used to predict the physical property 

of the novelty yarn 

 

As defined in chapter (2) novelty yarn can be divided into three type structural effect, 

color effect and combinational effect. We deal only with structural effect novelty yarns. 

By structural effect we mean those features which give basic visual cue to the yarn, for 

example, the wavy effect of gimp yarn. 
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4.2 Gimp Yarn Characterization: 
 

4.2.1 Experimental Material and Novelty Yarn Production: 

 

Gimp yarn was produced in the laboratory using Malino Calvani Italia Fancy Jet mod 

6/sp.It operates by the principle of overfeeding, twisting and binding. Speed of the front 

and back rollers are controlled by the means of v belt pulley. We can change the over 

feed rate by changing the pulley size. The overfeeding rate range from 0% to 188%.Twist 

per inch varies from 45 tpm to 1500 tpm. The frame uses auto lubricated rings and nylon 

travelers. The machine has six twisting positions and the spindle rotational direction can 

be changed by changing the direction of rotation of wharve. We used three positions for 

the first twisting process and another three positions for the binding process which 

rotated in opposite direction. 

4.2.2 Manufacturing Parameters: 

The machine can be used to create several different types of novelty yarns. In order to 

produce different types of novelty yarn we have to select appropriate process parameter. 

In case of gimp yarn production constants were front roller speed, spindle speed. 

Variables were back roller speed, TPI, traveler weight, traveler profile, and the threading 

sequence. Throughout the formation of the fancy yarn only three change gears were used 

(W2, W4&W5). 

4.2.3 Gearing Diagram and Calculations: 

The change gear diagram on the left hand side of the machine influences the yarn feeding 

rate while the change gears on the right hand side of the machine affect yarn twist figure 

(77, 78).  
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Calculation of Overfeed Rate: 

I = VF – Vb/ VF 

VF = delivery rate of font roller 

Vb = delivery rate of back roller 

VF = π * d1* (spindle speed *WR/SP* W1/ Pr * R1/ R2 * W2/W3) 

Vb = π * d2* (spindle speed * W1/ Pr * R1/ R2 * W2/W3 * W4/W5) 

D1 = FRONT ROLLER DIAMETER 

D2 = BACK ROLLER DIAMETER 

W1= 3.14”                R1 = 3.937”        W2 = 2.95”     WR= 1.26” 

Pr = 7.87”                 R2 = 7.97”          W3 = 4.92”      SP= 5.9’ 

π * d1 = π * d2 so we can ignore this 

d1 = d2 = 1.75” 

So by changing the pulleys w4 and w5 the overfeed rate is changed  

 

Calculation of Twist Constant: 

TWIST = SPINDLE SPEED / FRONT ROLLER DELIVERY SPEED 

TWIST CHANGE GEAR = W2 

TWIST CONSTANT = 1 / (π * d1* (1 *WR/SP* W1/ Pr * R1/ R2 * 1/W3)) 
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Figure 77: Fancy Twister Change Gear for Roller Speed 
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Figure 78: Fancy Twister Change Gear for Twist 
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4.2.4 Gimp yarn Production: 

The passage for gimp yarn production is shown in the figure (79).A single ground yarn 

and an effect yarn made of polyester interlaced filament yarn was used. The ground yarn 

is passed through the back set of roller through the back thread guide, from where it is 

passed through the front guide and then threaded through the grooves in the front roller 

and passed through the lappet guide onto the spindle. 

 

The effect yarn is guided through a tensioner, and onto the back thread guide, from where 

it is passed through the front thread guide and nipped through the front roller and joined 

with the ground thread through the lappet. 

 

Front and back rollers were run at differential speed. Front roller was run at a faster speed 

than the back roller. Three type of overfeed rate was used 1.2, 1.4, 1.8. Yarn was twisted 

in S direction. A twist of 12 TPI in S direction was used in the first twisting process. 

 

A binder yarn made of nylon continuous filament was used in the second twisting 

process. In the first twisting process as an overfeed is given to the effect yarn the ground 

Yarn was completely covered with the effect yarn. In the second twisting process only 

half the number of twist in the first process was used 6 t.p.i. This process of untwisting 

created a wavy projection in the surface and this structural effect was bonded by the 

binder thread. 
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Figure 79: Threading Sequence for Gimp Yarn Production 
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Table 5: Raw Material Parameter for Gimp Yarn Production 

 MATERIAL COUNT 

(Tex) 

TWIST 

DIRECTION 

TPI 

EFFECT YARN POLYSTER 144 INTERLACED - 

GROUND YARN POLYESTER 33.33 INTERLACED - 

BINDER YARN NYLON 16.67 INTERLACED - 

FANCY YARN 

FIRST TWISTING  

SECOND TWISTING  

 

POLY/POLY 

POLY/POLY/NYL 

 

 

 

 

S 

Z 

 

12 

6 

Table 6: Process Parameter for Gimp Yarn Production (First Twisting Process) 

SPINDLE SPEED 3750 RPM 

OVERFEED RATE  1.2.1.4,1.8 

TRAVELLER USED NYLON EAR SHAPED 12 GRAINS 

FALNGE 43/64” 

Table 7: Process Parameter for Gimp Yarn Production (Second Twisting Process) 

SPINDLE SPEED 3750 rpm 

TRAVELLERS USED NYLON 14 GRAINS 43/64” 

 

Table 8: Sample Code for Different Overfeed Rates 

SAMPLE CODE OVERFEED RATE 

GM20 1.2 

GM40 1.4 

GM80 1.8 
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Different traveler sizes and different traveler materials was tested. The traveler which 

gave least tension in the yarn balloon was choosen.Metallic traveler’s generated lot of 

heat so nylon traveler was chosen in both the first and second twisting process. 

 

It was critical to control the tension during the first twisting process. As the effect yarn 

was overfed, there was a tendency for this yarn to move side ways into the groove. In 

order to avoid this, the effect yarn was passed through a tensioner so that the necessary 

tension is imparted. A yarn guide was mounted with close proximity to the front roller 

nip so that tendency of yarn to move side way is negated. 

Gimp yarn samples with different Overfeed Rate: 

 

Figure 80: Gimp Yarn with Overfeed rte of 1.2 
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Figure 81: Gimp Yarn with Overfeed Rate of 1.4 

 

Figure 82: Gimp Yarn with Overfeed Rate of 1,8 
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4.2.5 Definition of Structural Parameters of the Gimp Yarn: 

Gimp yarn is a yarn with wavy structure. This wavy projection is given by an effect yarn 

which is overfed. The Ground thread forms the base for the formation of this wavy 

projection, and the effect is held in position over the base by a binder thread. The 

structure of the yarn is shown in the figure (80, 81, 82).While characterizing a novelty 

yarn it should be remembered that it is essentially a conventional yarn whose surface 

structure has been modified to give a fancy effect .So all the tests which are used to 

characterize normal textile yarns should also be done with novelty yarn which include 

 Count test 

 Twist test 

When testing the inherent properties of novelty yarn we have to define parameters which 

are unique to a particular novelty yarn. In the case of the gimp yarn we define the 

following as inherent parameters which should be determined. 

 

 Number of events per meter 

 Height of the wave 

 Width of the wave 

 C.V% of events distribution 

 C.V% of height and length distribution 

 

These parameters will give an overall view about how structure varies due to change in 

the process parameter. 
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Figure 83: Gimp Yarn Structure 

 

Definition of Parameters: 

Events: Events in the gimp yarn are single wavy projection over the central core structure 

which has a height and a width  

 

Number of Events/Meter: It is defined as the number of wavy projection occurring over 

a predetermined length. This will give overall an idea of how close the events are 

occurring and c.v% will give irregularity of the structural effect. 

 

Height and Width of the wave: Height is defined as the amplitude of the wave from the 

central core structure made of the ground and binder yarn. This will show how bulky a 

HEIGHT

WIDTH 

EFFECT YARN 

GROUND YARN 

BINDER YARN 
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yarn can become, and irregularity defines effect of process parameter on the visual 

perception which will be dealt later in this chapter. Width is defined as length between 

the start of the wave to end of the wave. 

 

In the experimental part we develop characteristics’ curves which defines the effect of the 

overfeed rate on the structural parameter. We predict that there is a basic structural effect 

which is common to all gimp yarns. The effect of overfeed rate could be how this brings 

about changes in the basic structural parameter. 

 

4.2.6 Determination of Basic Parameter: 
 

In this experimental part we develop a testing method which could be used to determine 

the basic structural parameters count and twist of the Gimp yarn. 

 Gimp yarn consists of a ground yarn, an effect yarn and binder yarn. So any count 

calculation consists of counts of these three yarns. As most of the novelty yarn is formed 

by overfeeding of the effect thread this overfeed rate plays an important part in count 

calculation. Following is straight forward method in determining the count of the fancy 

yarn given by Testore[5]. 

 

NF = n NE + NG + NB 

NF  = Novelty yarn count in Tex 

NE = Effect yarn count in Tex 

NG = Ground yarn count in Tex 

NB = Binder yarn count in Tex 

n = A co-efficient depending on ∆V 

     = 1 + ∆V 

∆V = V EFFECT - V GROUND / V GROUND  

V = velocity of corresponding rollers 
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 This calculation is primarily based on the assumption that velocity of effect yarn will be 

same as velocity of the effect yarn roller. This assumption may be flawed by variations 

due to slippage of roller, nip pressure variation, condition and type of the roller used for 

feeding the effect yarn. So count calculated from this formula could be higher or lower 

than the actual count of the yarn. 

 

So a calculation based on the actual length of the effect and ground yarn could predict 

count more accurately than the calculation based on the velocity of the yarn. Overfeed 

rate (∆V ) based on the length of the yarn is given below 

 

∆V = LE - LG  / LG  

LE = Length of effect yarn/ unit length of novelty yarn 

LG = Length of ground yarn / unit length of yarn 

 

When the novelty yarn is reverse twisted in the second twisting process yarn is subjected 

to twist relaxation most of the twist inserted in the first twisting process is removed in the 

second twisting process. Due to this overfed yarn length tend to reduce as the yarn 

untwist. So we have to take into consideration this relaxation process. We used overfeed 

rate calculated from unwounded effect yarn obtained after second twisting process. 

 

NF = n  NE + NG + NB ------------------------------------------------- (1) 

n = LE2 - LG2 /LG2  

LE2 = Length of the effect yarn after second twisting process 

LG2 = Length of ground yarn after second twisting process 

 

4.2.6.1 Count Determination using Wrap Reel Method: 

 

As with conventional textile yarn, count can be calculated using wrap reel method. A 10 

meter wrap was made using wrap reel, 15 samples were made from each experimental 

sample GM20GM40, GM80. One of the key components which most of the wrap reels 

doesn’t have is the tensioner. We found that applying a constant tension during wrapping 
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is important, this might be particularly true for novelty yarn which are highly susceptible 

to stretching this could lead to variation in the count calculation. So we mounted a disc 

type tensioner on the traverse guide. Yarn was conditioned for 8 hours in the standard 

atmospheric condition 21c with 65% RH before wrapping. Then the wraps were weighed 

using calibrated weighing scale in grams then count of the yarn is found in Tex result is 

shown in the table (10, 12, 14). 

 

4.2.6.2 Count Determination using Overfeed Rate: 

 

In order to determine the count using the overfeed rate we randomly collected 20 samples 

of yarn after second twist process for each overfeed rate. From these samples we 

determined the overfeed rate by separating out the effect yarn from the ground yarn. We 

used a twist tester for unraveling the effect yarn from the ground yarn, with a gauge 

length of 10 inches. Length of unraveled effect yarn and ground yarn was determined 

after applying a constant tension of 0.25 gf /Tex .This was made possible by holding one 

end using a masking tape and passing other end through a frictionless pulley, a weight 

was hung in the free end using a clamp. After few minutes yarn was removed gently and 

length was measured. From this overfeed rate was calculated and final count of the 

novelty yarn was found using equation (1). 

 

Tables (9-15) shows results Theoretical count found using overfeed rate of 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, 

wrap reel method and count determined by equation (1) 

Table 9: Count of Individual Yarns (Tex) 

 
NE 144.44 
NG 33.33 
NB 16.67 
THEORITICAL 
COUNT :  
GM20 223.328 
GM40 252.216 
GM80 309.992 
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Table 10: Count of GM20 Yarn (Wrap Reel Method) 

WEIGHT IN 
gms/ 10 M TEX 
 2.21 221 
2.1 210 
2.34 234 
2.09 209 
2.2 220 
2.19 219 
2.23 223 
2.28 228 
2.3 230 
2.1 210 
  
AVERAGE 220.4 
SD 8.8 

 

 

Table 11: Count of GM20 (Using Equation 1) 

 
SECOND 
PROCESS LE LG OVERFEED
 10.82 10.12 1.07 
 11.58 10.12 1.14 
 11.7 10 1.17 
 10.35 10.1 1.02 
 12.73 10 1.27 
 11.14 10 1.11 
 12.97 10 1.30 
 10.1 10.1 1.00 
 13.97 10 1.40 
 12.68 10 1.27 
 11.76 10 1.18 
 11.37 10.2 1.11 
 11.32 10.1 1.12 
 10.97 10 1.10 
 12.96 10.1 1.28 
 10.73 10 1.07 
 11.58 10.2 1.14 
 18 10.12 1.78 
 11.17 10.2 1.10 
 11.53 10 1.15 
AVERAGE 11.9715 10.068 1.18919529 
COUNT 221.7674     
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Table 12: Count of GM40 (Wrap Reel) 

 

WEIGHT IN gms/10M TEX 
2.54 254 
2.45 245 
2.63 263 
2.45 245 
2.58 258 
2.26 226 
2.84 284 
2.47 247 
2.57 257 
2.39 239 
  
AVERAGE  251.8 
SD 15.55492

 

Table 13: Count of GM40 (Using Equation 1) 

COUNT AFTER SECOND 
TWIST PROCESS LE(inch) LG(inch) OVERFEED
 14.4 10.2 1.41 
 14 10.14 1.38 
 13.8 10.47 1.32 
 14.8 10.57 1.40 
 14.1 10.14 1.39 
 14.6 10.14 1.44 
 14.7 10.1 1.46 
 14.2 10.2 1.39 
 14.6 10.57 1.38 
 13.9 10.63 1.31 
 14.1 10.14 1.39 
 15.9 10.07 1.58 
 14.2 10.14 1.40 
 13.7 10.17 1.35 
 14.4 10.17 1.42 
 13.5 10.14 1.33 
 13.9 10.54 1.32 
 14.1 10.47 1.35 
 14.6 10.53 1.39 
 14.8 10.64 1.39 
 13.9 10.07 1.38 
Average 14.30 10.30 1.39 
COUNT 250.6     
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Table 14: Count of GM80 (Wrap Reel) 

WEIGHT IN 
gms TEX 
3.58 358 
2.76 276 
3.68 368 
3.23 323 
2.74 274 
3.25 325 
3.24 324 
3 300 
2.73 273 
2.72 272 
  
AVERAGE 309.3 
SD 35.9291 

 

 

Table 15: Count of GM80 (Using Equation 1) 

SECOND 
PROCESS LE LG OVERFEED
 20.66 10.2 2.03 
 16.92 10 1.69 
 23.62 10 2.36 
 17.71 10.1 1.75 
 19.88 10.1 1.97 
 21.25 10.2 2.08 
 20.68 10 2.07 
 18.5 10.8 1.71 
 19.48 10.2 1.91 
 19.76 10 1.98 
 15.37 10.2 1.51 
 17.32 10.8 1.60 
 13.97 10 1.40 
 14.96 10.1 1.48 
 16.73 10 1.67 
 15.58 10.2 1.53 
 18 10 1.80 
 14.17 10 1.42 
 16.53 10.2 1.62 
AVERAGE 17.95211 10.16316 1.77 
COUNT 305.2648     

 

 

Results obtained using theoretical count, wrap reel method and by using lengths of the 

component yarn shows close agreement with each other. We can see that standard 
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deviation of count obtained by wrap reel method shows a increasing trend as overfeed 

rate increases showing that yarn has become more irregular as we increase the overfeed 

rate. 

 

 

4.2.6.3 Twist Testing: 

 
One of the important characteristics of novelty yarn which determines its appearance and 

performance of novelty yarn is twist. It is essential to determine TPI after first and second 

twisting process. Determination of TPI after first twist process gives us an idea about 

how much twist we should use in second twisting process to get desired wavy effect. 

Ideally we require half the number twist of first twisting process in the second twisting 

process. Final TPI of novelty yarn is important as this will determine the integrity of the 

structural effect. Too low twist will result in removal of effect yarn from the core 

structure, and too high TPI will result in complete suppression of the effect. So a 

compromise should be made between these two effects. 

 

We used two kinds of twist testing methods in determining the TPI and a unique twisting 

sequence is proposed here to test twist after second twisting process because binder 

thread is twisted in opposite direction to that of the effect and ground yarn. 

 

4.2.6.4 Determination of Twist after First Twist Process: 

 

Two type testing method was tried: untwist method, and untwist-retwist method, it seems 

untwist method is best suited for determining twist after first twist process. Mechanical 

Twist was set at 12 TPI in first twist process 

 

Untwist-Retwist method: 

We followed ASTM Standard D1422-99 for testing spun yarn using untwist-retwist 

method. We used a gauge length of 10”, a tension of 0.25 gf/tex was applied. Twist was 
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calculated from the counter reading after yarn is completely untwisted and retwisted 

again. Twist was calculated using formula. Table (16) shows the result. 

 

TPI = Dial Reading / 2* Gauge Length 

Table 16: Twist Determined by Untwist-Retwist Method(First Twist Process) 

 
UNTWIST-
RETWIST GM20   GM40   GM80   

  
DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

 278 13.9 290 14.5 294 14.7 
 267 13.35 263 13.15 282 14.1 
 276 13.8 253 12.65 292 14.6 
 276 13.8 293 14.65 236 11.8 
 269 13.45 285 14.25 292 14.6 
 277 13.85 299 14.95 277 13.85 
 275 13.75 280 14 285 14.25 
 277 13.85 281 14.05 272 13.6 
 265 13.25 288 14.4 292 14.6 
 287 14.35 264 13.2 295 14.75 
 284 14.2 282 14.1 282 14.1 
 283 14.15 293 14.65 285 14.25 
 293 14.65 284 14.2 283 14.15 
 293 14.65 280 14 286 14.3 
 261 13.05 291 14.55 295 14.75 
 278 13.9 280 14 294 14.7 
 265 13.25 286 14.3 298 14.9 
 264 13.2 281 14.05 256 12.8 
 274 13.7 298 14.9 297 14.85 
 263 13.15 264 13.2 287 14.35 
AVERAGE   13.76   14.08   14.2 
SD   0.48   0.61   0.75 

 

 

Untwist Method: 

 

Method is similar to untwist and retwist method we used same gauge length and tension. 

But this time reading is taken immediately after yarn is completely untwisted. It is 

important to find out when the untwisting point is reached. After first twisting process the 

effect yarn completely covers the ground yarn, in some places yarn starts to build up one 

over other forming small lumps of yarn layers as shown in fig(13 A) this kind of lumps 
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occur more frequently as we increase the overfeed rate. So when we start to untwist the 

yarn it might take longer time to untwist these lumps increasing the dial reading.Leading 

to higher TPI as shown in table (16) which doesn’t correspond to actual TPI of the yarn 

.In order to find out actual twist, twist contraction length of the yarn was found using the 

ground thread. Some 20 samples of the gimp yarn were used to find the twist contraction 

length. Removal of this contracted length will show that twist has been completely 

removed from the yarn. A 10” sample was used, ground thread was removed from the 

gimp yarn by untwisting it using twist tester than ground thread was taken out length was 

measured. Table (17) shows contracted length. 

Contracted length = Extended length – Gauge Length 

Table 17: Contracted length of Ground Yarn (First Twist Process) 

 GM20 GM40 GM80 
 LG(INCHES) LG(INCHES) LG(INCHES)
 10.1 10.2 10.1 
 10.2 10.14 10.2 
 10.15 10.17 10.15 
 10.15 10.17 10.15 
 10.1 10.14 10.1 
 10.15 10.14 10.15 
 10.1 10.1 10.1 
 10.15 10.2 10.15 
 10.15 10.17 10.15 
 10.15 10.13 10.15 
 10.1 10.14 10.1 
 10.2 10.07 10.2 
 10.1 10.14 10.15 
 10.1 10.17 10.15 
 10.2 10.17 10.1 
 10.2 10.14 10.15 
 10.1 10.54 10.1 
 10.25 10.47 10.15 
 10.1 10.13 10.15 
 10.1 10.14 10.15 
AVERAGE 10.14 10.18 10.14 
CONTRACTED 
LENGTH (INCHE) 0.14 0.18 0.14 

 

This contracted length was used to determine untwisting point. Tester was stopped when 

the needle on the quadrant balance reaches contracted length in the quadrant scale.TPI is 

calculated by the formula 
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TPI = Dial reading / Gauge Length. Table (18) shows the result. 

 
Table 18: Twist Determined using Untwist Method (First Twist Process) 

 
UNTWIST 
METHOD GM20   GM40   GM80   

  
DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

 117 11.7 122 12.2 120 12 
 115 11.5 115 11.5 114 11.4 
 123 12.3 125 12.5 113 11.3 
 118 11.8 116 11.6 123 12.3 
 120 12 119 11.9 111 11.1 
 119 11.9 123 12.3 121 12.1 
 115 11.5 122 12.2 120 12 
 121 12.1 117 11.7 116 11.6 
 119 11.9 124 12.4 120 12 
 115 11.5 115 11.5 117 11.7 
 114 11.4 113 11.3 114 11.4 
 119 11.9 124 12.4 122 12.2 
 121 12.1 118 11.8 118 11.8 
 117 11.7 121 12.1 116 11.6 
 118 11.8 119 11.9 114 11.4 
 120 12 124 12.4 124 12.4 
 114 11.4 117 11.7 115 11.5 
 113 11.3 124 12.4 119 11.9 
 112 11.2 121 12.1 124 12.4 
 120 12 113 11.3 119 11.9 
AVERAGE   11.75   11.96   11.8 
SD   0.303   0.39   0.38 

 

Untwist method gave TPI which was close to the set TPI of 12.In case of untwist-retwist 

method t.p.i was higher owing to the fact that it takes longer time to untwist and retwist 

the layered lumps. So we recommend to use untwist method while determining twist of 

novelty yarn after first twist process. 

 

4.2.6.5 Determination of Twist after Second Twist Process: 

 

Gimp yarn after the second twist process consists of three component yarn effect, ground 

and the binder yarn. As we use only half the number of twist in the second twisting 

process, binder yarn is twisted in direction of second twist process, effect and ground 

yarn is twisted in the opposite direction. This opposite twist direction of the component 
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yarns presents problem while determining the twist of the final gimp yarn. Binder yarn 

twist is important as it determines the ability of the novelty yarn to maintain the integrity 

of the structure. 

 

Best way to determine the binder yarn twist is to untwist the binder yarn first and find the 

twist but this untwisting will lead to retwisting of the effect and ground yarn increasing 

their twist. So this increased amount twist should be removed to its original level, then 

the effect yarn should be untwisted to find out the TPI. 

 

To do this yarn is mounted between the jaws of the twist tester and untwist direction is 

set to direction of second twisting process, this moves dial in opposite direction of Zero 

mark as shown in figure (84).  

 

 
 

Figure 84: Method to Find Binder Yarn Twist 

 
Dial reading was taken at the point were binder untwists, result is shown in the table 

(19).After binder yarn has untwisted the direction of the tester was changed in order to 

remove the twist inserted by previous process. When pointer reaches the zero mark dial 

reading was reset to zero and untwisting process was continued until the effect yarn was 

untwisted from the ground yarn and TPI was calculated as shown in the figure 

(85).Result is shown in the table (20) 

 

        DIAL 

POINTER AT 
START 

POINTER AFTER 
UNTWISTING BINDER YARN 
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Figure 85: Method to Find Effect Yarn Twist 

Although the mechanical twist for the second twisting process was 6 TPI actual values of 

the yarn is lower than this. Reduced twist might be due to slippage effect or due to 

unwinding of effect yarn during the second twist process which prohibits transfer of 

twist. Following table (19) shows the twist calculated from this method. 

Table 19: Binder yarn Twist (After Second Twist Process) 

BINDER YARN TWIST             
  GM20   GM40   GM80   

  
DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

 57 5.7 56 5.6 53 5.3 
 60 6 60 6 56 5.6 
 55 5.5 59 5.9 58 5.8 
 58 5.8 54 5.4 53 5.3 
 60 6 49 4.9 54 5.4 
 54 5.4 63 6.3 55 5.5 
 55 5.5 52 5.2 52 5.2 
 55 5.5 58 5.8 59 5.9 
 63 6.3 57 5.7 52 5.2 
 60 6 56 5.6 55 5.5 
 55 5.5 60 6 57 5.7 
 50 5 53 5.3 59 5.9 
 56 5.6 55 5.5 52 5.2 
 60 6 55 5.5 56 5.6 
 48 4.8 53 5.3 58 5.8 
 58 5.8 54 5.4 59 5.9 
 57 5.7 55 5.5 53 5.3 
 56 5.6 61 6.1 57 5.7 
 59 5.9 58 5.8 58 5.8 
 60 6 51 5.1 53 5.3 
AVERAGE   5.68   5.60   5.55 

        DIAL 

POINTER AT 
START 

POINTER AFTER 
UNTWISTING BINDER YARN 

POINTER AFTER 
EFFECT YARN 
UNTWISTING 
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Table 20: Effect Yarn Twist (After Second Twist Process) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECTYARN TWIST             
  GM20   GM40   GM80   

  
DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

DIAL 
READING TPI 

 57 5.7 56 5.6 57 5.7 
 54 5.4 55 5.5 53 5.3 
 52 5.2 54 5.4 57 5.7 
 57 5.7 57 5.7 57 5.7 
 56 5.6 53 5.3 58 5.8 
 54 5.4 57 5.7 56 5.6 
 55 5.5 52 5.2 54 5.4 
 56 5.6 54 5.4 53 5.3 
 58 5.8 56 5.6 59 5.9 
 54 5.4 58 5.8 52 5.2 
 53 5.3 51 5.1 58 5.8 
 52 5.2 54 5.4 56 5.6 
 58 5.8 51 5.1 55 5.5 
 54 5.4 54 5.4 59 5.9 
 56 5.6 57 5.7 52 5.2 
 58 5.8 52 5.2 58 5.8 
 54 5.4 56 5.6 53 5.3 
 56 5.6 58 5.8 54 5.4 
 59 5.9 54 5.4 57 5.7 
 54 5.4 57 5.7 53 5.3 
AVERAGE   5.54   5.48   5.56 
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4.2.7 Determining Inherent Properties of Gimp Yarn: 
 

As explained before inherent property of the gimp yarn is the waviness and an event is 

one wavy projection above or below the core structure in order to characterize this wavy 

effect we used following techniques and equipments. 

 

 CTT yarn profiler 

 Hairiness tester 

 Traveling microscope 

 Image analysis technique 

 

Our basic experimental method is to find out the number of events per unit, height and 

width of wave, standard deviation of these parameters. Some of these techniques provides 

information other than those given above which will be very useful in finding out 

inherent properties. These parameters will be discussed when we explain those 

experimental methods. 

 

4.2.7.1 Event Measurement using CTT Yarn Profiler: 

 

A basic introduction to working principle of the CTT tester is given in the literature 

review. As said there events are measured by passing the yarn through an imaging system 

which has a CCD array and a lighting system which captures the diameter profile which 

could be used to find out,  

 

 Total number of events/meter 

 Size distribution pattern 

 

While measuring events with CTT tester it should be borne in the mind that it can only 

generate diameter profile of the yarn. It can’t distinguish events this requires priori 

knowledge about the yarn structure. 
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First step in finding out the events in the gimp yarn using the CTT tester is to remove the 

unwanted data from the diameter profile like the naturally occurring variation in the yarn 

and to avoid counting same events multiple times. 

 

These naturally occurring variations are unintentional. These variations are constant for 

all novelty yarns produced in same machine. This unintentional data should be removed 

to measure true events of the gimp yarn. 

 

Keeping this in mind we produced a reference yarn with same machine setting but 

without any overfeed. Effect and ground yarn were doubled without overfeeding in the 

first twist process. It was doubled with the binder yarn in the second twist process, 

resulting yarn was used as reference. Our assumption here is that the reference yarn will 

have structural variation or defects which are unintentional, induced by machinery which 

we used to produce the yarn 

 

Testing Procedure: 
 

CTT tester was calibrated using the steel test clip given by the manufacture whose 

diameter was 240 pixels and machine was set at a yarn speed of 96 m/min, diameter of 

the test clip was observed using yarn profiler software intensity of the light was adjusted 

until the average diameter corresponds to 240 ±  2 pixels. 

Yarn was threaded through the machine as shown in the figure (16) and oscilloscope 

curve was observed to make sure camera has right threshold limit. A threshold value of 

96 was set. A suitable tension arm was selected based on the formula  

Tension (gms) = 301.58 / Ne 

Table 21:CTT Tension Arm Setting for Gimp Yarn Event Measurement 

Count in Tex Count in  Ne Tension in gms Arm number 

220 (GM20 ) 2.68 113 Arm 2 

251  (GM40 ) 2.35 128 Arm 2 

309   (GM80) 1.91 157 Arm 2 
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Tester was ran at a speed of 30 m/min, every first scan was captured which makes total 

test length equal to 2 meter with 65 scans/cm. 

In the first testing sequence we tested reference yarn, diameter profile of the reference 

yarn was stored. We used five reference yarn samples. In the second testing sequence 10 

samples of each gimp yarn type (GM20, GM40, GM80) was tested and diameter profile 

was obtained. 

 

Finding the Naturally Occurring Events: 
 

The figure (86) shows the diameter profile of reference yarn and GM 80 yarn. We can see 

that overfeed rate has considerably altered the diameter profile of the yarn. Our aim here 

is to find out the number of events/unit length and variation in the height of these events. 

As said before gimp yarn diameter profile not only contains the data about the waviness 

but also the naturally occurring variation so this should be subtracted from the gimp yarn 

to get real value of number of events. 

 

Figure 86 :Comparison between Reference Yarn Diameter Profile and GM80 
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Graph on the top is reference yarn profile and one below is GM80 yarn. 

 

So first step in analyzing the yarn is to find out the naturally occurring events in the 

reference yarn. The number of events can be obtained using the multiple threshold option 

which gives number of scans having particular pixel diameter. An unprocessed data will 

have considerable amount of noise meaning extraneous diameter profile representing 

same event. Event in reference yarn means thick and thin places along the yarn. As we 

store every scan a single thick place can be represented by number of scans so we must 

avoid this.  

 

In the events option we can use fixed threshold value, software first finds the place where 

diameter profile is higher than the fixed threshold limit than keeps track of diameter value 

and marks a event when diameter value goes below fixed threshold value this process is 

continued to find other events. A dead band can be used above and below the threshold 

value. In this option first event is counted when diameter is less than the selected 

threshold value minus dead band value and second event will be counted when diameter 

is first greater than the threshold value plus the dead band value then less than threshold 

value minus the dead band value. A fscan over option can be used to suppress the 

diameter value which are representing same event, in this an event cannot be considered 

until it satisfy the threshold limit set before for one more consecutive scan than the 

selected fscan value. 

 

For example with fixed threshold of 400 pixel and a dead band of 50 first event is 

counted when diameter is less than 400 pixel minus dead band value of 50 then second 

value is counted when diameter goes above 450 pixel then comes down below 350 pixel. 

We can also use an fscan value say 3 which means value should be less than 350 pixels 

for 4 consecutive scans. Finding suitable dead band and fscan value is a trial and error 

method. 
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We can use multiple threshold option to find out events occurring at various diameters 

where-in each threshold is applied with same dead band and fscan value. Table (22) 

shows average of number events occurring at different pixel value 

 

Figure 87: Reference Yarn event Measurement using Fixed Threshold Setting 

Figure (87) shows reference yarn with a threshold limit of 400 pixels, as we could see 

number of events marked as arrows at bottom of figure is considerably higher. Same 

event is represented by number of arrows. 

 

Figure 88: Reference Yarn Event Measurement using Fixed Threshold and Dead Band 
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Figure (88) shows the number of events occurring at threshold value of 400 with dead 

band of 50 and fscan value of 3 we could see that the number of arrows representing 

events is considerably reduced  

 

Figure 89: Reference Yarn Event Measurement using Multiple Threshold Limits 

Figure (89) shows the multi threshold values at different threshold limits for this screen 

 

Table (22) shows average number of events/Meter at different threshold limits for five 

samples 

Table 22: Reference Yarn Events/Meter 

THRESHOLD IN 
PIXELS AVERAGE
300 12 
400 74 
500 21 
600 3 
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Measuring Events/Meter of the Gimp yarn: 
 

For measuring number events in the gimp yarn we captured images of the 20 samples 

each of 1 meter length for each gimp yarn type. Figure (90) shows diameter profile of the 

captured image. We could see that there is high variation in diameter making it difficult 

to measure number and height distribution of events. 

 

 

Figure 90: Diameter Profile of GM80 Yarn 

 

While measuring the gimp yarn events same kind of setting was used to suppress the 

extraneous data as that of reference yarn. Close inspection of figure (91) reveals that 

same event is represented by number of arrow marks if we use multiple threshold option 
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as such it will give extraneous data increasing the number of events. So a fixed threshold 

with dead band and fscan value was used to reduce the extraneous data. When we apply 

dead band to one threshold limit it is applied to all multiple threshold limits.  

 

 
 

 

                                        Same event counted twice 

Figure 91:GM80 Events Measurement using Fixed Threshold Limit 

Figure (91) shows number of events measured using fixed threshold limit of 400,some of 

the events are represented twice 

 

Although considerable effort was taken to reduce the extraneous data, there were multiple 

values representing same events. This is unavoidable due to the fact that gimp yarns are 
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highly irregular structures. Diameter profile vary considerably even within an event 

making it difficult to segregate it as a single event. Result of these difficulties is that CTT 

profiler will give only the upper bound of number of events. Nevertheless when we use 

same dead band and fscan values across the samples a comparison between different 

structures can be made. As in our case we are going to compare effect of overfeed rate, 

we used same setting for the entire sample set. Also removal unintentional structural 

variation will give close approximation to real yarn structure. 

Finding dead band and fscan values is a trial and error method, different combination of 

dead band and fscan values were tried the value which closely represents number of 

events in the screen was chosen as dead band and fscan value. 

 
 

                                            

                                       Events represented by single arrow 

Figure 92:GM80 Events Measurement Using Fixed Threshold/Dead band/Fscan Values 
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Figure (92) shows number of events measured using a fixed threshold value of 400 pixels 

with Dead band of 50 and fscan value of 3, double arrow representing same event is 

removed by this setting 

 

Figure 93: Events Measurement Using Multiple Threshold Limits 

Figure (93) shows number of events/10 cm counted with multiple threshold limits 

400,700,900 with dead band of 50 and fscan of 3 

 

Figure 94:GM80 Number of Events Occurring at Different Threshold Limits 
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Table (23) provides average number of events occurring at different threshold limits for 

20 test samples. Final number of events was obtained by subtracting out the reference 

yarn events from novelty yarn events to give a value which represents only the intentional 

structural events. We also calculated average diameter of the yarn/meter and its standard 

deviation which will show how irregular the yarn becomes as we increase the overfeed 

rate. 

 

Number of Events at different Threshold Limit: 

Table 23: Events/Meter of Gimp yarn with Different Overfeed Rate 

GM20       

THRESHOLD 
EVENTS/ 
METER 

REFERENCE 
YARN  

NOVELTY YARN 
EVENTS 

300 42.6 12 30.6 
400 84.9 74 10.6 
500 21.2 21 0.5 
600 3.6 3 1.0 
700 0.3  0.3 

 

 

 

GM40       

THRESHOLD EVENTS/METER 
REFERENCE YARN 
EVENTS 

NOVELTYYARN 
EVENTS 

200 1.8 1.8 0.0 
300 13.7 12 1.7 
400 88.9 74 14.6 
500 113.2 21 92.5 
600 76.7 3 74.0 
700 42.6 0.0 42.6 
800 21.4 0.0 21.4 
900 9.3 0.0 9.3 
1000 4.4 0.0 4.4 
1100 2.0 0.0 2.0 
1200 1.2 0.0 1.2 
1300 0.7 0.0 0.7 
1400 0.2 0.0 0.2 
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GM80       

THRESHOLD EVENTS/METER 
REFERENCE YARN 
EVENTS 

FANCY YARN 
EVENTS 

200 4.8 4.8 0.0 
300 10.5 12 0.0 
400 69.4 74 0.0 
500 107.0 21 86.3 
600 96.3 3 93.7 
700 68.6 0.0 68.6 
800 43.8 0.0 43.8 
900 29.1 0.0 29.1 
1000 21.3 0.0 21.3 
1100 13.5 0.0 13.5 
1200 8.5 0.0 8.5 
1300 5.0 0.0 5.0 
1400 3.0 0.0 3.0 
1500 1.3 0.0 1.3 
1600 0.5 0.0 0.5 

 

Table (24) shows Average Diameter/Meter in pixel of the yarn and its standard deviation: 

Table 24: Average Diameter/Meter of Gimp Yarn 

 GM20 GM40 GM80 

 
AVERAGE 
DIAMETER 

AVERAGE 
DIAMETER 

AVERAGE 
DIAMETER 

 424 516 509 
 416 514 525 
 441 505 519 
 429 524 515 
 418 529 510 
 446 518 535 
 423 514 588 
 434 517 569 
 431 530 578 
 428 532 578 
 410 546 563 
 414 527 577 
 425 539 621 
 418 531 583 
 429 566 603 
 428 553 618 
 420 547 691 
 417 562 656 
 418 537 620 
AVERAGE 
DIAMETER  425 532 577 
SD 9 17 50.9 
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Comparison of Test Results: 
Graph (1) shows comparison of gimp yarn effect height distribution for different overfeed 

rate. These graphs were obtained after subtracting reference yarn events from the gimp 

yarn events, so graph shows actual number of events which represents the waviness of 

the gimp yarn. We can observe that the number of wavy effect increases as we increase 

the overfeed rate. There is a significant increase in this effect as we move from overfeed 

rate of 1.2 to 1.4 .As expected highest number of waviness effect has occurred with 

overfeed rate 1.8.Tail of the graph has also increased as we increase the overfeed rate 

increasing the range of heights occupied by the effect.  
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Graph 1: Comparison of gimp yarn height distribution 

When we compare the average diameter distribution from the table (24) it is evident that 

average diameter of the yarn has increased significantly as we increase the overfeed rate 

which makes the yarn more bulky. Other significant feature is standard deviation ( S.D) 

of the diameter distribution there is significant increase which shows yarn has become 

more irregular as we increase the overfeed rate. 
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4.2.7.2 Event Measurement using Traveling Microscope: 
One of the straight forward and conventional method in finding the event size distribution 

is to use a traveling microscope which can traversed along length direction of the yarn. 

This makes it easier to measure width and height of the events. 

We used Edmund scientific traveling microscope, a 20x magnification was used with 

good lighting source. Height and width of the effects was measured in inches. We tested 

10 samples of 10 centimeter length for each overfeed rate. Table (25) show the histogram 

distribution length and thickness of the events. 

Height of Effects in Inches: 

Table 25: Height Distribution of Gimp Yarn Measured using Microscopic Method 

GM20   GM40   GM80   
HEIGHT EVENTS/METER HEIGHT EVENTS/METER HEIGHT EVENTS/METER
0.02 1 0.05 12 0.03 1 
0.03 37 0.07 5 0.07 36 
0.05 65 0.09 67 0.12 152 
0.06 25 0.11 91 0.16 39 
0.08 10 0.14 20 0.21 21 
0.09 18 0.16 18 0.25 8 
0.10 6 0.18 7 0.30 1 
0.13 3 0.22 3 0.34 7 
0.16 1 0.25 1 0.39 2 
  0.31 1 0.43 3 
      0.48 2 

Width of Effects in Inches: 

Figure 95: Effect Width Distribution found by Microscopic Method 

GM20   GM40   GM80   
WIDTH EVENTS/METER WIDTH EVENTS/METER WIDTH EVENTS/METER 
0.08 19 0.1 1 0.08 1 
0.14 37 0.14 2 0.12 11 
0.18 32 0.16 3 0.15 13 
0.21 59 0.18 11 0.17 23 
0.24 6 0.2 56 0.19 15 
0.27 1 0.24 13 0.22 95 
0.31 10 0.26 21 0.24 15 
0.37 1 0.28 13 0.26 20 
0.40 1 0.3 89 0.29 3 
  0.34 5 0.31 50 
  0.36 9 0.33 2 
  0.38 1 0.36 2 
  More 3 0.38 1 
    0.40 21 
    More 1 
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Significant feature while measuring the yarn using the microscope is the limited accuracy 

with which we can make the measurement and it also depends on the individual analyzers 

capability. We were able to measure with an accuracy of 0.01”.The other significant 

feature to note is fatigue an analyzer experience, this might make analyzes very time 

consuming. 

  

Comparison of Gimp Yarn Test Results Found by Microscopic Method: 

 

Graph (2 A, B) shows the comparison of gimp yarn height and width measured using the 

traveling microscope. We could see that there is clear trend in increase of the number of 

events as we increase the overfeed rate. Also as we increase the overfeed rate range of 

effect height distribution increases. Overfeed rate of 1.8 has an extended tail showing 

increased height variation, but both GM 1.4 and GM 1.8 peaks at same height of 0.10” 

showing that basic structure is same only difference increase of overfeed rate makes is 

increased number of events per unit length and occasional increase wave height making 

yarn irregular. 
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Graph 2A: Gimp yarn height comparison (Microscope) 
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COMPARISON GIMP YARN WIDTH(MICROSCOPE)
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Graph 2B: Gimp yarn width comparison (Microscope) 

 

 As we said there is increase in number of events per unit length together with increase in 

the height this can only be achieved when width of effect is reduced, which is evident 

from the comparison of effect width in the graph above.GM1.8 occupies more number of 

events in the lower width range making it possible to increase number of events per unit 

length. We can also see a bimodal distribution pattern this doesn’t represent true nature of 

size distribution, but this is because of precision we could measure the effect size which 

makes it difficult to measure intermediate levels of size between 0.2” and 0.3”. 

 

4.2.7.3 Characterization of Gimp Yarn Using Hairiness Tester: 
 

Hairiness tester measures the number of projecting fiber ends and loops per unit length. 

Measuring technique is based on the photometric principle. Projecting ends interrupt the 

light beam altering the light intensity reaching the sensor. Photo transistors register the 

light intensity and produce voltage based on the intensity. In order to measure number of 

hairs over several length zones the yarn is scanned by twelve photo transistors. 
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Hairiness tester can count projecting fibers at 12 test distance ( length zones) which 

ranges from1,2,3,4,6,8,10,12,15,18,21,25 mm number of hairs within this length zone can 

be counted and displayed both numerically and graphically. 

 

In order to use the hairiness tester for measuring novelty yarn effect it should be borne in 

the mind that novelty effect are basically projecting structures from yarn core, which is 

especially true for gimp yarn. These projecting structures should be able to stop the light 

beam passing through it. But within this novelty yarn there will be naturally occurring 

hairs which are unintentional. So this natural hairiness should be removed in order to 

measure the effect size distribution pattern. 

 

In order to remove the naturally occurring hairiness we used a reference yarn which was 

used while testing the yarn in CTT Tester. Hairiness of this yarn was considered as 

naturally occurring hairs in the yarn. 

We ran 5 samples of reference and Gimp yarn, with a test length of 100 meters. Table 

(96) shows average of five result .We subtracted the reference yarn hair from the gimp 

yarn hairs to get a value which represents only the gimp yarn structural effects. 

Figure 96: Effect Height Distribution of Gimp Yarn found by Hairiness Tester 

GM20       

AVERAGE HAIRS/100 M           SD 
REFERENCE 
YARN  EFFECT YARN EVENTS 

N1                                     5661 383 3407 2254 
N2                                       598 40 13 585 
N3                                         36 10  36 
N4                                         15 10  15 

 

GM40       

AVERAGE HAIRS/100 M SD 
REFERENCE 
YARN  EFFECT YARN EVENTS 

N1                                 15782 4296 3407 12375 
N2                                     957 341 13 944 
N3                                       52 18  52 
N4                                         7 7  7 
N6                                         1 1  1 
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GM80       
AVERAGE HAIR/100 M SD REFERENCE YARN  EFFECT YARN EVENTS 
17088 1459 3407 13681 
2725 956 13 2712 
493 222  493 
122 67  122 
10 4  10 
2 1  2 

 

Comparison of Hairiness Test Results: 

 

Graph (3) shows comparison of hairiness test results, these graphs are plotted after 

removing reference yarn hairiness from the gimp yarn results. We can see a clear trend 

that number of events/100m increases as we increase the overfeed rate from 1.2 to 

1.8.Over feed rate of 1.8 have higher hairiness level and an extended tail showing that not 

only there is increase number of events occurring per unit length but also size of this 

events has been increased. 
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Graph (3): Comparison of hairiness test results 
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But these results should be used with caution as it gives only the one dimensional size 

distribution. It shows variation in the height not the width of the effect. But this 

distribution pattern can give an overall idea about how overfeeds rate or other process 

parameter can change the distribution of structural effect size. Siginificant benefit from 

hairiness tester is its simplicity and test length. As we can use a test length of 100 m 

statistics are more reliable. 
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4.2.7.4 Gimp Yarn Event Characterization using Image Analysis 

Technique: 
 

The basic assumption of any image analysis method is that the captured image perfectly 

represents the object. This assumption is not perfectly true due to various incidental 

problem associated with image capturing like image noise, quantization problem related 

in representing true color of the feature, resolution problem etc.Although these problems 

can be minimized by careful selection of settings, the best way to overcome these 

problems is to standardize the image analyzes method i.e. is to keep  all the variables 

used in image capturing, and image processing constant so that we could make a 

reasonable comparison between various images. Keeping this in mind various settings 

and process parameters were kept constant within the same group of novelty yarn. 

 

The following are the general steps followed to characterize the gimp yarn 

 Sample preparation 

 Image acquisition 

 Image segmentation 

 Image analyzes 

 Data interpretation 

 

In all these steps wherever possible the standards used in textile testing were followed so 

that results could be comparable. Although a brief introduction to image analyzes 

technique was given in the literature review, we recommend following books for 

understanding basics of image processing (Jain[26],Gonzalez[25],Russ[23]). 

 

Determination of Shape Parameter of Gimp Yarn Using Image Analyzes: 

 

The objective of this testing method is to find out the shape parameters of the novelty 

yarn effects like area, perimeter, height and width. In earlier experimental methods we 

used instrumental methods to characterize the effect of overfeed rate on the structural 

features of the novelty yarn. Although these methods are efficient enough to characterize 
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how modification of process parameter can bring about changes in the structural features, 

they are not able to extract certain features. For example we are not able to measure the 

width of the effect using CTT and Hairiness tester. This is because they are essentially 

one-dimensional equipment which makes it difficult to measure the additional dimension. 

 

In Section (4.4) we will discuss the texture parameters of these yarns which give a true 

representation of the structural variation. These parameters are difficult to obtain using 

instrumental methods. 

 

We developed an image analysis algorithm which could be used to predict various 

structure parameters with relative ease. Following are steps followed in determining the 

structural parameter. 

 

Sample Preparation: 

 

As mentioned before, the aim of this experimental work is to maintain constancy in all 

stages of the image analysis. We used the ASTM standard while doing this experimental 

work. When selecting the samples ASTM standard D2258 was followed. Twenty 

laboratory samples of the yarn in the form of cops were selected for each overfeed rate. 

Some 10 samples from this laboratory sample were selected randomly.15” length of yarn 

was selected from each experimental sample.  

 

The yarn was preconditioned in package form before sampling in a standard atmospheric 

condition. Based on ASTM standard D 1776-98 a conditioning time of 2 hour was used 

for gimp yarn as it was made from polyester and nylon fiber. 

 

Image Capturing: 

One of the critical elements of the image processing is image capturing. We used EPSON 

flat bed scanner for capturing the image. This scanner uses a fluorescent bulb as a 

lighting source. The various image capturing conditions were kept constant while 

capturing the images which are listed below. 
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 A perfect alignment of the sample was maintained while capturing the image 

 A equal tension was applied for all the samples 

 Same scanner setting were used for all the samples which include 

 Resolution of the image 

 Image size 

 Brightness, contrast and gamma settings 

 Color management(none) 

 

Perfect alignment of the yarn over the glass plate is important as misalignment of sample 

while scanning might require realignment while analyzing the sample. This translation of 

the sample will result in altering the sample resolution as pixel values are interpolated 

while it’s translated. To avoid this problem two marks were placed at the edges which are 

perfectly parallel, yarn was aligned over this mark while scanning. 

One of the problems with modern consumer scanners is their default scan setting. This 

includes descreening, unsharp masking, brightness and contrast settings which are turned 

on automatically when we try to scan. So we have turn off this descreening and unsharp 

mask options which might introduce unwanted artifacts. Also brightness and contrast 

level was set at 50%.The other thing to note while capturing the image is the color 

management option. By default, the scanner applies its own color management technique 

which might alter the color intensity when we transfer the images between computers. 

We shouldn’t use any color management technique. 

Table 26: Scanner Setting Used for the Image Capturing 

PIXEL PER INCH 2400 PPI 

BIT DEPTH 24 BIT COLOR 

BRIGHTNESS 50% 

CONTRAST 50% 

GAMMA 1 

COLOR MANAGEMENT NONE 

SCALING 100% 
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As we have to separate effect yarn from the core yarn structure for measuring shape 

parameters we used a high resolution of 2400 PPI. At the low resolution we found it 

difficult to discriminate the core and effect structure. File size of these images were very 

high in range of 100Mb so we used a computer with high RAM capacity of 1 GB while 

analyzing the images. As most of the images reduce their file size when we convert them 

a to gray scale image there wasn’t any difficulty in processing these images. 

 

While capturing the image a constant tension was applied using a dead weight. Applying 

constant tension is important as it removes any unwanted crimp and helps in maintaining 

the yarn straight. The sample yarn was held at one end by masking tape while the other 

end is passed over the mark through a frictionless pulley. A dead weight was applied on 

the free end using a clamp. The tension weight required to straightening the sample was 

found using ASTM standard D 2256-02 for measuring tensile property of the yarn by the 

single strand method. 

 

Tension Weight = 0.5 gf / tex  
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Image Processing Algorithm: 
Our fundamental aim was to separate out the effect yarn structure from the core, so that 

we can do a shape analysis of this effect yarn. Figure (97) shows the gimp yarn with its 

components after scanning. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                                     Effect yarn                                                      Core yarn 

Figure 97: Scanned Gimp Yarn Image 

 

The wave like projection is the effect which we have to separate out. In order to do this 

we have to remove the core structure from the image. The Following method describes 

the method to remove core structure. 

 

Algorithm for Core Yarn Elimination: 

 

 A close look at the structure figure (97) reveals that the core yarn is made of two yarns 

intertwined with each other and a wavy effect yarn. In the first step of image analysis an 

RGB image was converted to grayscale image figure (98) with grayscale values ranging 

from 0-256 
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Figure 98: Gray Scale Image of Gimp Yarn 

The image was cropped down to width of 0.4” and a height of 10”. The Histogram 

thresholding was used for segmenting the core yarn from the effect yarn. Following 

figure (99) shows the histogram distribution of the image. It reveals that there are three 

distinctive peaks which represent the three component yarns in image. 

 

 

Figure 99: Histogram of Gimp Yarn Image 

The histogram of the image and its log projection clearly distinguishes three peaks which 

are marked as Peak 1, 2 and 3. 

Peak one corresponds to the core yarn structure owing to the fact that they are darkest 

pixels in the image. Peak 2 corresponds to gray scale distribution of effect yarn structure 

1 
2 

3 
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and peak 3 corresponds to background image which is predominantly white and they 

have highest number of pixels in the image. 

 

Our aim here is to remove peak one from the image which correspond to the core 

structure. Any image obtained from the system using CCD array will have multimodal 

distribution. Unlike the bimodal distribution where we can select the average value 

between the peaks to segment the objects in the image, we have to find a upper and lower 

threshold limit to segment images with multimodal distribution. 

 

Peak 3 and Peak 2 are clearly distinct due to the size they occupy in the image, but peak 1 

doesn’t have a distinctive peak owing to the fact they are less sparse in the image. 

 

In order to remove the core yarn, the following algorithm is the proposed first step is to 

find the maxima of the peak, maxima is highest point in that region. Maxima can be 

defined as a point in the distribution having slopes on the both sides i.e., a point having 

increasing frequency from one side and decreasing in other side. 

 

In case of Peak 2 and Peak 3, the maxima of the peak are clearly distinctive. This can be 

found by locating a point in the pixel distribution which has ascending and descending 

frequency on either side of it. The following table (22, 28) shows the gray scale pixel 

distribution of the image with its frequency. As we could see that the gray scale value of 

80 corresponds to peak 2 and 247 corresponds to peak 3.These are the maxima in that 

region with ascending and descending values on both sides. 

In order to make this step robust, a value is considered the maxima of the peak if and 

only if five consecutive values on both side of the value are less than the value in 

consideration. Table (27, 28) shows the gray scale distribution near peak 2 and 3 of a 

gray scale gimp yarn image. 
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Table 27: Frequency Distribution of Peak 2 Region 

GRAY SCALE 
VALUE FREQUENCY 

GRAY SCALE 
VALUE FREQUENCY

45 35463 86 71031 
46 34113 87 70066 
47 33415 88 69483 
48 32411 89 67484 
49 31163 90 65724 
50 30958 91 64137 
51 30448 92 62178 
52 30488 93 59387 
53 30230 94 56326 
54 30479 95 53203 
55 31196 96 50351 
56 31787 97 47731 
57 32256 98 45028 
58 32943 99 42451 
59 34698 100 40356 
60 35946 101 38023 
61 38105 102 35583 
62 39305 103 33495 
63 41495 104 32025 
64 43562 105 30433 
65 46001 106 28624 
66 48684 107 27506 
67 51144 108 26049 
68 53503 109 25085 
69 56795 110 24170 
70 59359 111 23079 
71 61914 112 22106 
72 64534 113 21515 
73 66886 114 20800 
74 69238 115 19881 
75 70561 116 19528 
76 71989 117 18593 
77 73602 118 18239 
78 74367 119 18103 
79 74293 120 17889 
80 74576   
81 74086   
82 73496   
83 72807   
84 72661   
85 72311   
    

 

 

Gary scale value 80 corresponds to maxima of peak 2 
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Table 28: Frequency Distribution of Peak 3 Region 

GRAY SCALE 
VALUE FREQUENCY

GRAY SCALE 
VALUE FREQUENCY 

172 23319 218 139388 
173 23795 219 154898 
174 24059 220 171388 
175 24321 221 194923 
176 24651 222 224236 
177 24775 223 267628 
178 25066 224 325271 
179 25479 225 419897 
180 25906 226 562363 
181 26168 227 753126 
182 26982 228 1012563 
183 27235 229 1317431 
184 27677 230 1827932 
185 28323 231 2450655 
186 28911 232 2803511 
187 30198 233 3421225 
188 30756 234 3523248 
189 31663 235 2504388 
190 32200 236 1444048 
191 33334 237 609376 
192 33986 238 122475 
193 35387 239 9869 
194 36137 240 573 
195 37525 241 43 
196 38665 242 8 
197 40512 243 12 
198 42141 244 6 
199 43534 245 2 
200 45357 246 5 
201 47376 247 2 
202 48923 248 2 
203 51627 249 0 
204 53740 250 0 
205 56414 251 0 
206 59074 252 0 
207 62189 253 0 
208 65482 254 0 
209 70958 255 0 
210 77893   
211 85714   
212 90652   
213 95237   
214 100864   
215 106889   
216 116359   
217 126940   

234 corresponds to Maxima of Peak 3 
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We found peak 2 and peak3 value of five randomly selected images for each overfeed 

rate which is given in the table. Average of this value is taken as maxima of the peak.. 

Table 29: Maxima of Peak 2 and Peak 3 

GM20      
PEAK 2      
77 84 88 86 80  
   PEAK 2   83 
      
PEAK 3      
249 250 247 247        248  
   PEAK 3   248 

 

GM40     
PEAK 2 GRAY 
VALUE     
80 80 80 82 79 
     
  PEAK 2 VALUE 80  
     
     
PEAK 3 GREY 
VALUE     
236 236 234 234 234 
  PEAK 3 VALUE 235  

 

GM80     
PEAK 2 GRAY 
VALUE     
77 80 79 80 77 
   PEAK 2 VALUE 79 
     
PEAK 3 GRAY 
VALUE     
232 227 226 229  
   PEAK 3 VALUE  229 

 

When we consider Peak 1 we don’t have very clear peak value. It seems the values 

appear more like a plateau than a peak. It is very difficult to find single maxima of 

region, but the plateau is clearly distinctive as sporadic waviness with increasing and 

decreasing values. With increasing values on both sides as shown in table (30) 
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Table 30: Frequency Distribution of Peak 1 Region 

26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 2 
30 51 
31 329 
32 1151 
33 2695 
34 4896 
35 7815 
36 11433 
37 14579 
38 18179 
39 21996 
40 25584 
41 29226 
42 32671 
43 35321 
44 36214 
45 35463 
46 34113 
47 33415 
48 32411 
49 31163 
50 30958 
51 30448 
52 30488 
53 30230 
54 30479 
55 31196 
56 31787 
57 32256 
58 32943 
59 34698 
60 35946 
61 38105 
62 39305 
63 41495 
64 43562 
65 46001 
66 48684 
67 51144 
68 53503 
69 56795 
70 59359 
71 61914 
72 64534 
73 66886 

 

Increasing values 

Increasing values 

Increasing and 
decreasing values 

GRAY VALUE 61 > 
44 (End Point) 
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So instead of selecting single value an average gray value of this jagged frequency was 

taken as peak 1 value. Again five samples were taken and average of this sample was 

taken as peak one value. In order find starting and ending of this gray value we found a 

point in peak 1 region which suddenly decreases from previous value this value was 

considered as start value and end point was that gray value which lies above gray value 

whose frequency is higher than frequency of gray value just before start value. Table (31) 

shows maxima of the peak 1 region. 

Table 31: Maxima of Peak 1 Region 

GM20 
PEAK 1 GREY 
VALUE     

 26 25 27 28 25 
 27 26 28 29 27 
 28 27 29 30 28 
 29 28 30 31 29 
 30 29 31 32 30 
 31 30 32 33 31 
 32 31  34 32 
 33 32  35 33 
 34 33  36 34 
 35 34  37 35 
 36 35   36 
 37 36   37 
 38 37    
 39 38    
  39    
AVERAGE GRAY 
VALUE 32.5 32 29.5 32.5 31.4 
    PEAK 1 32 

 

 

GM40     
PEAK 1 GRAY 
VALUE     
45 45 45 47 47 
46 46 46 48 48 
47 47 47 49 49 
48 48 48 50 50 
49 49 49 51 51 
50 50 50 52 52 
51 51 51 53 53 
52 52 52 54 54 
53 53 53 55  
54 54 54 56  
55 55 55 57  
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56 56 56 58  
57 57 57 59  
58 58 58 60  
 59 59   
 60 60   
  PEAK 1 VALUE 52  

 

GM80     
PEAK 1 GRAY VALUE     
55 54 53 55 54 
56 55 54 56 55 
57 56 55 57 56 
58 57 56  57 
 58 57  58 
  58   
  PEAK 1 VALUE 56  

 

Second step in algorithm is to find upper and lower threshold limit to retain effect yarn 

and remove the core yarn. We used Peak 1 value as lower threshold and upper threshold 

limit was average of Peak 2 and Peak 3 value. Table (32) shows the upper and lower 

threshold limit. 

Table 32: Threshold Limits for Core Removal 

GM20  
LOWER 
THERSHOLD 32 
UPPER 
THRESHOLD 157 

 

GM40  
LOWER 
THRESHOLD 52 
UPPER 
THRESHOLD 158 

 

GM80  
LOWER 
THRESHOLD 56 
UPPER 
THRESHOLD  154 

 

Reason we have selected Peak 1 value as lower threshold limit value instead of using 

average value between Peak 1 and Peak 2 was because although we have proposed Peak 

1 value corresponds only to core yarn this is not actually true as some of the gray scale 
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value taken by core yarn is also taken by effect yarn due nature of image capturing 

method. Some of the internal structures of effect yarn are darker then surrounding due to 

illumination condition making gray level value equal to core structure .So if we threshold 

the image this will result in elimination of this from the effect yarn. So we kept peak 1 as 

lower threshold limit which will keep this dark regions in the image, although it will 

retain some of the core yarn part this will be effectively removed when we segment the 

image using erosion. 

 

Figure (100) shows segment of GM40 image which has been Thresholded with upper 

threshold limit of 158 and Lower threshold Limit of 52. Figure(101) shows GM80 image 

Thresholded with Upper threshold limit of 154 and lower threshold limit of 56.This 

converts the image into binary image, all the gray value above the upper threshold value 

and below the lower threshold value were removed what left in the image is feature 

which corresponds to effect yarn. 

 

We could see that core structure has been removed from the yarn. Some of the effect yarn 

structure is also removed but this will be filled up when use dilation process when we 

segment the image. 
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Figure 100: Thresholded GM40 Image                                         Figure 101: Thresholded GM80 Image 
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Image Segmentation: 
 

Third step in image analysis is image segmentation as we could see from the figure 

(100,101) individual wavy projections are connected to each other by narrow isthmus this 

should be removed to segment the individual effects from each other. Also there are hairy 

projections and broken parts of the image which should removed to analyze the image for 

shape parameters. 

 

Segmentation is accomplished by erosion followed by dilation. Mathematics behind 

erosion, dilation of image and their properties are explained in the Literature review. We 

used erosion step with a circular structuring element of 3*3 pixel width for twenty 

iteration followed by a dilation step with same structuring element for twenty iterations. 

Finding number of iteration to separate out the effects is a trial and error method various 

iteration steps were tried. A Step which gives satisfactory segmentation was found. This 

should be able to completely segment effect from each other and it should not over 

segment so that effects are broken into smaller parts. 

 

Although we couldn’t expect same effect size has been maintained after erosion and 

dilation process, but effect is not severe as we have used same number of iteration and 

structuring element. Also as we have used same algorithm for all image samples we can 

make reasonable comparison between them. 

 

From figure (102,103) we could see that effects are completely segmented from each 

other all hairy and small broken particles in the Thresholded image are removed. But the 

surface of the effects has been jagged this is due erosion and dilation operation which 

alters the contour of the object, nevertheless this gives close representation to the original 

structural effect 
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IMAGE SEGEMENTATION: 

                                                          

Figure 102: Segmented GM40 Image                                              Figure 103: Segmented GM80 Image 
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Shape Analysis of Effects: 
 

Final step in image analysis is finding out a numerical data which explains the shape of 

the objects in the image. Our objective here is to find out the shape parameters related to 

novelty yarn events and find how this is related to change in overfeed rate following are 

shape parameters found, 

 

 Perimeter of the effect 

 Height of the effect 

 Width of the effect 

 

Some of the other shape parameter will be dealt later when we analyze the texture of 

novelty yarn. As said before in literature review shape parameters are obtained by 

scanning the image to find the boundary of the object once objects has been identified 

next step is to find out the shape parameters. 

Perimeter is length of the boundary of object; this will give an idea about size distribution 

of the effects. 

Height and Width of the object is found by building a best fitting rectangle around the 

object. Method for finding best fitting rectangle is given in the literature review. 

 

Although we could find best fitting ellipse and feret diameter these values seems to be 

closely related to height and width value of the rectangle so we neglected these results. 

 

We used 10 sample images for each overfeed rate and histogram of the size distribution 

was found following tables (33,34,35) gives the results of the shape analysis 
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Table 33: Perimeter of Gimp Yarn Effects 

PERIMETER(Inches)             
GM20     GM40     GM80   
Perimeter Frequency  Perimeter Frequency  Perimeter Frequency 
0.27 2  0.23 1  0.22 1 
0.32 16  0.30 39  0.40 160 
0.38 36  0.37 102  0.58 158 
0.43 71  0.43 129  0.76 63 
0.49 86  0.50 116  0.94 37 
0.54 96  0.57 95  1.12 23 
0.60 50  0.64 39  1.29 15 
0.65 35  0.71 24  1.47 19 
0.71 23  0.78 11  1.65 7 
0.76 9  0.85 12  1.83 5 
0.82 9  0.92 10  2.01 8 
0.87 2  0.98 9  2.19 4 
0.93 5  1.05 5  2.37 4 
0.98 3  1.12 4  2.55 1 
1.04 2  1.19 2  2.72 3 
1.09 1  1.26 4  2.90 1 
1.15 1  1.33 5  3.08 2 
1.20 1  1.74 1  3.26 1 
1.37 1  More 1  3.62 1 
More 3     More 1 

Table 34: Height Distribution of Gimp Yarn Effects 

HEIGHT(INCHES)               
GM20     GM40     GM80   
Bin Frequency  Bin Frequency  Bin Frequency 
0.032 3  0.030 1  0.03 1 
0.037 16  0.039 36  0.05 86 
0.042 27  0.048 99  0.06 122 
0.047 34  0.057 111  0.08 101 
0.052 20  0.066 110  0.10 56 
0.057 21  0.074 65  0.12 44 
0.062 40  0.083 61  0.13 26 
0.067 45  0.092 43  0.15 23 
0.072 70  0.101 27  0.17 15 
0.077 41  0.110 22  0.18 10 
0.082 38  0.119 12  0.20 9 
0.088 31  0.128 6  0.22 6 
0.093 12  0.137 3  0.24 5 
0.098 12  0.145 2  0.25 4 
0.103 12  0.154 2  0.27 1 
0.108 5  0.163 3  0.29 1 
0.113 7  0.172 1  0.32 1 
0.118 5  0.181 2  0.34 1 
0.123 6  0.190 1  0.37 1 
0.128 2  0.199 1  More 1 
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0.133 2  More 1    
More 3       

 

Table 35: Width Distribution of Gimp Yarn Effects 

WIDTH(INCHES)             
GM20     GM40     GM80   
Bin Frequency  Bin Frequency  Bin Frequency 
0.09 1  0.06 1  0.06 1 
0.11 6  0.08 3  0.10 31 
0.13 20  0.10 18  0.15 137 
0.15 62  0.12 39  0.19 131 
0.18 92  0.14 75  0.24 71 
0.20 92  0.15 89  0.28 36 
0.22 74  0.17 78  0.33 25 
0.25 43  0.19 94  0.37 19 
0.27 16  0.21 63  0.42 14 
0.29 18  0.23 47  0.46 12 
0.32 11  0.24 35  0.51 8 
0.34 5  0.26 10  0.55 6 
0.36 3  0.28 13  0.59 5 
0.38 2  0.30 8  0.64 5 
0.41 1  0.32 6  0.68 3 
0.43 1  0.34 5  0.73 2 
0.45 1  0.35 4  0.77 3 
0.48 1  0.37 4  0.82 2 
0.52 1  0.39 6  0.91 2 
More 2  0.41 1  More 1 
   0.43 1    
   0.45 3    
   0.46 2    
   0.48 3    
   More 1    
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Comparison of Gimp Yarn Structural Effects: 

 

Graphs 4 (A, B, C) gives the comparison shape parameters of gimp yarn structural effects 

and effect of overfeed rate. 

 

Graph 4 (A): Effect of overfeed Rate on the Perimeter of the Yarn: 
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Graph shows effect of overfeed rate on the perimeter of the effect. As we increase the 

overfeed rate number of events seems to increase .They all peak in same perimeter range 

of 0.5-0.7” but as we increase the overfeed rate range of perimeter seems to increase 

considerably which can be seen with increase in the tail of the peak .Interpretation this 

graph could be that basic structural effect is same but the increase in overfeed rate 

superimposes effects with larger perimeter. 
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Graph 4 (B): Effect of Overfeed Rate on Height and Width of the Effect: 

Following graph shows effect of overfeed rate on height of the structural effects, 
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Graph 4(C): Effect of overfeed rate on width of structural effect 
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As we increase the overfeed rate the height of the effects seems to increase together with 

the increase in number of events per unit length .They all peak in range of 0.06-

0.1”.There is an increase in tail as we increase the overfeed rate showing increase in 

events height distribution. 

 

The increase in the overfeed rate seems to increase the width range, but an overfeed rate 

of 1.2 and 1.4 seems to have the same width distribution. There is a tendency for a peak 

to skew towards the left. As said before, the increase in height and the number of events 

with in the same unit length can only be brought about by reducing the width of effect. 

This corresponds to uniform wave. It seems that as we increase the overfeed we don’t get 

a uniform wavy effect. Instead overfed yarn tends to cluster together which has increased 

width range, this effect will be discussed later. The Gimp yarn seems to have a basic 

structural effect superimposed by irregularities as we increase the overfeed rate. 
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4.2.8 Comparison of Different Test Methods used for Characterizing Gimp Yarn: 

 

The following graphs shows comparison between different test methods. It should be 

remembered that these test methods are completely different from each other they use 

different technologies in characterize the yarn so a close agreement with each other is 

difficult. But with-in their group it seems they are able to predict the effect of process 

parameter on novelty yarn structure. There are parameters which are unique to a 

particular testing method, so we give here parameters which are common to all testing 

methods. 

 

Comparison of Effect Height Measurement Methods: 

 

Graph 5(A, B, C) shows comparison of CTT, Image Analysis and microscopic method 

for finding out the height of effect, 
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Graph 5(A): Comparison test methods for measuring height distribution of GM40 
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THICKNESS RESULT COMAPRISON GM80
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Graph 5 (B): comparison of test methods for measuring event height distribution GM80 
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Graph 5(C): Comparison of test methods for measuring event height distribution GM20 
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There was not a close agreement with test results in measuring the height of the effect 

owing to limitation on precision and the range of measurement a testing method could 

make. When we consider the image analysis technique precision and the range of 

measurement is very high, it can segregate objects with very close tolerance in height. So 

we have lot more data points than other testing methods, which spread out the graph. But 

we could make only a limited number of data points with microscopic technique as it is 

limited in accuracy and precision of measurement. The CTT tester is severely limited in 

the range of height measurement although height measurement could be made with 

tolerance range of 50 pixels. We couldn’t be reasonably sure that single event is 

represented only one time because of the high irregularity of gimp yarn structure. But 

these curves are intermingled with each other, showing there is a relationship between the 

test methods. Also the height measurement of GM40 and GM80 using CTT and image 

analysis peaks at the same height range showing their ability to identify same peak 

height. 

Comparison of Effect Width Measurement Methods: 

Graphs 6(A, B, C) show the comparison of test results on width measurement using 

Image analysis and microscopic technique. 
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Graph 6(A): Comparison of test methods for measuring event width measurement GM20 
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Graph 6(B): Comparison of test methods for measuring event width distribution GM40 
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Graph 6 (c): Comparison of test methods for measuring event width distribution GM80 
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We here compare only the test results of microscopic method and the image analysis as 

we were not able to the measure width of events using the CTT Tester. Again, due to 

limitation in the measurement precision of microscopic method we get a jagged curve 

with data points missing in-between. These are data points between the whole numbers 

which we were not able to measure with close tolerance. But with image analysis we get 

a smooth curve with lot more data points which spread out the graph, but GM20and 

GM80 seems to peak at same width range showing their ability to identify same peak 

width. 

 

The comparison of test methods shows that there is general agreement with peak values 

they can identify but owing to precision and range of measurement there seems to be 

variation in measurement of number of events occurring at particular event parameter. 

But with in their group it seems they were able to predict the changes in structure as we 

alter the process parameter. It is difficult to give a single testing method which is more 

effective in predicting the structural variation. We recommend that we should use any 

one of these testing method to predict effect of process parameters and inter test 

comparison should be made with caution. 
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4.3 Characterization Methods for Slub yarns: 
 

Slub yarns are formed by deliberately introducing thick places in the yarn. Slub yarns can 

be created in the ring frame by deliberately overfeeding the roving which alters the 

drafting creating slubs in the yarn. The following are some of the inherent properties 

which should characterize the slub yarn. Figure (104) shows the slub yarn structure. 

• Number of slubs/unit length 

• Slub length 

• Slub thickness 

• Inter slub distance 

 

 

Figure 104: Slub Yarn Structure 

Events in slub yarn are deliberately introduced thick places along the yarn length. 

 

Slub length is the length between the start of the slub to the end of the slub. Starting 

point is where the yarn thickness starts to increases, and the end point is where the slub 

again reaches its original thickness. 

 

Slub thickness is the height of the slub at the centre of slub and the Inter slub distance 

is distance between the end of the slub to start of the next slub. 

   SLUB LENGTH 

  SLUB THICKNESS 

    INTER   SLUB DISTANCE 
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We used various test method to characterize these parameters. Two types of Slub yarns 

were obtained from our yarn collection both of them were made from cotton raw 

material. Their properties are given below, 

Table 36: Slub Yarn Basic Parameters 

SAMPLE CODE: SU 

MATERIAL 100% COTTON 

COUNT  NE 5.5  

TWIST 7 TPI 

 

SAMPLE CODE: SL 

MATERIAL COTTON 

COUNT NE 3.54 

TWIST 8 TPI 

 

Count was found by wrap reel method by taking 20 samples of 120 yard length and twist 

was found by untwist method instead of untwist-retwist method, because we loose slub 

integrity as we untwist the sample which makes retwisting impossible. 

One of this slub yarn (SL) is doubled with a binder yarn after slub yarn production, which 

gave a wavy effect to the slub. Following test methods were used to characterize the slub 

yarn parameter 

• CTT yarn profiler 

• CTT Electronic Inspection Board 

• Manual Method 

• Image Analysis method 

 

Three cones of each slub yarn were used for testing. Samples were conditioned in the 

standard atmospheric condition as per ASTM standard D-1776-98 before each test 

method. Following figure (105,106) shows the slub yarns used for experimental method.   
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Figure 105: Slub Yarn (SU) 
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Figure 106:Slub Yarn(SL) 
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4.3.1 Event Characterization using CTT Yarn Profiler: 
 

We used CTT yarn profiler to characterize number of slubs occurring per unit length and 

height distribution of the slubs. We used same calibration procedure as that of gimp yarn 

and used ARM 2 for constant tension control. Speed of testing was kept at 30 m/min. 

 

Only alteration we did with slub yarn was with number of scans skipped per 

measurement. We stored every 5th scan which gave total measuring length of 10 meter. 

Purpose of using this was to increase total length yarn measured per test, if we use scan 

skip of 1 we can only store one meter length which was not sufficient enough to predict 

slub occurrence pattern. As we are not going measure the length we don’t have to worry 

about skipping scans and number of scans per cm obtained using 5 skip were sufficient 

enough to predict the height variation. 

 

Unprocessed data captured by imaging system is shown in the figure (107,108), unlike 

gimp yarn slub yarn image appear more uniform which make it easier to characterize the 

events. As with gimp yarn measuring number of slubs/unit length and finding their height 

distribution was made possible by using a fixed threshold limits. 

 

Unlike gimp yarn slub yarn height distribution seems to be limited to narrow range of 

values so we limited our threshold limits to three values. We used dead bands and fscan 

values to suppress the noise. As yarns were made from cotton, slubs were very hairy so 

we used high values for dead band and fscan to suppress the effect hairiness. 

 

Finding suitable threshold limit is a trial and error method. We selected first threshold 

which could recognizes every slub in the yarn, as we used dead band and Fscan values 

we were able to represent individual slubs as single value without multiple 

representation. Once this has been done, next two Threshold limits were identified based 

on review of the scanned diameter profile. Threshold limit which could cover an 

intermediate and highest possible diameter profile was selected. 
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Figure 107: Diameter Profile of Slub Yarn (SU) 
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Figure 108: Diameter Profile of Slub yarn (SL) 
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Table (37, 38) gives various setting used to identify number of slub and height 

distribution of slub. 

Table 37: Threshold Setting for SU Slub Yarn 

 THRESHOLD LIMIT DEADBAND VALUE FSCAN VALUE 

FIRST THRESHOLD 250 100 5 
SECOND THREHOLD 500 100 3 
THIRD THREHOLD 900 100 1 

 

Table 38: Threshold Setting for SL Slub Yarn 

 THRESHOLD LIMIT DEADBAND VALUE FSCAN VALUE 

FIRST THRESHOLD 500 100 3 
SECOND THREHOLD 650 100 3 
THIRD THREHOLD 750 100 5 

 

Values for dead band and fscan were chosen such that multiple representation of same 

event is avoided. A dead band value of 100 was chosen for both slub yarns so that an 

event is counted when diameter value goes above the threshold limit plus dead value and 

again comes down threshold minus deadband value. This setting locates the events like 

thick places in the yarn. To make this process robust fscan values were used which 

confirm that number of events represent only slub. As there would be occasional spikes 

in the yarn which exceeds threshold value, we should avoid this been counted as event. 

Fscan value confirms that event will be counted if and only if its below threshold limit 

minus deadband value for one more consecutive scan than set fscan value, for example if 

we set Fixed Threshold of 250 with deadband of 100 and fscan value of 5,then event is 

counted when value is less than 150 and continues to be 150 for 6 consecutive 

scans(5+1)finding fscan value is again a trail and error method a too high fscan value will 

discard true event and too low fscan will result in counting false events.  
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Figure 109: Events Counting Using Multiple Threshold Limit (SU) 
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Figure 110: Events Counting Using Multiple Threshold Limit (SL) 
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As said before lower threshold value is set such that it locates all the slubs in the screen 

which is marked as arrows in the screen fig(109,110),intermediate threshold events are 

marked as diamonds and highest threshold limit is marked as triangles and number of 

these events can be obtained from the screen. we can see that all the highest threshold 

limit are accompanied by lower and intermediate threshold levels, so when we find 

intermediate and lower threshold level events, we should subtract the previous events 

from it. For example in figure (109) there are four events occurring at threshold level of 

900 which should be subtracted from 14 events occurring at 500 level threshold. These 

14 events should be subtracted from 21 events occurring at threshold level of 250. 

 

Table (39, 40) shows number of events/meter got from results of 20 samples with test 

length of 5m.  

Table 39: Events/Meter Occurring at Different Threshold Limits (SU) 

DIAMETER(PIXELS) 
AVERAGE 
/5METER EVENTS/METER SD 

250 4.8 0.96 2.19089 
500 11.5 2.3 2.212405 
900 3.2 0.64 1.507874 
 SUM 3.9  

 

Table 40:Events/Meter Occurring at Different Threshold Limits (SL) 

 DIAMTER(PIXELS) AVERAGE/5M EVENTS/METER SD 
500 9.8 2.0 3.458019 
650 10.85 2.2 3.483419 
750 14.3 2.9 2.430075 
 SUM 7.10  

 

Although diameter values are represented as single threshold value it should be 

remembered that we used deadband value so true diameter value of events is not single 

threshold value but lies in the range between upper and lower deadband value plus 

threshold value. 
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4.3.2 Event Characterization using CTT EIB Module: 
 

We used CTT Electronic Inspection Board to characterize two kinds of event parameter 

they are, 

 

• Event length 

• Inter Slub Distance 

 

It uses same imaging system as that of yarn profiler; EIB can identify events of certain 

preset length occurring at some predetermined threshold value. Different Event setting 

can be used to identify slubs in the yarn these setting are given below. 

 

• Threshold value 

• Threshold type 

• Over/Under option 

• Minimum Event length 

 

Threshold value specifies diameter which will be used to identify events in the yarn. 

Threshold type means Fixed or variable threshold we are going to use. These thresholds 

can be used with over and under option, these option are explained in literature review a 

brief note on options used in this experimental method will be given here, “with fixed 

threshold and over option when diameter value is over the fixed threshold value software 

starts length counter, as soon as diameter goes under this level the counter stops. the 

distance is compared to the minimum event length parameter if distance is equal to or 

greater than minimum event length, then it is recorded as yarn event that qualifies for 

fixed threshold and over option”[22]. 

 

“With variable threshold and under option if the yarn diameter decreases for amount 

entered in the threshold value and then increases the same amount within a certain length 

that is equal to or greater than the minimum event length, then it is counted as event” 
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Event Length Measurement using EIB: 

 

For measuring event length distribution we used fixed threshold and over option. We 

have to select a suitable threshold limit which will identify the start of the event. We 

found that in order to identify the start of the event threshold limit should be lower than 

average diameter value which can be obtained by testing yarn with yarn profiler, value 

which is lower than average diameter value at least by 50 pixel was chosen as fixed 

threshold limit. 

 

Minimum event length which acts as threshold for length was chosen by analyzing slub 

length using Yarn profiler. Value which represents lowest slub length was chosen as 

minimum event length. Table (41, 42) shows various setting used while testing. 

 

Table 41:EIB Test Setting for SU Slub Yarn 

FIXED THRESHOLD LIMIT 150 PIXEL/OVER OPTION 

MINIMUM EVENT LENGTH 40 mm 

TEST LENGTH 100 Meter 

SPEED 30 M/MIN 

 

Table 42:EIB Test Setting for SL Slub Yarn 

FIXED THRESHOLD LIMIT 250 PIXEL/OVER OPTION 

MINIMUM EVENT LENGTH 30 mm 

TEST LENGTH 100 Meter 

SPEED 30 M/MIN 

 

With this settings when diameter goes above fixed threshold value tester starts the 

counter for example if it goes above 150 pixel it starts the counter and when it goes 

below 150 pixel it stops the counter this length is compared with minimum event length 

of 40 mm. If it greater then or equal to this value it is counted as event. All this data 

acquisition and processing is done in real time. We can set bins to obtain events occurring 

at different event length. Figure (111,112) are results sheets from the testing methods. 
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Figure 111: EIB Test Result for Event Size Distribution (SU) 
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Figure 112: EIB Test Result for Event Size Distribution (SL) 
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We tested three samples of 100 Meter length for each type of slub yarn. Tables (43, 44) 

are test results, 

Table 43: Event Size Distribution (SU Slub Yarn) 

BIN SIZE(mm) 
EVENTS/100 
METER     

 SU11 SU12 SU13 AVERAGE EVENTS/METER
40 17 36 28 27 0.27 
50 203 202 203 203 2.03 
60 138 119 123 127 1.27 
70 21 22 23 22 0.22 
80 1 1 1 1 0.01 
90 1 1  1 0.01 

 

Table 44: Event Size Distribution (SL Slub Yarn) 

EVENT 
SIZE 

NUMBER OF 
EVENTS/100M   

AVERAGE/100 
METER EVENTS/METER 

30 85 103 109 99 0.99 
40 483 468 473 475 4.75 
50 108 119 105 111 1.11 
60 28 22 20 23 0.23 
70 5 3 5 4 0.04 
80 2 4 1 2 0.02 
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Inter-Slub Distance Measurement using EIB: 
 

In this testing method we are trying to find the inter-slub distance i.e. is distance between 

end of one slub to start of another slub. We used variable threshold and under option, 

unlike fixed threshold setting variable threshold option is more susceptible to noises in 

the image due to hairs and other natural events. So choosing a threshold limit based on 

fixed criteria is difficult. Threshold chosen should be such that it should decrease to 

certain amount corresponding to slope of the diameter at the end and increase to same 

amount corresponding to increase in slope at the start of the slub, but there were 

occasional spikes in-between two slubs which satisfies this condition which will give 

faulty inter-slub distance. One way to a suppress this is to set minimum event parameter 

close to inter-slub distance so that faulty spikes which lies in-between two slubs weren’t 

counted. This minimum event length and inter-slub distance could be found by testing 

yarn with yarn profiler. 

Table (45) shows settings used for testing the yarn 

Table 45: EIB Test Setting For Finding Inter-Slub Distance 

TEST SETTING FOR SU SLUB YARN: 

VARIABLE THRESHOLD LIMIT 250 PIXEL/UNDER OPTION 

MINIMUM EVENT LENGTH 120 mm 

TEST LENGTH 100 Meter 

SPEED 30 M/MIN 

 

TEST SETTING FOR SL SLUB YARN: 

VARIABLE THRESHOLD LIMIT 300 PIXEL/UNDER OPTION 

MINIMUM EVENT LENGTH 50 mm 

TEST LENGTH 100 Meter 

SPEED 30 M/MIN 

 

With variable threshold counter is stared when diameter value is decreased for entered 

threshold value for example counter is started when value decreases by 250 pixel and 

stopped when value increases by 250 pixel, length between this two measures are 
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compared with minimum event length of 120 mm if it is greater than or equal to 

minimum event length it is counted as event and length is recorded. Figure (113 , 114 ) 

shows result sheets from the testing method. 

Figure 113: EIB Test Result for Inter-Slub Distance (SU Slub Yarn) 
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Figure 114: EIB Test Result For Inter-Slub Distance (SL Slub Yarn) 
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We tested five samples for each type of slub yarn, test length was 100 meter. Table (46) 

gives results from this test. 

Table 46:Inter-Slub Distance Distribution 

 

SU        
INTER-SLUB 
DISTANCE(mm) EVENTS/100 METER     EVENTS/100M
120 16 9 9 12 11 11 
150 44 47 37 43 53 45 
180 61 55 59 71 69 63 
210 61 56 61 66 73 63 
240 63 73 81 72 63 70 
270 46 29 33 27 31 33 
300 18 16 22 21 11 18 
330 11 30 15 17 24 19 
360 22 10 21 13 13 16 
390 12 14 8 9 9 10 

 

 

SL        
INTER-SLUB 
DISTANCE(mm) EVENTS/100M         EVENTS/100M 
50 100 129 115 95 114 111 
80 164 161 160 167 165 163 
110 204 202 211 206 206 206 
140 126 126 121 124 123 124 
170 67 54 68 58 64 62 
200 14 25 20 25 16 20 
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Comparison of Slub Yarn Event Parameters: 
 

Graph 7(A, B,C) shows comparison between event parameters of two slub yarn using 

Yarn profiler and EIB. 
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Graph 7(A): Comparison of slub diameter distribution 

Graph shows comparison of slub diameter measured by yarn profiler; we can see that 

there is clear distinction between SU and SL slub yarn diameter. Peak values of diameter 

of two yarns occur at different range SU has peak at 500 pixel and SL has peak value at 

800 pixel this could clearly distinguish the slub effect if they are used in the fabric. Also 

number of events/meter is higher for SL yarn, with slubs occurring more frequently than 

SU yarn. 
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Graph 7(B): Comparison of slub length distribution 
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Graph shows comparison between slub lengths measured by EIB there is clear variation 

in slub length. Slub length range of SU yarn is considerably higher than the SL yarn .SU 

yarn have more evenly spread slub lengths than SL yarn which seems to have slub 

lengths concentrated in range of 40 mm. 

 

 

Following graph shows comparison between inter-slub distance of SU and SL yarn, inter-

slub distance is considerably higher for SU yarn. This distance is considerably less for SL 

yarn, which increases number of events occurring per unit length. Also range occupied by 

SU yarn is well spread, but range of SL yarn is considerably less making it more 

susceptible to moiré pattern. 
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Graph 7(c): Comparison of inter slub distance distribution 

4.3.3 Manual Method for Measuring Slub Yarn Events: 
 

We tried a manual method in measuring the slub yarn. We were able measure number of 

event/meter, event length and inter-slub distance. In this simple test method we marked 

two parallel lines on a flat surface whose length was 1 meter. One end of slub yarn was 

held using a masking tape over the mark and other end passed through a frictionless 

pulley, a dead weight was hung on the free end so that it removes any crimp in the yarn. 

Amount of weight was calculated from the formula (0.5 gf/tex). We measured the length 

of slub and inter-slub distance using standard measuring scale, purpose of this 

measurement is to confirm the result obtained from EIB measurement. Table (47-50) 

gives results obtained from this testing method. We tested 20 samples each of one meter 

length for two type of slub yarn. 
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Table 47:Histogram Distribution of  SU Slub Length (Manual Method) 

EVENT SIZE(Inches) EVENTS/20 Meter EVENT/Meter 
1.2 1 0.05 
1.5 1 0.05 
1.6 8 0.4 
1.8 17 0.85 
2.1 26 1.3 
2.3 21 1.05 
2.4 9 0.45 
MORE 1 0.05 

 

Table 48: Histogram Distribution of Inter-Slub Distance for SU Slub Yarn(Manual Method) 

DISTANCE(INCHES) EVENTS/20M EVENTS/100M 
5 4 20 
6 10 50 
7 13 65 
8 13 65 
9 14 70 
11 3 15 
12 5 25 
13 2 10 
14 2 10 
15 1 5 

 

Table 49: Histogram Distribution of SL Slub Length (Manual Method) 

EVENT SIZE(Inches) EVENTS/20Meter EVENTS/Meter 
1.18 10 0.5 
1.43 37 1.85 
1.59 68 3.4 
1.67 1 0.05 
1.84 19 0.95 
2.00 7 0.35 
MORE 1 0.05 

 

Table 50: Histogram Distribution of Inter-Slub Distance for SL Slub Yarn (Manual Method) 

DISTANCE(INCHES) EVENTS/20M EVENTS/100M
2.0 12 60 
3.1 36 180 
4.3 35 175 
5.5 29 145 
6.7 8 40 
7.9 4 20 
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4.3.4 Slub Yarn Characterization Using Image Analysis Method: 
 

Final of our slub yarn characterization method was using image analysis method. Basic 

steps followed in image analysis is same as that of gimp yarn method, but with minor 

changes, when we consider this two yarn there is no color distinction between core and 

the effect in case of slub yarn, so we cannot use histogram segmentation method in 

segmenting core and effect so we tried edge detection method which could enhance the 

edges of the image which was used to segment the image. 

When we consider the image capturing technology most of the scanners are limited to a 

size of 8”*11” wide so our maximum possible sample size is 11” so we were restricted 

only in finding the size of the slub, a meaningful prediction of inter-slub was very 

difficult with this method. 

Image capturing: 

Same setting as that of gimp yarn was used while capturing the image with the scanner 

with tension weight hanging from one end. all the image were captured with a resolution 

2400 dpi and we used TIFF format while storing the files reason for this is most of the 

imaging software seems to except this format and it retains all the information captured 

while we move the file between software’s and between computers. Alternatively bmp 

file format can be used. 

 

Image Enhancement: 

 

First step in image processing was to find the edges of the image, as said before these two 

yarns were completely white in color. When we capture the image there wasn’t any clear 

distinction between core and the effect which makes it harder to segment, also as we used 

a white background distinction which makes it difficult to threshold with histogram 

statistics. one way to over come these difficulties is enhance the yarn structure by edge 

detection method like SOBEL operator as discussed in the literature review Sobel 

operator is a gradient operator which enhances edges of the image were there is sharp 

change in gray scale value occur, Sobel operator gives emphasize to centre value of the 
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kernel which gives some smoothing to the image, smoothing image is important as 

gradient operators are highly susceptible to the noises in the image. image convoluted by 

Sobel kernel will have enhanced edges and image will become dark due convolution 

process, so we enhance these images so that object is more visible although it adds extra 

grayscale value to the image when we use a constant enhancement technique for all the 

images results are comparable with each other. 
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So once we have convoluted the image we enhanced the image by increasing contrast by 

histogram equalization which is explained in the literature, by equalizing an image we 

convert Probability Density Function(P.D.F) to Cumulative Distribution Function(C.D.F) 

where in histogram is stretched to take full dynamic range of histogram which enhances 

the contrast of the image. Making objects visible. 

One of the problems even with Sobel operator was that it also enhanced the noises 

present in the image especially around the image. These noises were because of image 

capturing technique, shadows of the image were captured while scanning which was 

enhanced when convoluted. So these noises should be removed while we process image 

in segmentation step. Figure (115) shows image processing steps used in identifying the 

edges of the image 
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Figure 115: Image Processing Algorithm to Find Edges of Slub Yarn 

                                                                          
   Gray scale Image                      Edge Detected                    Histogram Equalized 
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Image Segmentation: 
Next step in image processing is to segment the slubs from the core structure, for this 

histogram equalized image was Thresholded first, this was done based on the intensity 

histogram as we have clear distinction between grayscale value of the object and 

background a simple average between this two peaks will threshold the image converting 

objects into black and background into white pixel. 

 

A close look at image in figure (115) will reveal that there is lot of noise present in the 

image which has been enhanced by Sobel Operator, this will also be Thresholded.Noises 

outside the image will be converted to black pixel and noises inside the image will 

converted to white pixel. White pixel present inside the object can be filled with black 

pixel by a closing operation where image is dilated first followed by erosion with same 

structuring elements we closed the image using a circular structuring element with 1 

iteration which fills up the gaps inside the yarn.  

 

Next step in image processing is erosion of image followed by dilation of image using 

same structuring element, we used 25 iteration. Image was segmented based on shear size 

of the objects, slubs being thicker than core withstood the erosion process. Although most 

of the core structure was removed there were bits and pieces of core structure which were 

not eroded but they were relatively smaller than slub structure which can be neglected by 

suitable setting while analyzing the objects. 

 

Opening operation effectively removed all the hairy structure and noisy pixel present in 

the image. As with any erosion and dilation operation contour of the object was changed 

in the place where hairy projections were removed but it had close resemblance to the 

original slub. Although exact size of slub couldn’t be obtainable, segmented slub will 

have area close to the original slub in the yarn. As we are going to compare two slub 

yarns which has been image processed in identical way, this segmentation technique will 

give a good estimated of their characteristic properties. Figure (116) shows steps used in 

segmenting the image. 
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Figure 116: Image Processing Algorithm to Segment Slub Yarn Image 
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Shape Analysis of the Effect: 
 

Final step in image analysis is analyzing shapes of the object. We analyzed the object to 

find out their length, thickness and perimeter. we segmented 20 sample images to isolate 

the slubs from the core structure and analyzed shape of the slubs. First step in analyzing 

shape is to find the object boundary which is done by scanning the image to locate the 

black pixels (p).this black pixels are labeled based on 8-connectivity principle in which 

pixels left, above and upper diagonal of pixel (p) are compared if they are same they are 

labeled on following principle. 

 

If all four neighbors are 1(white), assign a new label to p, else  

If only one neighbor has intensity ={0}, assign its label to p, else  

If one or more of the neighbors have intensity={0}, assign one of the labels to p and 

make a note of the equivalences.  

 

All equivalence labeled are grouped together during a second scan, in this way single 

object which are connected to each other are grouped under single label. 
 

Once object has been labeled next step is to analyze the shapes to find out perimeter, 

length and thickness of the each labeled component. Perimeter is found by identifying 

boundary pixel, length and thickness is measured by finding a best fitting rectangle 

around the object as explained in the literature review. As noted before we were not able 

to measure the inter-slub distance as most of the slubs in yarn were present much wider 

than the maximum length possible by the scanner which makes prediction questionable. 

Broken particles of core structure can be avoided by setting the minimum limit in pixels, 

a object could have, for counting it as an event in measurement. 
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Table (51-53) shows the results obtained from shape analysis of the slub yarn. 

Table 51: Histogram Distribution of Slub Length/200 Inches (Image Analysis Method) 

 

SU   
LENGTH(INCHES) FREQUENCY
1.2 1 
1.5 1 
1.8 1 
2.1 11 
2.4 10 

 

 

Table 52: Histogram Distribution of Slub Thickness/200 Inches (Image Analysis Method) 

SU   
THICKNESS(INCHES)  FREQUENCY
0.12 1 
0.14 6 
0.15 5 
0.17 6 
0.18 6 

 

Table 53: Histogram Distribution of Slub Perimeter/200 Inches (Image Analysis Method) 

 

SU   
PERIMETER(INCHES)  FREQUENCY 
2.7 1 
3.4 1 
4.1 1 
4.9 5 
5.2 16 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SL   
LENGTH(INCHES) FREQUENCY 
0.8 1 
1.0 2 
1.2 5 
1.5 13 
1.7 17 
1.9 1 

SL   
THICKNESS(INCHES)  FREQUENCY 
0.08 1 
0.12 2 
0.14 14 
0.16 15 
0.18 7 

SL   
PERIMETER(INCHES)  FREQUENCY 
1.8 1 
2.3 1 
2.9 3 
3.4 6 
3.9 17 
4.4 9 
4.9 4 
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Comparison of Slub Yarn Parameters: 

Graphs 8 provide comparison between the two slub yarn parameters measured using 

image analysis, 
Graph 8 (A, B, C): Comparison slub yarn parameters 
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Graph 8(A): Comparison of slub length 
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Graph 8(B): Comparison of slub thickness 
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Graph 8(C): Comparison of slub perimeter 

Comparison of test results show that SU slub yarn have larger length distribution than SL 

slub yarn. They both have same thickness distribution. Perimeter of SU slub yarn seems 

to be higher than the SL slub yarn. Number of events/unit length of SL slub yarn is higher 

than the SU slub yarn. It should be noted that the number slubs analyzed was 24 for the 

SU slub yarn and 39 for the SL slub yarn, which should be increased to get more reliable 

result. 
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4.2.4 Comparison of the Test Methods Used for Characterizing Slub Yarns: 

Graphs 9(A, B) shows comparison of test methods used for characterizing the slub yarn 

events. As said before these methods use different technologies in characterizing the slub 

yarn parameter so a close agreement between test methods could be difficult 
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Graph 9(A): Comparison of test methods for measuring slub length distribution SU 
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Graph 9(B): Comparison of test methods for measuring slub length distribution SL 
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Graphs 10( A,B) shows the comparison of test methods for slub yarn length seems to 

show a good agreement as all have same length distribution range. They all peak at same 

slub length, one of the discrepancies is number of events and this is because of the 

different test length with different test methods, which have been converted to the same 

unit length (events/meter). The CTT EIB with a higher test length (100 meter), might 

give a better prediction of event length than other test methods. 
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Graph 10(A): comparison of test methods for measuring slub thickness distribution SU 
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Graph 10(B): Comparison of test methods for measuring slub thickness distribution SL 

There is no agreement between CTT and Image Analysis method and this might be 

because of severe restriction in the number of threshold limits which we could use with 

CTT and due to the restriction in number samples for used image analysis. But individual 

test method can be good predictors of yarn characteristics. 

 

Graphs 11(A, B) show comparison between test methods in characterizing inter-slub 

distance, which demonstrate fairly good agreement between the two test methods. They 

even have same curve characteristics, confirming that EIB is good predictor of inter slub 

distance. 
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Graph 11(A): Comparison of test methods for measuring inter-slub distance SU 
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Graph 11(B): Comparison of test methods for measuring inter-slub distance SL 
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4.4 Human Visual Perception of Novelty Yarn Texture: 
 

Texture plays an important role in novelty yarn creation. It is important to know the 

texture the yarn could visually evoke, when they are interwoven in the fabric. We need a 

“quantitative texture term” to define texture potential of the novelty yarn. Although it is 

difficult to provide an absolute scientific measure of these texture terms, it should be 

helpful to decide which yarn should be selected for a particular texture property. We 

should be able to develop a universally applicable test method which could be used to 

compare the texture property of different novelty yarn. Quantitative data should be a 

means for communication between the designer and the yarn manufacture about the 

texture properties they need from the yarn. This will be helpful for manufacture in 

deciding what type of fiber and process parameter they should use to get the desired 

texture effect. With this in mind we have developed an image analysis method to 

characterize the texture property of the novelty yarn. 

 

Our aim in this experimental part is to develop texture terms related to visual perception 

of novelty yarn and try to find a way to characterize them. The following are the general 

objective of the experimental method. 

 

• To develop texture nomenclature related to human visual perception of 

novelty yarn 

• To conduct a human psychological survey to identify their visual perception 

on novelty yarn texture 

• To find an image analysis method to quantitatively measure the texture 

terms 

• To find the inter-relationship between these texture terms and  image 

analysis methods 

 

Our experimental method contained a two part human psychological survey with 25 

observers and an image analysis method to quantize the texture of novelty yarn. 
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4.4.1 Texture Nomenclature: 

 

The texture nomenclature should be such that it emulates the human visual perception 

when they perceive the fabric made of novelty yarn; this could be either in form wall 

hangings, carpet and other application where visual perception plays an important role. 

This visual perception should be of a pre-attentive type evoked with-out any complex 

investigation into the scene this type of visual perception is brought about by textons 

which are locally conspicuous objects and these are responsible for texture perception 

[46]. Novelty yarns are perfect examples of Textons, structural variations of the yarn can 

be considered as locally conspicuous objects which provoke the visual perception of the 

novelty yarn texture as proposed by Julesz in his Texton theory of texture[46]. These 

locally conspicuous objects could be of three types  

 

• Structure variations like waves, blobs, snarls, loops. 

• color variation  

• combinational type 

 

In this thesis we are only dealing with the structural variations. Visual perception of 

novelty yarn texture is brought about by the type of structural effect the yarn has, and 

their relative arrangement in the space. The first step in investigating the texture is the 

formulation of a suitable texture nomenclature. Lexicon should be such that it should 

have universal meaning communicable between different languages, and should be 

quantitatively measurable. This quantitative measure should depend on the Textons of the 

novelty yarn. Following are the texture nomenclature formulated  

 

• Coarseness 

• Roughness 

• Randomness 

• Comfort 

• Complexity 
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These are universally applicable texture terms which could be used to define texture of 

the novelty yarn. The human observers can visually percept this textures without tactile 

means and this texture terms depends on the TEXTONS of the novelty yarn. 

 

We obtained the definition of these texture terms from the Webster Collegiate Dictionary. 

They are given below, 

 

 COARSENESS: quality of having relatively large parts or particles  
 
 
ROUGHNESS: quality of being rough, harsh and uneven.  
 
 
 
RANDOMNESS:  quality of lacking definite plan, purpose or pattern. 
 
 
 
COMFORT: quality of giving satisfying and enjoyable experience 
 
 
 
COMPLEXITY: quality of having complex and intricate pattern  
 
 
 
These are some of the texture properties which could be visually provoked when an 

observer perceives the novelty yarn. Although we cannot include all texture properties in 

these five texture terms this could be an initial step in investigating novelty yarn texture. 
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4.4.2 Human Psychological Survey on Novelty Yarn Texture: 
 

The first step in our experimental method is to obtain the response of the human observer 

on the visual perception of these texture terms. We conducted a psychological survey 

using different types of novelty yarns with students of NC State University. Our aim here 

was to get rankings for different novelty yarn on the five texture terms. The following are 

different steps followed in the survey, 

 

• Sample collection 

• Sample preparation 

• Preparing the questionnaire  

• Conducting the psychological survey 

• Statistical analysis of data 

 

4.4.2.1 Sample Collection: 

 

One of the questions we faced here is the relative bulk of the yarn. A low bulk and high 

bulk yarn compared together will produce a biased answer in the survey due to the 

relative size of Textons.In order to have a meaningful comparison between yarn samples 

we decided to use two categories of yarn: Low bulk yarn and a High bulk yarn. A 

comparison of texture properties was made within their group. Another concern was to 

find yarns which have structural variation and without any undue color effect. Ideally all 

the yarn should have the same color but we weren’t able to find yarn with same color. 

The yarns used for the survey didn’t have any undue effect because of color. We found 

yarns which had wide variety of structural modification. We collected 10 low bulk yarns 

which also contained a plain yarn and ten high bulk yarns from our yarn storage and these 

yarn samples were shown in figure (117,118).These yarns were made from wide variety 

of fiber and had different structural effect. All the yarn were of light shades due to the 

fact that bright color yarns in between light color yarn could provoke unwanted color 

sensation . 
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4.4.2.2 Sample Preparation: 

 

In preparing the sample we used two constants, number threads per inch and the 

background. Variations in the number of threads per inch will vary textons density which 

will bring about bias in the visual sensation so we used a constant threads/inch. 8 threads 

per inch for low bulk yarn and 7 threads/inch for high bulk yarn. They were wound over a 

display board with a neutral gray background obtained from AATCC. This was to avoid 

any undue effect provoked by the texture of background. Sample board size was 8”*11” 

wide and yarn was wound leaving 1 inch gap on both ends of the board. Figure (117,118) 

shows samples of the yarn used for this survey. 

 

SAMPLE CODE: LB (Low-bulk Yarn) 

 

 

Figure 117: Low Bulk Yarn Used for Human Psychological survey 

                    
 

Sample code: LB1                                         sample code: LB2 

Polyester Plain yarn (Tex 72)                      Acrylic/Nylon Gimp yarn (Tex 150) 
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Sample code: LB3                                           Sample Code: LB4 

Mohair Loop yarn (Tex 83)                             Cotton Slub yarn (Tex 73) 

 

   
Sample Code: LB5                                          Sample Code: LB6               

Rayon Knop yarn (Tex 177)                            Mohair Brushed loop yarn (Tex 47) 

 

   
Sample Code: LB7                                           Sample Code: LB8 

Acrylic Boucle yarn (Tex 200)                         Cotton/jute Nub yarn (Tex123) 
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Sample code: LB9                                          Sample code: LB10 

Cotton Chenille yarn (Tex 190)                       Rayon Slub Yarn (Tex 165)                          

 

SAMPLE CODE: HB (High Bulk Yarn) 

Figure 118: High-Bulk Yarn Used for Human Psychological survey 

     
Sample code: HB1                                          Sample code: HB2 

Cotton/Viscose Button yarn (Tex 677)            Polyester Brushed Loop yarn (Tex 373) 
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Sample Code: HB3                                                     Sample code: HB4 

Acrylic Gimp Yarn (Tex 367)                                    Polyester Chenille Yarn (Tex 343) 

    
Sample code: HB5                Sample code: HB6 

Acrylic Chenille yarn (Tex 470)                       Nylon complex spiral/loop yarn(Tex 1400)             

   
Sample Code: HB7     Sample Code: HB8 

Wool/Nylon Boucle yarn (Tex 350)   Wool/ Nylon Boucle yarn (Tex 450) 
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               Sample Code: HB9     Sample Code: HB10 

Acrylic Brushed Boucle yarn (Tex 370)      Cotton combinational loop yarn(Tex 500) 

 

 

All the low bulk yarn had a count range from 47-200 Tex and high bulk yarn had count 

range from 343-1400 Tex 
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4.4.2.3 Survey Methodology: 
 
In order to obtain human visual perception of novelty yarn texture we asked 25 observers 

to answer the questions regarding the five texture terms. We used paired adjectives for 

each texture term. These adjectives were of opposite in meaning they are given below 

 

COARSENESS-FINENESS 

ROUGHNESS-SMOOTHNESS 

RANDOMNESS-ORDERLINESS 

COMFORTABLE-UNCOMFORTABLE 

COMPLEX-SIMPLE 

 A five point scale was used for grading which contained a neutral scale. If observer feels 

texture is in between these two adjectives they were asked to put the sample in neutral 

category. The five point scale used for survey is shown below. 

RANK 

 

               1  2  3  4  5 
 
VERY COARSE 

 
COARSE 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
FINE 

 
VERY FINE 

 
 
VERY ROUGH 

 
ROUGH 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
SMOOTH 

 
VERY SMOOTH 

 
 
VERY RANDOM 

 
RANDOM 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
ORDERLY 

 
VERY ORDERLY 

 
 
VERY 
COMFORTABLE 

 
COMFORTABLE 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
UNCOMFORTABLE 

 
VERY 
UNCOMFORT
ABLE 

 
 
VERY 
COMPLEX 

 
COMPLEX 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
SIMPLE 

 
VERY SIMPLE 

 

We used a paired comparison method for the survey. In this method all the samples in 

either LB or HB are laid down for observation. Observers were asked to group them into 

three categories either in opposite adjectives or in neutral scale. Then they were again 
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asked to group them into two categorize within each adjective. For example, in the 

coarseness category we asked them to categorize samples into a coarse-neutral-fine 

category. Then they were asked again to categorize the samples in a coarse category. 

Such as very coarse and coarse category; vis-à-vis for samples categorized as fine. This 

type of classification was done for all texture terms. 

 

All the observers for this survey were Graduate student from the NC State University, 

Their Ethnicity, Gender and Age range were given in table 54 

Table 54: Age, Ethnicity, Gender Distribution of Observers 

AGE RANGE                                               21 TO 35 

ETHNICITY 

INDIAN 15 

AMERICAN 4 

TURKISH 2 

THAI 1 

CHINESE 1 

MIDDLE EAST 1 

KOREAN 1 
 
GENDER 

MALE 18 

FEMALE 7 
 
 

We used a constant fluorescent illumination and a white background for display. The 

observation was made directly above the samples. Observers were given a questionnaire 

and a brief explanation about each texture terms were given before the survey. All the 

samples in each category were spread over the table and they were asked to observe the 

sample for a few minutes, then they were asked to categorize each sample for different 

texture terms. Samples categorized under different terms were noted in the questionnaire. 

The questionnaire used for the survey is shown below. Texture terms were asked in 

random order and we also randomized the order of displaying the high bulk and low bulk 

yarn. 
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A SURVEY ON VISUAL PERCEPTION OF NOVELTY YARN: 
 
Are you a Male or Female? 
 
     Male 
     Female 
 
What is your Age? 
 
              Years Old 
 
Education you have completed or pursuing? 
 
High School Diploma             
 
College Diploma                      
(B.S, BSc, B.E., etc) 
 
Graduate Degree  
(M.S, M.Sc., etc) 
 
Doctoral degree  
(PhD) 
 
What is your Nationality? (E.g., American, Canadian, Mexican etc.,) 
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TEXTURE NOMENCLATURE: 
 
 
 
COARSENESS: whether displayed yarn makes you feel that it has relatively large 
parts or particle or it makes you feel it has fine structure. 
 
 
 
ROUGHNESS: whether yarn looks rough, harsh and uneven or it’s smooth.  
 
 
 
RANDOMNESS: Whether yarn has definite aim, direction rule and method or it’s                
totally lacking definite plan, purpose or pattern. 
 
 
 
COMFORTNESS: whether yarn structural effect is satisfying and enjoyable, that 
encourages physical ease or you feel uncomfortable with texture. 
 
 
 
COMPLEXITY: Whether yarn structure has complex and intricate pattern or it has 
simple structural features 
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CODE: LB 
 
  

VERY COARSE 
 
COARSE 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
FINE 

 
VERY FINE 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
  

VERY ROUGH 
 
ROUGH 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
SMOOTH 

 
VERY SMOOTH 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
  

VERY RANDOM 
 
RANDOM 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
ORDERLY 

 
VERY 
ORDERLY 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
  

VERY 
COMFORTABLE 

 
COMFORTABLE 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
UNCOMFORTABLE 

 
VERY 
UNCOMFORTABLE 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
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VERY 
COMPLEX 

 
COMPLEX 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
SIMPLE 

 
VERY SIMPLE 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
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CODE: HB 
 
  

VERY COARSE 
 
COARSE 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
FINE 

 
VERY FINE 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
  

VERY ROUGH 
 
ROUGH 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
SMOOTH 

 
VERY SMOOTH 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
  

VERY RANDOM 
 
RANDOM 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
ORDERLY 

 
VERY 
ORDERLY 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
  

VERY 
COMFORTABLE 

 
COMFORTABLE 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
UNCOMFORTABLE 

 
VERY 
UNCOMFORTABLE 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
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VERY 
COMPLEX 

 
COMPLEX 

 
NEUTRAL 

 
SIMPLE 

 
VERY SIMPLE 

 
SAMPLE 
NO 
 
 
 

     

 
 
4.4.2.4 Statistical Evaluation of Results: 

After obtaining the ranking for all the samples on the five texture terms, we calculated the 

average ranking for each sample. The following tables (55-60) show the individual 

rankings and their average. 

SAMPLE CODE: LB 

Table 55: Average Rating of Novelty Yarn Coarseness (LB) 

COARSENESS: 

COARSENESS EVALUATORS        
SAMPLE NO O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 
1 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
2 3 4 2 2 1 2 3 2 
3 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 4 
4 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 
5 2 1 1 3 4 2 4 3 
6 1 3 1 4 4 3 2 5 
7 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 2 
8 3 3 1 3 4 3 4 4 
9 2 4 2 1 2 4 1 1 
10 3 2 1 3 4 3 3 3 

 

          
O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 O16 O17 O18 
5 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 
2 5 2 3 2 4 2 1 3 3 
4 5 1 2 4 1 4 1 3 2 
5 5 5 4 5 5 2 5 3 5 
4 3 5 5 2 2 1 4 3 2 
4 3 1 3 1 3 5 5 4 3 
1 1 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 
5 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 
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1 2 4 1 4 3 4 4 4 4 
2 3 1 4 4 1 2 1 3 3 

 

O19 O20 O21 O22 O23 O24 O25 AVERAGE 
4 5 1 4 4 5 5 4.5 
2 2 4 2 3 2 2 2.5 
1 5 3 5 2 2 1 2.6 
4 4 1 4 5 4 4 4.3 
2 5 4 3 2 3 1 2.8 
4 4 2 2 2 2 4 3.0 
2 1 2 2 1 1 3 1.6 
1 2 1 3 1 3 2 2.4 
5 4 5 2 5 3 4 3.0 
1 1 3 3 3 3 1 2.4 

Table 56: Average Rating of Novelty Yarn Roughness (LB) 

ROUGHNESS: 

ROUGHNESS OBSERVERS        
SAMPLE 
NUMBER O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 
1 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 
2 4 3 1 3 4 3 3 2 
3 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 3 
4 5 4 4 4 5 3 4 5 
5 2 2 1 4 4 3 3 4 
6 1 1 1 5 2 2 2 2 
7 1 1 2 1 4 5 1 1 
8 3 3 1 4 2 3 3 3 
9 4 5 5 3 1 5 1 1 
10 2 3 1 4 5 3 3 3 

 

O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 O16 O17 O18 
5 1 4 3 3 3 5 4 1 4 
2 5 2 4 3 5 1 1 4 3 
5 5 2 2 3 1 5 2 4 2 
5 5 5 3 5 5 5 4 2 5 
4 4 1 3 5 2 1 1 1 2 
5 2 2 3 3 4 2 5 2 3 
1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 1 
1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 4 1 
5 1 5 5 1 5 5 5 4 4 
3 4 2 3 4 4 2 2 4 3 

 

O19 O20 O21 O22 O23 O24 O25 AVERAGE 
5 4 1 3 4 5 4 3.9 
2 5 5 3 4 1 2 3.0 
2 4 4 3 2 1 1 2.5 
4 2 1 2 4 4 4 4.0 
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2 5 4 2 2 2 1 2.6 
4 3 4 4 3 4 3 2.9 
2 1 5 1 1 1 1 1.7 
1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2.1 
5 5 2 3 4 5 5 3.8 
1 2 4 3 1 2 3 2.8 

 

 

Table 57: Average Rating of Novelty Yarn Randomness, Comfort, Complexity (LB) 

RANDOMNESS:                                     COMFORT:   

RANDOMNESS  
SAMPLE NO AVERAGE 
1 4.8 
2 3.8 
3 2.9 
4 2.7 
5 3.0 
6 2.1 
7 4.0 
8 2.1 
9 4.4 

10 2.4 
 

 

COMPLEXITY  
SAMPLE NO AVERAGE 
1 4.8 
2 2.1 
3 1.6 
4 4.2 
5 2.4 
6 2.3 
7 2.0 
8 2.8 
9 3.9 
10 2.9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMFORT  
 SAMPLE NO AVERAGE 
1 4.9 
2 2.1 
3 1.6 
4 4.2 
5 2.4 
6 2.2 
7 1.9 
8 2.7 
 9 3.9 
10 2.0 
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SAMPLE CODE: HB 

 

Table 58: Average Rating of Novelty Yarn Coarseness (HB) 

SAMPLE 
NO O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 
1 1 1 1 5 3 3 2 
2 3 2 4 3 2 1 1 
3 3 5 3 2 5 5 4 
4 4 4 5 1 2 1 4 
5 2 4 4 5 1 4 1 
6 2 2 2 4 1 4 2 
7 2 2 4 3 5 3 2 
8 1 1 1 4 2 3 1 
9 1 1 2 3 1 4 1 
10 3 5 5 2 2 5 2 

 

O8 O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 O16 
3 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 
5 2 5 3 4 4 4 4 4 
4 5 3 5 3 3 4 3 3 
2 4 5 3 3 5 5 5 4 
1 1 2 4 1 4 3 1 2 
4 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 1 
5 5 4 1 3 3 2 2 2 
3 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 
4 1 1 3 2 2 3 1 2 
2 5 4 3 5 4 4 4 1 

 

O17 O18 O19 O20 O21 O22 O23 O24 O25 AVERAGE
  1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1.8 
3 4 4 1 4 3 4 1 4 3.2 
3 4 3 4 4 5 3 4 3 3.7 
3 5 5 5 5 3 4 5 5 3.9 
3 4 3 4 3 1 2 4 1 2.6 
2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 2.2 
1 1 2 2 4 3 2 1 2 2.6 
2 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1.7 
2 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1.9 
3 3 4 5 1 4 4 4 4 3.5 
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Table 59: Average Rating of Novelty Yarn Roughness (HB) 

SAMPLE 
NO O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 
1 2 1 1 3 2 3 3 
2 4 2 1 5 4 3 4 
3 4 5 5 4 5 3 5 
4 5 5 5 3 5 5 3 
5 3 3 5 5 4 5 2 
6 2 3 4 3 1 3 2 
7 1 3 1 1 2 2 3 
8 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
9 1 1 4 5 2 2 1 
10 3 4 2 5 5 4 2 

 

O8 O9 O10 O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 O16 
3 2 2 4 2 3 3 1 1 
4 2 5 2 4 3 3 5 4 
5 4 5 2 5 3 4 5 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
2 5 4 1 5 5 5 4 5 
3 1 2 2 1 3 4 2 1 
2 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 
1 1 1 5 2 1 3 1 3 
3 3 4 2 5 4 1 4 1 

 

 

O17 O18 O19 O20 O21 O22 O23 O24 O25 AVERAGE
1 1 1 5 3 2 2 2 2 2.2 
4 4 3 5 4 3 5 1 3 3.5 
4 5 4 1 5 3 5 4 4 4.1 
4 5 5 2 3 3 5 5 5 4.5 
4 4 5 5 2 3 4 5 5 4.0 
2 2 1 3 3 1 2 2 3 2.2 
1 1 2 5 2 2 1 2 2 2.0 
2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1.4 
4 2 3 5 1 2 1 1 1 2.2 
4 3 4 2 4 3 4 4 4 3.4 
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Table 60: Average Rating of Novelty Yarn Randomness, Comfort and Complexity (HB) 

RANDOMNESS:                                                COMFORT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPLEXITY: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To enhance the reliability of this texture evaluation, we calculated the correlation co-

efficient between the individual rating and the average rating of the observation. We 

excluded those ratings of insignificant evaluators. Our belief was that averaging rating 

across the sample without insignificant contributors will increase the reliability of the 

estimate. We excluded individual rating of observers whose correlation co-efficient was 

below 0.25.The correlation coefficient between the average rating and individual rating 

SAMPLE 
NO AVERAGE 
1 2.4 
2 4 
3 4.5 
4 4.3 
5 3.8 
6 1.7 
7 2.4 
8 1.6 
9 2.3 
10 4.1 

SAMPLE 
NO AVERAGE 
1 3.6 
2 3 
3 2.3 
4 1.6 
5 1.9 
6 3.7 
7 3.6 
8 4.2 
9 3.4 
10 2.7 

SAMPLE 
NO AVERAGE 
1 2 
2 3.8 
3 3.9 
4 4.4 
5 3.7 
6 1.8 
7 1.9 
8 1.6 
9 2.4 
10 2.7 
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are shown in table (61,63).The revised average rating based on excluding the 

insignificant data is shown in table (62,64). 

 

Table 61: Correlation Co-efficient between Average Rating and Individual Rating (LB) 

 
 COARSENESS ROUGHNESS RANDOMNESS COMFORT COMPLEXITY
 AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE 
 0.6381 0.7877 0.6823 0.6096 0.6909 
 0.7866 0.7862 0.6735 0.3861 0.8762 
 0.8884 0.7532 0.8807 0.6392 0.6255 
 0.7935 0.4316 0.2302 0.7729 0.94 
 0.2945 0.2032 0.6611 0.8135 0.7552 
 0.8984 0.0417 0.439 0.6204 0.8503 
 0.6691 0.4819 0.6669 0.7624 0.5278 
 0.5157 0.4401 0.7255 0.815 0.9065 
 0.6141 0.7246 0.8644 0.8689 0.8803 
 0.6218 0.1111 0.3888 0.4454 0.9294 
 0.6854 0.853 0.7252 0.4513 0.8349 
 0.5328 0.7234 0.7666 0.6914 0.882 
 0.5884 0.1869 0.5452 0.6976 0.8967 
 0.6795 0.7415 0.6204 0.5899 0.7121 
 0.4137 0.7272 0.8599 0.2915 0.6241 
 0.7968 0.7117 0.5031 0.4564 0.2914 
 0.6553 -0.4319 0.169 0.429 0.9041 
 0.816 0.9688 0.8072 0.3399 -0.4298 
 0.6482 0.7955 0.7484 0.5626 0.6235 
 0.6526 0.3959 0.6115 0.5615 0.6287 
 -0.358 -0.684 0.5364 -0.2586 0.6101 
 0.4665 0.2955 0.6442 -0.3445 0.8228 
 0.728 0.8385 0.8374 0.6943 0.8374 
 0.8685 0.8085 0.6516 0.5437 0.8671 
 0.6353 0.8578 0.7922 0.8823 0.8004 
MEAN  0.6620 0.6907 0.6796 0.6054 0.7632 

 

 

 

Mean co-correlation co-efficient after excluding insignificant data 
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Table 62: Final Rating of Texture Terms (Sample Code: LB) 

SAMPLE 
NO COARSENESS ROUGHNESS RANDOMNESS COMFORT COMPLEXITY
1 4.7 4.4 4.8 1.7 4.9 
2 2.5 2.7 3.7 2.2 2.0 
3 2.6 2.2 2.7 3.3 1.5 
4 4.4 4.2 2.6 2.5 4.1 
5 2.4 2.3 2.9 3.3 2.4 
6 3 2.9 2.2 3.8 2.2 
7 1.5 1.2 4.1 3.3 1.9 
8 2.8 2 1.9 4.2 2.7 
9 3 4.3 4.5 1.5 4.0 
10 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.4 3.0 

 

Table 63: Correlation Co-efficient between Average Rating and Individual Rating (HB) 

 COARSENESS ROUGHNESS RANDOMNESS COMFORT COMPLEXITY 
 CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION
 0.9685 0.9287 0.469 0.8737 -0.3892* 
 0.8473 0.7634 0.7703 0.1878* 0.8401 
 0.8351 0.613 0.9096 0.4187 0.7864 
 -0.7947* 0.5741 0.7636 0.7616 0.8637 
 0.2845 0.8973 0.974 0.878 0.4508 
 -0.1176* 0.8425 0.7464 0.8007 0.489 
 0.6808 0.5495 0.8307 0.8099 0.91 
 -0.1348* 0.7481 0.8888 0.8738 0.778 
 0.6201 0.7803 0.9408 0.9387 0.8607 
 0.847 0.941 0.9437 0.8322 0.9132 
 0.5988 0.0965* 0.9921 0.8987 0.7257 
 0.5062 0.9478 0.6721 0.9167 0.8323 
 0.8615 0.778 0.5359 0.8738 -0.2609* 
 0.8592 0.5673 0.9154 0.6262 0.7483 
 0.8072 0.9293 0.697 -0.6476* 0.8192 
 0.6781 0.7367 0.7543 0.712 0.8724 
 0.7194 0.7547 0.8002 0.619 0.8681 
 0.828 0.9609 0.7082 0.3076 0.8149 
 0.7747 0.8559 0.8247 0.0348* 0.8351 
 0.7016 -0.2798* 0.4805 0.6827 0.4535 
 0.5252 0.5416 0.3161 0* 0.3464 
 0.7282 0.816 0.8644 0.1878* 0.9011 
 0.9279 0.941 0.8561 -0.2019* 0.9831 
 0.7157 0.8083 0.9496 0.8636 0.6785 
 0.9055 0.9116 0.8061 0.8253 0.7918 
MEAN 0.7373 0.7907 0.7764 0.7638 0.7636 

 

 

Mean correlation co-efficient after excluding insignificant data 
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Table 64: Final Rating of Texture Terms (Sample Code: HB) 

COARSE ROUGH RANDOM COMFORT COMPLEXITY
1.5 2 2.4 3.6 1.8 
3.2 3.5 4 3 3.9 
4.7 4.3 4.5 2.3 4.2 
4.3 4.6 4.3 1.6 4.6 
2.5 4.1 3.8 1.9 3.9 
2 2.2 1.7 3.7 1.7 
2.5 1.8 2.4 3.6 1.7 
1.5 1.4 1.6 4.2 1.5 
1.6 1.9 2.3 3.4 2.3 
3.6 3.5 4.1 2.7 2.9 

 

 

Principal Co-ordinate Analysis: 
 

The next step in our statistical analysis is to find out the principal co-ordinates of the 

ranking. The aim is to find out the interrelation between the texture terms and to reduce 

them into principle factors. Although we don’t go into depth in explaining the principle 

co-ordinate analysis, the purpose is to convert the correlation co-efficient between ranks 

to find Eigen values considering the correlation co-efficient as vectors. This Eigen value 

will give the principle component of the ranking. Then we do a factor rotation using a 

varimax method such that the Eigen vectors remain orthogonal to each other, and we find 

a position where sum of the variance is maximum. In this way we can determine which 

texture terms are related to each other and those which are not. 

 

We used JMP Statistical software for this analysis and we did a principle co-ordinate 

analysis on the correlation. The number of factor rotated was 2 
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Table (65, 66) shows results obtained by principle co-ordinate analysis, 

Table 65: Principle Co-ordinate Analysis on Correlation (Sample Code: LB) 

Multivariate       
Correlations between Texture Terms      
 COARSE ROUGH RANDOM COMFORT COMPLEXITY
COARSE 1 0.8639 0.1628 -0.424 0.8179 
ROUGH 0.8639 1 0.3911 -0.7153 0.8557 
RANDOM 0.1628 0.3911 1 -0.7215 0.414 
COMFORT -0.424 -0.7153 -0.7215 1 -0.6578 
COMPLEXITY 0.8179 0.8557 0.414 -0.6578 1 
Principal Components: on Correlations      
      
            
Eigenvalue 3.4689 1.0814 0.2373 0.154 0.0583 
Percent 69.3784 21.6286 4.7462 3.0799 1.1669 
Cum Percent 69.3784 91.007 95.7532 98.8331 100 
 Eigenvectors         
COARSE 0.43947 0.49595 0.31687 0.37354 -0.56653 
ROUGH 0.5064 0.20472 -0.22901 0.39326 0.70324 
RANDOM 0.32324 -0.71242 0.59447 0.17123 0.07247 
COMFORT -0.44847 0.41129 0.67918 0.02654 0.40954 
COMPLEXITY 0.49479 0.18818 0.18019 -0.82206 0.10731 
      
Factor Rotation      
Rotated Factor Pattern      
 Factor 1 Factor 2    
COARSE 0.966826 -0.03474    
ROUGH 0.899285 -0.3552    
RANDOM 0.080288 -0.95125    
COMFORT -0.449393 0.823824    
COMPLEXITY 0.87174 -0.35725    
      
      
Rotation Matrix      
      
0.82636 -0.56314     
0.56314 0.82636     
      
      
Communalities      
      
COARSE 0.93596     
ROUGH 0.93488     
RANDOM 0.91131     
COMFORT 0.88064     
COMPLEXITY 0.88756     
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The principle co-ordinate resulted in two factors with high correlation between them, 

 

• Related to first factor is coarseness, roughness, complexity 

• Related to second factor is randomness and comfort; they are negatively 

correlated  

 

What this analysis signifies is that all the observers who felt a yarn as coarse also felt it as 

rough and complex. All those who felt the yarn was random also felt it was 

uncomfortable. 

 

Principle CO-Ordinate Analysis :( HB) 

Table 66: Principle Co-ordinate Analysis on Correlation (Sample Code: HB) 

 

Multivariate       
Correlations between 
Texture Term      
      
 COARSE ROUGH RANDOM COMFORT COMPLEXITY
COARSE 1 0.8631 0.8886 -0.7693 0.8232 
ROUGH 0.8631 1 0.9404 -0.9563 0.9621 
RANDOM 0.8886 0.9404 1 -0.882 0.9271 
COMFORT -0.7693 -0.9563 -0.882 1 -0.9249 
COMPLEXITY 0.8232 0.9621 0.9271 -0.9249 1 
Principal Components / 
Factor Analysis      
Principal Components: 
on Correlations      
      
Eigenvalue 4.5787 0.2623 0.0819 0.0561 0.0211 
Percent 91.573 5.2466 1.6378 1.1213 0.4213 
Cum Percent 91.573 96.8197 98.4575 99.5787 100 
 Eigenvectors         
COARSE 0.42348 0.7939 -0.37598 0.16353 -0.1493 
ROUGH 0.46162 -0.16342 -0.13483 0.07167 0.85842 
RANDOM 0.4532 0.16405 0.61054 -0.62513 -0.0644 
COMFORT -0.4433 0.50671 0.54595 0.30409 0.39522 
COMPLEXITY 0.4535 -0.24363 0.41187 0.69632 -0.2837 
      
Factor Rotation      
Rotated Factor Pattern      
 Factor 1 Factor 2    
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COARSE 0.43979 0.890528    
ROUGH 0.814939 0.564426    
RANDOM 0.694242 0.682281    

COMFORT -0.896659 
-
0.403882    

COMPLEXITY 0.827693 0.521684    
      
      
Rotation Matrix      
      
0.77107 0.63675     
-0.63675 0.77107     
      
      
Communalities      
      
COARSE 0.98646     
ROUGH 0.9827     
RANDOM 0.94748     
COMFORT 0.96712     
COMPLEXITY 0.95723     

 

The principle co-ordinate analysis resulted in two factors which are correlated among 

them, 

 

• Related to factor 1 Roughness, Randomness, Comfort and Complexity 

• Related to factor 2 is Coarseness 

 

But the Eigen value of the second factor is very low which shows a high correlation 

among these factors. This is evident from the correlation analysis also. 
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4.4.3 Image Analysis Method to Characterize the Novelty Yarn Texture: 
 

The texture of natural and artificial scenes has long been characterized using image 

analyses method. One of the prominent applications was classifying terrains taken by 

aerial photographs. Many authors have proposed different methods in characterizing the 

texture as discussed in the literature review. We adopted some of these techniques to 

characterize the novelty yarn texture. It should be remembered that although images are a 

good representation of the object, it is essentially a two dimensional representation. In the 

actual situation texture perception could be a three dimensional case. Nevertheless a good 

approximation could be made with two-dimensional images. The following are different 

image analysis methods used in characterizing the texture terms. 

 

COARSENESS – Granulometric analyzes 

RANDOMNESS- GLCM contrast Statistic 

COMPLEXITY- Fractal analyzes 

COMFORT- A Combined texture Representation 

 

We were not able to analyze the roughness characteristics due to the fact that roughness 

seems to be a three dimensional case difficult to characterize by two-dimensional images, 

needing special equipments like ultrasonic or laser profilometers to characterize them. 

But roughness characteristics are highly correlated with other characteristics which could 

provide vital information about roughness characteristic. 

Steps in Image Analyzes: 

• Sample preparation 

• Image capturing 

• Image enhancement and segmentation 

• Texture characterization 

• Interpretation 
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4.4.3.1 Sample Preparation and Image Capturing: 

 

The same sample board used for the survey was used to capture the images. The samples 

were aligned such that they had a constant threads per inch (7 threads/inch for LB yarn,8 

threads/inch for HB yarn).The images were captured using a canon LiDE scanner which 

uses the Light Emitting Diodes to capture the image. As some of our texture analyzes 

method depends on the intensity values we decided to use LiDE scanner which gives true 

color representation instead of using fluorescent bulb scanners. We used an image size of 

2”*2” and we captured three such images for each novelty yarn sample. We used 

resolution of 600dpi for Granulometric and GLCM analyzes and 1200 dpi for fractal 

analyzes. The reason for this difference in dpi is to minimize the computational time for 

processing these images. As said before some of the default settings of the scanners were 

turned off like descreening, and color management option. The brightness and contrast 

were kept at 50%, gamma was set to 1.  

 

4.4.3.2 Granulometric Analyzes to Characterize the Novelty Yarn 

Coarseness: 
 

We used granulometric analyzes to characterize the coarseness property of the novelty 

yarn. Coarseness is defined as the presence of relatively large particles in the image. 

Particles in the case of novelty yarn are the structural effects which are intentionally 

introduced into the yarn. This can be considered as textons which are locally conspicuous 

objects which provokes the texture perception. The relative size of this the textons 

provides the coarseness characteristic to the novelty yarn. We used granulometric 

analyses which are explained in the literature review to find out particle size distribution 

of the novelty yarn effect. The First step in granulometric analyzes is to segment out the 

Textons, whose size distribution can analyzed. We used Euclidean distance maps of the 

images to separate out the textons. A Euclidean distance map works on a binary image to 

produce a gray scale image. The new gray scale value depends on its straight line 

distance from the nearest point in the background Russ [23].consider pixels x, y with co-

ordinates (p,q) and (i,j) than their Euclidean distance is given by  
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EDM(x,y) = √  (p-i)2 + (q-j)2 

In order to reduce computational burden we usually use city block distance or 8-

connectivity to measure the Euclidean distance. We used city block distance for 

calculating the Euclidean distance 

EDM4 (x, y) = │ (p-i) │+ │ (q-j) │ 

To convert images to EDM we binarized the image by thresholding. We used means of 

the peak in the histogram to threshold the image. We found the EDM of the binarized 

image which assigns gray scale value to black pixel according to its distance from the 

white pixels. As the size of the yarns was small compared to the background and the gray 

scale assignment starts from white gray scale value contrast of the image became very 

low. We enhanced the contrast by equalizing histogram of the image. They are again 

binarized to get final image for granulometric analyzes. Our assumption in using an EDM 

of the image was that it will maintain only the Texton of the image which our visual 

system uses to identify coarseness. Although some of the thresholded images had textons 

segmented even without EDM process, some of them weren’t. As we wanted to keep 

image analysis method constant we used same algorithm for all the samples. Figure (119) 

shows image processing algorithm to segregate the textons. 

Figure 119: Image Processing Algorithm to Segregate Textons for Granulometric Analyzes 

  
Gray scale Image                                             Thresholded image 
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EDM of the image                                                EDM image Thresholded 

We used same algorithm to segment the images of the other novelty yarns following are 

some of the images obtained after final segmentation sample images are shown in figure 

(120). 

Figure 120: Sample Images of Segmented Textons Using EDM 

       
LB-S2                                                                   LB-S3 
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LB-S5                                                                    LB-S10 

 

       
HB-S1                                                                   HB-S3 
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HB-S6                                                                HB-S7 

 

 
HB-S10 
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Granulometric Analyzes Results: 

 

The segmented images were than analyzed for size distribution by the granulometric 

method. We used a circular structuring element with increasing size to open the image. 

Granulometric density functions of the objects sizes were obtained. These density 

functions are plotted against the radius of structuring element this is called pattern 

spectrum. The local maximum in peak shows the presence of many objects in that size 

range. Three images were obtained for each novelty yarn sample, and the average 

opening radius at which maxima occurs was obtained. Graph 12 (A, B, C, D, E, F)show 

the granulometric spectrum for some of the images. 

 
Graph 12: Pattern spectrum for different novelty yarn samples 
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PATTERN SPECTRUM LB(S6)
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PATTERN SPECTRUM HB(S1)
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PATTERN SPECTRUM HB(S10)
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One of the things to observe when we find maxima of the peaks was that although there 

was a single peak value, there were other opening radius densities which were close to 

the peak opening radius density. In order to increase the robustness of the analysis we 

used the first three highest densities. Their average opening radius was taken as the 

coarseness index. Another thing to notice is that due to segmentation of the image, some 

of the images had broken a yarn segment which doesn’t correspond to the structural 

effects of the yarn. This was more evident in the high bulk yarn and in some images they 

formed the peak values this should be avoided as they don’t correspond to textons.We 

decided to neglect the first two opening radius for all the high bulk yarn, as we felt that 

visual perception of coarseness is brought about by structural effect which forms the 

textons. 

 

Our aim was to analyze the effect of structural variation on the coarseness of the yarn, 

Some of yarns used in the survey didn’t had any visual textons like the LB sample1 

which was a plain yarn. While segment the image they didn’t have any Texton which 

could be segmented out. It formed a line like structure as shown in figure (121) they 
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couldn’t be used in the granulometric analysis to find out the particle size so we 

neglected it from the analysis. 

 

 

Figure 121: Textons of LB-S1 

Table (67-70) shows example of results obtained from granulometric analyzes 

highlighted are the peak opening radius. 

 

Table 67: Sample Granulometric Analyzes Result (LB) 

LB-S2 
OPENING 
RADIUS DENSITY OR DENSITY OR DENSITY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0.038 1 0.066 1 0.054 
2 0.049 2 0.083 2 0.066 
3 0.065 3 0.093 3 0.081 
4 0.077 4 0.132 4 0.09 
5 0.108 5 0.146 5 0.129 
6 0.098 6 0.118 6 0.136 
7 0.133 7 0.11 7 0.107 
8 0.091 8 0.087 8 0.098 
9 0.061 9 0.07 9 0.063 
10 0.073 10 0.04 10 0.088 
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LB-S5 
OPENING 
RADIUS DENSITY OR DENSITY OR DENSITY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0.067 1 0.064 1 0.07 
2 0.099 2 0.089 2 0.097 
3 0.138 3 0.124 3 0.134 
4 0.139 4 0.152 4 0.148 
5 0.174 5 0.162 5 0.16 
6 0.129 6 0.133 6 0.131 
7 0.119 7 0.104 7 0.111 
8 0.069 8 0.073 8 0.074 
9 0.039 9 0.046 9 0.049 
10 0.018 10 0.037 10 0.016 

 

LB-S7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 68: Final Coarseness Index Found By Average Peak Value of Granulometric Analyzes (LB) 

LB 
COARSENESS   

SAMPLE NO 
AVERAGE PEAK 
RADIUS COARSENESS

2 6  
 6 5.7 
 5  
3 4  
 4 4 
 4  
4 3  
 2 2.3 
 2  
5 4  
 5 4.3 
 4  
6 4  

OPENING 
RADIUS DENSITY OR DENSITY OR DENSITY
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0.018 1 0.014 1 0.016 
2 0.032 2 0.025 2 0.027 
3 0.054 3 0.048 3 0.05 
4 0.094 4 0.084 4 0.085 
5 0.154 5 0.139 5 0.14 
6 0.164 6 0.143 6 0.187 
7 0.17 7 0.214 7 0.184 
8 0.158 8 0.169 8 0.124 
9 0.093 9 0.076 9 0.108 
10 0.037 10 0.056 10 0.064 
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 5 4.3 
 4  
7 7  
 7 6.66 
 6  
8 6  
 3 4.2 
 3.6  
9 3  
 3 3.33 
 4  
10 6  
 9 6.7 
 5.3  

Table 69: Sample Granulometric Analyzes Result (HB) 

HB: S1 
OPENING 
RADIUS DENSITY OR DENSITY OR DENSITY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0.001 1 0.097 1 0.085 
2 0.063 2 0.067 2 0.052 
3 0.038 3 0.037 3 0.027 
4 0.034 4 0.03 4 0.025 
5 0.041 5 0.031 5 0.023 
6 0.036 6 0.027 6 0.022 
7 0.044 7 0.043 7 0.024 
8 0.065 8 0.044 8 0.035 
9 0.072 9 0.045 9 0.03 
10 0.116 10 0.07 10 0.045 
11 0.07 11 0.056 11 0.046 
12 0.07 12 0.06 12 0.053 
13 0.079 13 0.054 13 0.043 
14 0.043 14 0.027 14 0.029 
15 0.047 15 0.02 15 0.050 

HB: S4 
OPENING 
RADIUS DENSITY OR DENSITY OR DENSITY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0.551 1 0.267 1 0.551 
2 0.337 2 0.209 2 0.328 
3 0.098 3 0.172 3 0.105 
4 0.013 4 0.133 4 0.014 
5 0.001 5 0.102 5 0.002 
6 0 6 0.048 6 0 
7 0 7 0.041 7 0 
8 0 8 0.018 8 0 
9 0 9 0.01 9 0 
10 0 10 0 10 0 
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HB:S9 
OPENING 
RADIUS DENSITY OR DENSITY OR DENSITY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0.095 1 0.104 1 0.098 
2 0.052 2 0.054 2 0.051 
3 0.039 3 0.041 3 0.038 
4 0.038 4 0.037 4 0.035 
5 0.034 5 0.04 5 0.038 
6 0.03 6 0.029 6 0.031 
7 0.038 7 0.039 7 0.033 
8 0.04 8 0.037 8 0.042 
9 0.036 9 0.035 9 0.036 
10 0.039 10 0.046 10 0.039 
11 0.038 11 0.04 11 0.037 
12 0.043 12 0.045 12 0.037 
13 0.048 13 0.052 13 0.036 
14 0.04 14 0.027 14 0.035 
15 0.046 15 0.059 15 0.05 

 

Table 70: Final Coarseness Index (HB) 

SAMPLE 
NO 

AVERAGE OPENING 
RADIUS COARSENESS

1 10.66  
 11.66 11.66 
 12.66  
2 4  
 4 4 
 4  
3 8  
 6.66 6.5 
 5  
4 3  
 3 3 
 3  
5 4  
 4 4 
 4  
6 6.66  
 8.66 8 
 8.66  
7 6.66 6.21 
 6.66  
 5.33  
8 11.66  
 12.33 11.88 
 11.66  
9 13.33  
 12.66 12.33 
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 11  
10 4  
 3.5 3.83 
 4  

 

4.4.3.3 Characterizing Novelty Yarn Randomness using Image Analyzes 

Technique: 
 

Randomness is defined as a lack of definite plan, purpose or pattern. In case of the 

novelty yarn it is amount of the local variation present in the yarn. We used one of the 

Gray level co-occurrence matrixes (GLCM) statistics “contrast” to define the randomness 

of the sample. The GLCM method is defined in the literature review, contrast is given by 

the formula   

 

CONTRAST =          Σ   n2          {Σ Σ Pij } 

                                    n = 0 to Ng          │i – j │= n 

 

Ng = Number of gray levels 

Pij = Joint co-occurrence probability of two gray levels 

 

According to this formula it neglects the uniform regions of white or black pixels. It 

considers only the white and black pixel pairs for computing contrast statistic. When we 

perceive the yarn, randomness is given by how the texton density varies across the 

sample. Even though the contrast is a good estimator of randomness, we decided to use 

standard deviation of contrast to measure the randomness. As the image size used for 

analysis was 2”*2” a yarn might be uniform in one image and not uniform in the other. It 

is appropriate to use standard deviation of contrast which will show the essence of texton 

randomness in the yarn. A yarn with high variation in the texton density across the 

sample will have high SD. 

 

We used three sample images of 2”* 2” width for analyzes. We thresholded to convert 

them into binary image and found the standard deviation of GLCM contrast for the three 
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samples. The randomness estimation is given by this standard deviation. Figure (122) 

shows some of the examples of the thresholded image used for the GLCM analyzes. 

Figure 122: Thresholded Image Used for GLCM Analyzes 

        
LB-S2      LB-S7 

 

                                                                         

              
LB-S8         LB-S9 
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HB-S3          HB-S5 

 

 

          
HB-S8            HB-S10 

 

Table (71) shows the results obtained from the GLCM texture analysis for different yarns 
used in the survey. 
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Table 71: GLCM Contrast Values and SD of Contrast 

LB: 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 
CONTRAST 2.16 2.62 5.44 3.03 1.85 
 2.2 2.42 5.16 3.06 2.05 
 2.13 2.37 5.44 2.29 2.22 
SD 0.035 0.132288 0.161658 0.436157 0.185203

 

S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
4.15 1.45 1.5 1.63 2.07 
5.1 1.17 0.754 1.57 2.1 
4.05 1.25 0.569 1.58 1.84 
0.579511 0.144222 0.492866 0.032146 0.142244

 

HB: 

 

 

  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 
CONTRAST 1.9772 4.0664 1.7475 2.57 3.57 
 1.4586 4.5212 1.6655 2.49 3.83 
 1.7707 4.1323 1.6405 2.59 3.69 
SD 0.261086 0.245774 0.055973 0.052915 0.130128

 

           

                  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
2.211 2.61 2.8933 3.89 1.7 
2.59 2.3311 3.5046 4.16 1.65 
1.57 2.4167 3.1554 4.15 1.62 
0.515578 0.142874 0.306682 0.15308 0.040415
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4.4.3.4 Characterizing Novelty Yarn Complexity using Image Analyzes 

Method: 
 

The complexity of the novelty yarn explains how intricate and complex the novelty 

pattern is. We used the fractal dimension of the image to characterize the complexity of 

the novelty yarn. Fractal dimensions are a good measure of complexity as it provides the 

information about intricacy of object boundary. An object with irregular, curvy, loopy 

boundary should have high fractal dimension. Visual Complexity of the novelty yarn is 

given by the intricacy of the object boundary which we felt could be explained by the 

fractal dimension. As all the yarns were line like, the structure of their dimension should 

lie between 1-2.A high fractal dimensions indicates that they are moving towards a more 

polygon like structure. 

 

 We used the box counting method to find the fractal dimension. In the box counting 

method we superimpose grids of increasing size over  the image and Count the number of 

boxes of an increasing size needed to cover a one pixel binary object boundary. The box 

size and the number of boxes necessary to cover the boundary are plotted on a log-log 

plot and the slope of the plot gives the fractal dimension.  

 

D = - log N(r)/ log r 

 

N(r) = number of box count 

      r = size of the box 

 

We used the same thresholding technique used for randomness to binaries image. But the 

resolution of the image was increased to 1200 dpi. This was to improve the image quality 

so that we could get more detailed information about the object boundary. The Box sizes 

used for counting was 2,3,4,6,8,12,16,32,and 64.The Average of three samples were 

taken. Graphs 13(A, B, C, D) some of the log-log plot used to find the fractal dimension. 
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Graph 13: FRACTAL DIMENSION PLOT 

 
Graph 13(A): LB-S3 

 

 
Graph 13(B): LB-S8 

 
Graph 13(C): HB-S7 
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Graph 13(D): HB-S10 

 

 Table (72) provide the complexity determined by fractal dimension, 

Table 72: Complexity Index Determined by Fractal Dimension 

LB: COMPLEXITY 

 
FRACTAL 
DIMENSION      
 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 
 1.5053 1.6207 1.7049 1.5006 1.6114 
 1.5123 1.6259 1.6918 1.4163 1.5945 
 1.5234 1.6347 1.6955 1.4606 1.614 
AVERAGE 1.5137 1.6271 1.6974 1.459167 1.606633 

 

     
S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
1.6615 1.7479 1.5553 1.55643 1.5916 
1.6461 1.7507 1.5476 1.4987 1.6268 
1.6635 1.7369 1.5569 1.5087 1.5829 
1.657033 1.745167 1.553267 1.52128 1.600433
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HB: COMPLEXITY 

COMPLEXITY     

 
FRACTAL 
DIMENSION     COMPLEXITY 

S1 1.7836 1.7913 1.7726 1.7825 
S2 1.665 1.6707 1.6562 1.6640 
S3 1.6088 1.6142 1.6289 1.6173 
S4 1.6238 1.5988 1.609 1.6105 
S5 1.7307 1.7396 1.7233 1.7312 
S6 1.7794 1.7978 1.7842 1.7871 
S7 1.8054 1.8016 1.8099 1.8056 
S8 1.8311 1.8341 1.8338 1.8330 
S9 1.7142 1.7117 1.6952 1.7070 
S10 1.6623 1.6801 1.6858 1.6761 

 

 

4.4.3.5 Characterization of Novelty Yarn Comfort using Image Analysis 

Method: 
 

Comfort of novelty yarn is explained as ability of the yarn to give satisfying and 

enjoyable experience. With this definition it’s evident that comfort is a more abstract 

term depending on the individual observers. Nevertheless, visual comfort can be 

explained using other texture terms. Omi [72]refers that the beauty of the images can be 

expressed mathematically they used orderliness and complexity to define the beauty of 

the images. They used two terms MA and MB to define the beauty. Mori et al [70]used a 

standard regression analysis with Beauty as an objective variable. GLCM Entropy and 

fractal dimension as predictor variables to give a equation which defines the Beauty of 

the Lace pattern. The Comfort of novelty yarn depends on coarseness, roughness, 

complexity and their interaction with visual perception of texture. So our aim was to find 

out the interrelation between the comfort and other texture terms which defines the 

comfort characteristic of novelty yarn. 

 

LB Comfort: 

In case of LB yarn comfort and randomness are highly correlated, but we felt that 

comfort is also related to complexity which had correlation co-efficient of -0.6578 with 
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comfort. We used these two terms for explaining the comfort of the novelty yarn. We 

found four terms for explaining the comfort they are given below 

 

MA = Randomness / complexity 

MB = (Randomness) ×  (complexity) 

MC = Complexity /Randomness 

MD = Randomness + complexity 

  

We used the randomness and complexity value obtained from the GLCM and Fractal 

analyzes to obtain the measure for the novelty yarn comfort. 

 

Table (73) shows the comfort measure using complexity and randomness rating 

Table 73: Comfort Index Determined by Complex and Randomness Values (LB) 

 COMPLEXITY RANDOMNESS MA MB MC MD 
S1 1.5137 0.035 0.0231 0.0530 43.25 1.5487 
S2 1.6271 0.1323 0.0813 0.2153 12.299 1.7594 
S3 1.6974 0.1617 0.0953 0.2745 10.497 1.8591 
S4 1.4592 0.4361 0.2989 0.6364 3.346 1.8953 
S5 1.6066 0.1852 0.1153 0.2975 8.675 1.7918 
S6 1.657 0.5795 0.3497 0.9602 2.859 2.2365 
S7 1.7452 0.1442 0.0826 0.2517 12.103 1.8894 
S8 1.5533 0.4928 0.3173 0.7655 3.152 2.0461 
S9 1.75 0.0321 0.0183 0.0562 54.517 1.7821 
S10 1.6004 0.1422 0.0889 0.2276 11.255 1.7426 

 

 

Table (74) shows the correlation co-efficient between the human visual perception 

ranking and comfort measures, 

Table 74: Correlation Co-efficient between Average Rating and Comfort Index Found by Image 
Analysis Method (LB) 

 RANKING MA MB MC MD 
RANKING 1 0.6544 0.7116 -0.7731 0.7572 

 

The comfort measure MC had the highest overall probability of all these measurements 

which was negatively correlated to the ranking. We recommend using the Complexity 

/Randomness as a measure for comfort. This high correlation might be because it 
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pronounces the effect of combining complexity and randomness ,which we could see 

from the table (74).The highest comfort measure was 54.5 corresponding  to most 

comfortable sample LB S9 (RANKING-1.5). The least was 3.15 corresponding to the 

ranking of the most uncomfortable sample LB S8.This high difference will make a 

comparison between samples much easier. 

 

 When we consider the High bulk yarn, again randomness and complexity had high 

correlation (-0.88,-0.92) with the comfort as seen in the table (65). We used the same four 

measurements for obtaining the comfort measure. But coarseness also had a high 

correlation of -0.7693 so we introduced new term to include coarseness by adding 

coarseness, randomness, and complexity to define comfort 

 

ME = Coarseness + Randomness + Complexity 

 

Table (75) shows the comfort measure of HB novelty yarn, 

Table 75: Comfort Index Determined by Coarseness, Complex and Randomness Values(HB) 

SAMPLE 
NO 

COMPLEXIT
Y 

RANDOMNES
S 

COARSENES
S MA MB MC 

S1 1.7825 0.2611 11.66 0.1465 0.4654 6.8269 
S2 1.6640 0.2457 4 0.1477 0.4088 6.7724 
S3 1.6173 0.05597 6.5 0.0346 0.0905 28.8958 
S4 1.6105 0.05292 2.83 0.0329 0.0852 30.4334 
S5 1.7312 0.1301 4 0.0752 0.2252 13.3067 
S6 1.7871 0.5156 8 0.2885 0.9214 3.4661 
S7 1.8056 0.1429 6.21 0.0791 0.2580 12.6356 
S8 1.8330 0.3066 11.88 0.1673 0.5620 5.9785 
S9 1.7070 0.1531 12.87 0.0897 0.2613 11.1498 
S10 1.6761 0.04041 3.83 0.0241 0.0677 41.4765 

 

MD ME 
2.0436 13.7036 
1.9097 5.9097 
1.6733 8.1733 
1.6635 4.4935 
1.8613 5.8613 
2.3027 10.3027 
1.9485 8.1585 
2.1396 14.0196 
1.8601 14.7301 
1.7165 5.5465 
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Table 76: Correlation Co-efficient between Average Rating and Comfort Index Found by Image 
Analysis Method (HB) 

  MA MB MC MD ME 
COMFORT 0.6624 0.6896 -0.6486 0.7901 0.7708 

 

From the table (76) we could see that comfort descriptor MD and ME have high 

correlation co-efficient than other descriptors. We recommend using either of this 

descriptor to define comfort. As said before the roughness characteristic is not included in 

this study which had high correlation with visual comfort (-.09563).Including that could 

increase the comfort description.  

 

4.4.4 Comparison of Image Analysis Method with Human Psychological 

Response on Novelty Yarn Texture: 
 

We found the correlation co-efficient between different image analysis method used to 

characterize the texture of the novelty yarn, and the average ranking given by the 

individual observers. Our aim was to find out how the image analysis method will 

correlate with the visual perception in defining the texture of the novelty yarn. 

Correlation co-efficient are given below table (77). 

 

Table 77: Correlation Co-efficient between Image Analysis Method and Average Rating Given by 
Observers on Texture Terms 

COARSENESS: 

LB 

 COARSENESS GRANULOMETERY
COARSENESS 1 -0.8348 
GRANULOMETERY -0.8348 1 

 

HB 

 COARSENESS GRANULOMETRY
COARSENESS 1 -0.7586 
GRANULOMETRY -0.7586 1 
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ROUGHNESS: 
 
LB 
 
 ROUGHNESS GRANULOMETERY CONTRAST FRACTAL 
ROUGHNESS 1 -0.7203 0.0568 -0.7466 
GRANULOMETERY -0.7203 1 -0.3731 0.6506 
CONTRAST 0.0568 -0.3731 1 -0.281 
FRACTAL -0.7466 0.6506 -0.281 1 

 
HB 
 
 ROUGH GRANULOMETRY CONTRAST FRACTALS 
ROUGH 1 -0.8066 -0.5891 -0.8615 
GRANULOMETRY -0.8066 1 0.4498 0.5905 
CONTRAST -0.5891 0.4498 1 0.6448 
FRACTALS -0.8615 0.5905 0.6448 1 

 
 
 
 
RANDOMNESS: 
 
LB 
 
 RANDOMNESS CONTRAST 
RANDOMNESS 1 -0.767 
CONTRAST -0.767 1 

 
HB 
 
 RANDOMNESS CONTRAST 
RANDOMNESS 1 -0.7431 
CONTRAST -0.7431 1 

 
 
COMPLEXITY: 
 
LB 
 
 COMPLEXITY FRACTAL 
COMPLEXITY 1 -0.8503 
FRACTAL -0.8503 1 
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HB 
 
 COMPLEXITY FRACTALS 
COMPLEXITY 1 -0.8961 
FRACTALS -0.8961 1 

 
 

 

All these image analysis methods had a good correlation co-efficient in characterizing the 

visual perception of novelty yarn texture. We also found correlation co-efficient of 

roughness with the different image analysis method. It seems Granulometry and fractals 

are good measures of the roughness. 

  

4.5 Characterization of Gimp Yarn Texture: 
 

In this section we are going to analyze the effect of overfeed rate on the textons 

appearance and texture of the novelty yarn. We used shape descriptors to define effect of 

overfeed rate on Texton appearance and we analyzed the texture of the novelty yarn using 

various techniques as explained in the section (4.2.4).we used same gimp yarn used to 

define the shape parameters in the section (4.2.7.4). 

 

 

4.5.1 Defining the Textons of Gimp Yarn: 

 

Characteristic feature of the gimp yarn is wavy effect, prominence of this effect depends 

on the amount of overfeed in the first twist process and the amount of reverse twist given 

in the second twist process. As stated in the literature review when we increase the 

overfeed rate a limit is reached, when overfed yarn starts to build layers one over other 

instead of just covering the core yarn surface which depends on the component yarn 

diameter, this layered yarn forms blob like structure as shown in figure (123).when we 

reverse twist the yarn in second twist process this layered structure doesn’t unwind 

properly giving a irregular blob like visual effect, this is more evident in the case of gimp 
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yarn produced at overfeed rate of 1.8.In case GM40 yarn, overfeed rate of 1.4 was just 

sufficient enough to cover the core structure. When we reverse twist the yarn we get 

regular wavy effect. In the case of GM20 yarn the overfeed rate was not sufficient  to 

cover the core yarn so the wavy effect was not prominent when we reverse twist the yarn. 

This shows overfeed rate has considerably changed the visual perception of Textons as 

shown figure (80, 81, 82). 

 

Figure(123) shows the gimp yarn after first twisting process with overfed rate of 1.8 we 

could see blob like structure formed due to  layers forming one over other ,which is 

absent in overfeed rate of 1.4 here effect yarn fully covers the core structure. 

Figure 123: Gimp Yarn structure After First Twist Process 

                                                                             
Knop like structure after first twisting process                                Core yarn fully covered by effect yarn 

(GM80)                                                                           (GM40) 
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In-order to find the effect of overfeed rate on the shapes of textons after the second twist 

process we determined the following shape descriptors: Roundness, Aspect Ratio, 

convexity and compactness of the structural effects. We used the same segmented image 

used for finding shape parameters in section (4.2.4.7).Graphs 14(A, B, C) show effect of 

overfeed rate on shapes of textons. 
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Graph 14(A): Comparison gimp yarn roundness 

Roundness of the object is defined as, 

 

Roundness = 4 Area / π Maximum Diameter 

 

Here maximum diameter is given by the major axis of the best fitting ellipse. A perfect 

circle will have value one, as roundness decreases surface becomes more like an 

elongated polygon. 

It is evident from the graph that as we increase the overfeed rate, the roundness of the 

object increases, which shows that textons are becoming blob like structures. This is the 

effect of first twist process, blob like structure formed by effect yarn during first twist 
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process. It doesn’t untwist during second twisting process, resulting in blob like structure 

in the final yarn which increases roundness of segmented images as shown in figure 

(124). 

The following graphs shows the aspect ratio and compactness of the textons, they are 

defined as, 

Aspect Ratio = Major axis /Minor axis 

 

Compactness = √ (4/ π) Area/ Maximum Diameter 
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Graph 14(B): comparison of gimp yarn aspect ratio 

As we increase the overfeed rate the aspect ratio curve tends to move left, i.e. they tend to 

decrease in the aspect ratio, which we could expect from the blob like structure of GM80 

yarn. In the case of GM20 yarn, as they don’t have enough overfeed rate to give 

prominent wavy effect, the structural effects are suppressed during reverse twisting. Due 

to this segmented images will have effects which are slender and elongated lying parallel 

to the core structure increasing their aspect ratio. The wavy effect of GM40 yarn has an 

intermediate aspect ratio. 
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Graph 14(C): Comparison of gimp yarn compactness 

 

There is a tendency for curves to move right which shows increase in compactness as we 

increase the overfeed. This should be expected from the blob and wave like structure 

which are more compact than the elongated polygon like structure of GM20 yarn. 

 

Figure (124) shows the segmented images of gimp yarn with different overfeed rate, this 

are images which are used for the shape analyze. Images are shown at magnification of 

16.7%. 

Shape analysis of the gimp yarn shows that Textons of GM 80 yarn are more like blobs, 

GM 40 yarn are more like wave, GM 20 yarn are more line like. 
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     GM20                                           GM40                                               GM80 

Figure 124: Segmented Gimp Yarn Image used for Shape Analysis 
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4.5.2 Texture Analyzes of Gimp Yarn: 
 

In order to test the practicality of the texture analysis method, we analyzed the three gimp 

yarns GM20, GM40, GM80 for texture. Properties of these yarns were given in chapter 

(4).The previous discussion describes the effect of overfeed rate on change in textons of 

the novelty yarn. These yarn are shown in the figure (80, 81, 82) it is evident that as we 

increase the overfeed rate of the yarn, the structural effect has become more uneven. 

There is a clear change in the textons, which should vary the visual perception of the 

yarn. So we analyzed the texture using the four texture terms, coarseness, randomness, 

complexity and comfort. Results are given below. We considered gimp yarn as a High-

bulk yarn because count of the yarn was in range of 221-293 tex which was classified as 

high-bulk yarn in texture analyzes. 

 

4.5.2.1 Characterization of Gimp Yarn Coarseness: 

 

We did granulometric analyzes to find the coarseness index. We segmented the image 

using EDM and found the pattern spectrum. Peak values of this pattern spectrum are 

given below in the table (78). 

Table 78: Coarseness Index of Gimp Yarn Found by Granulometric Analyzes 

GM20       
X Y X Y X Y COARSENESS 
0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0.002 1 0.002 1 0.002  
2 0.008 2 0.009 2 0.007  
3 0.011 3 0.014 3 0.016  
4 0.027 4 0.028 4 0.028  
5 0.038 5 0.037 5 0.038 6.33 
6 0.044 6 0.038 6 0.042  
7 0.041 7 0.043 7 0.042  
8 0.035 8 0.036 8 0.039  
9 0.032 9 0.033 9 0.032  
10 0.021 10 0.023 10 0.027  
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GM40       
X Y X Y X Y COARSENESS 
0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0.002 1 0.002 1 0.002  
2 0.003 2 0.009 2 0.005  
3 0.006 3 0.016 3 0.014  
4 0.017 4 0.028 4 0.028  
5 0.021 5 0.032 5 0.037 7 
6 0.044 6 0.047 6 0.048  
7 0.061 7 0.052 7 0.046  
8 0.055 8 0.043 8 0.04  
9 0.042 9 0.032 9 0.038  
10 0.031 10 0.037 10 0.033  
       

 

 

GM80       
X Y X Y X Y COARSENESS 
0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0.002 1 0.003 1 0.002  
2 0.003 2 0.004 2 0.004  
3 0.015 3 0.018 3 0.012  
4 0.028 4 0.03 4 0.024  
5 0.038 5 0.045 5 0.037 8.22 
6 0.045 6 0.048 6 0.043  
7 0.056 7 0.056 7 0.052  
8 0.078 8 0.064 8 0.049  
9 0.067 9 0.05 9 0.067  
10 0.046 10 0.048 10 0.064  

 

It is evident from the granulometric analyzes that the coarseness of the gimp yarn has 

increased with the overfeed rate. This increase in coarseness is mainly due to change in 

shape of Textons. The GM80 yarn with blob like structure gives a coarser feel to the yarn 

the than line like structure of the GM20 yarn.  

 

4.5.2.2 Characterization of Gimp Yarn Randomness: 

 

In order to characterize the gimp yarn randomness we used the Standard deviation 

GLCM contrast. As mentioned before an increase in overfeed rate has made the yarn 

more irregular. Standard Deviation of contrast should give the measure of this 

irregularity. Results of GLCM analysis is given in the table (79). 
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Table 79: Randomness Index of Gimp Yarn Found by GLCM Contrast Statistics 

CONTRAST    
 GM20 GM40 GM80 
 2.1709 2.6815 2.7209 
 2.1624 2.5244 2.7711 
 2.2828 2.7448 2.4528 
SD 0.067194 0.113478 0.17113 
AVERAGE 2.2054 2.6502 2.6483 

 

It is evident from the table that SD of contrast increases as we increased the overfeed 

rate. This is because of the increase in the irregularity of yarn with the overfeed rate 

which alters the SD of contrast statistics, which finds the local variation in the image. 

Another important point to note here is that the Contrast statistic is not direct measure of 

irregularity given in the table (79) as the average value of contrast, it doesn’t increase 

with randomness of the sample. The characteristic of highly irregular yarn is the high 

variation in contrast from one region to the other. An average of this reading could reduce 

the value of the contrast statistic so we recommend using the SD of contrast instead of the 

direct contrast statistic. The randomness characteristic also reflects the chaotic nature of 

the yarn. The GM20 yarn with a subdued structural effect doesn’t show any chaoticity, 

but an increase in the overfeed rate has made the yarn chaotic which is evident from the 

result. 

 

4.5.2.3. Characterization of Gimp Yarn Complexity: 

The Complexity of the gimp yarn was measured using Fractal dimension. The complexity 

of the yarn should increase as we increase the overfeed rate because yarn should have 

more intricate pattern with complex and curvy boundaries. The fractal analysis result is 

shown below in the table (80).  

Table 80: Complexity Index of Gimp Yarn found by Fractal Dimension 

FRACTAL 
DIMENSION     
    COMPLEXITY
GM20 1.6923 1.6828 1.7041 1.6931 
GM40 1.7257 1.7403 1.7259 1.7306 
GM80 1.7413 1.742 1.7384 1.7406 
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It is evident from the table (80) as we increase the overfeed rate the complexity of the 

yarn has increased. This is because of the chaotic nature of the structure. The following 

are some of the fractal analysis graphs 15(A, B, C). 

 
Graph 15(A): Fractal analysis graph of GM20 

 

 
Graph 15 (c): Fractal analysis graph of GM40 
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Graph 15(C): Fractal analysis graph of GM80 

 

4.5.2.4 Characterization of Gimp Yarn Comfort: 

 

As said in the texture analysis method MD and ME are good measures comfort for the high 

bulk novelty yarn which are given below, 

 

MD = Randomness + complexity 

ME = Coarseness + Randomness + Complexity 

 

Using this formula we found the comfort characteristic of the novelty yarn table (81) 

shows the result from comfort measure. 

Table 81: Comfort Index of Gimp Yarn Found by Coarseness, Randomness and Complexity Value 

 COARSENESS RANDOMNESS COMPLEXITY MD ME 
GM20 6.33 0.067194 1.6931 1.7603 8.09 
GM40 7 0.113478 1.7306 1.8441 8.84 
GM80 8.22 0.17113 1.7406 1.9117 10.13 

 

 

It is evident that visual discomfort increases as we increase the overfeed rate. This is 

because of lack in regularity in structural effect; in the case of the GM80 structure which 

is very chaotic evokes uncomfortable feeling so it has high discomfort rating. But the 

other two yarns are in the same range of discomfort rating. 
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5 Conclusion: 
 

This study shows that the physical properties of novelty yarns are quantifiable using the 

available technology. Although only two types of novelty yarns were analyzed, the 

method we have used can be considered as general step in quantifying the properties of 

the novelty yarn. Following are steps which could be followed in characterizing 

properties of the novelty yarn. 

 

 Define the basic parameters like count, twist which governs the novelty yarn 

performance in further processing. 

 Define inherent parameters of a particular novelty yarn which governs the visual 

aesthetics. 

 Find out the process variables which affect these two parameters. 

 Using available technology develops the characteristic graphs which show the 

effect of process parameter on the basic and inherent properties of the novelty 

yarn. 

 

Although no specific instruments are available for novelty yarn characterization. 

Available textile testing equipments are accurate enough to predict the structural 

variations brought about by the change in the process parameters. 

 

Following are general conclusion from the instrumental analysis, 

 

 CTT tester is a powerful instrument to characterize the yarn structural variations. 

But we need a priori knowledge about the yarn structure to characterize them. 

 It is difficult to characterize highly irregular structures with CTT tester. We can’t 

be reasonably sure that the result we get represents the true yarn variations. But 

when we use same measurement settings to characterize a group of novelty yarn it 

is accurate enough to predict the structural variations. 
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 Regular structures like slub yarns can be characterized with high accuracy using 

CTT EIB software 

 Characterization method using traveling microscope is time consuming and 

limited in accuracy of measurement. 

 Hairiness Tester doesn’t provide absolute measure of effect size distribution. But 

it is useful in predicting effect of process parameter on structural variations. 

 The Results from image processing method are promising. They are accurate 

enough to measure size distribution. They can provide inherent parameters like 

roundness, compactness and form factor of the structural effects which we cannot 

measure with other instruments. 

 Image analysis method is limited by size of image captured. We cannot 

characterize parameters of novelty yarn which has distribution higher than the 

maximum image size of image capturing equipment. 

 Inter test comparison should be made with caution as these methods use different 

technologies in characterizing the structural variations. But within a single test 

method they are accurate enough to predict effect of process parameter on 

structural variations. 

 

Texture analysis should be a part of novelty yarn characterization method because 

fundamental reason for using a novelty yarn in a fabric is for unique texture they bring 

about in the fabric. Proposed image analysis method can give a quantitative measure of 

visual texture of a novelty yarn. Basic steps in comparing the novelty yarn texture are, 

 

 Define the textons of the novelty yarn 

 Define texture nomenclature to be quantified 

 Conduct suitable texture analysis using proposed image analysis algorithm 

and obtain the quantifiable texture measure 

 

This quantitative data can be used to decide which particular novelty yarn to be used to 

get required texture in the fabric. 
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General conclusions drawn out from the texture analysis method are, 

 

 Novelty yarn texture perception is brought about by “Textons” which are locally 

conspicuous object which evokes texture perception. 

 Textons can be manipulated using process parameters to get the desired texture. 

 Image analysis method to characterize the novelty yarn texture has good 

correlation with the human psychological response on novelty yarn texture. 

 Three dimensional texture terms like roughness is difficult to measure using a two 

dimensional images 
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6. Recommendations for Future Work: 
 

With available instrumental methods we can characterize various other novelty yarns, 

especially, with image analysis method which can provide inherent properties which 

other test methods couldn’t provide. 

 

Data obtained from these characterization methods could be very useful in predicting 

fabric properties. A CAD system can be developed which uses various structural and 

texture parameters to emulate the fabric structure obtainable using particular novelty 

yarn. 

 

Further investigation into applicability of texton theory in novelty yarn production can be 

made. Finding the methods to manipulate novelty yarn textons could be very useful in 

designing the novelty yarn for particular texture property. 
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